City of Port Moody
Special Council
Agenda
July 20, 2021
7:00 pm
Electronic Webinar via Zoom
Pages
1.

Call to Order

This meeting will commence immediately following the Public Hearing scheduled at
7:00pm.
You can watch the livestream of this meeting at portmoody.ca/watchlive or join the
webinar at portmoody.ca/ph.
2.

General Matters

3.

New Business
3.1.

Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments – Third Reading and Adoption
Memo: Legislative Services Division, dated July 12, 2021
If referred from the Public Hearing to be held on Tuesday, July 20, 2021.

Bylaw No. 3317, a Bylaw to amend the Zoning Bylaw with Housekeeping
Amendments
Recommendation(s):
THAT City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw
No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping) be now read a third time as
recommended in the memo dated July 12, 2021 from the Legislative Services
Division regarding Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments – Third reading
and Adoption;
AND THAT Bylaw No. 3317 be now adopted.
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3.2.

OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive Third Reading
Memo: Legislative Services Division, dated July 12, 2021
If referred from the Public Hearing to be held on Tuesday, July 20, 2021.

Bylaw No. 3305, a Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955 to add the Mixed Use – Woodland Park designation.
Bylaw No. 3306, a Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No.
2937 to facilitate the rezoning of the properties at 1142 Cecile Drive and 300
Angela Drive from Low-Density Townhouse Residential (RM3) to
Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83).
Recommendation(s):
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955,
Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive) and City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment
Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive)
(CD83) be read a third time as recommended in the memo dated July 12, 2021
from the Legislative Services Division regarding OCP Amendment and
Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive – Third Reading.
4.

Adjournment
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Date:
July 12, 2021
Submitted by: Legislative Services Division
Subject:
Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments – Third Reading and Adoption
At the Regular Council meeting held on June 22, 2021, Council considered a report dated
June 1, 2021 from the Community Development Department – Building, Bylaw, and Licensing
Division regarding Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments (Attachment 1) and passed the
following resolution:
RC21/329
THAT City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56,
2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping) be read a first and second time and referred to a Public
Hearing as recommended in the report dated June 1, 2021 from the Community
Development Department – Building, Bylaw, and Licensing Division regarding Zoning
Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments.
City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317
(Housekeeping)—a Bylaw to amend the Zoning Bylaw with Housekeeping Amendments—
(Attachment 2) is the subject of a Public Hearing to be held on July 20, 2021. If referred from
the Public Hearing, Bylaw No. 3317 would be before Council for consideration of third reading
and adoption.
The recommended resolution is:
THAT City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56,
2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping) be now read a third time as recommended in the
memo dated July 12, 2021 from the Legislative Services Division regarding Zoning
Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments – Third reading and Adoption;
AND THAT Bylaw No. 3317 be now adopted.
Attachments:
1. Report considered at the June 22, 2021 Regular Council meeting (Item 5.3).
2. Draft City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56,
2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping).
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:

Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping - Third Reading and Adoption.docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Report Considered at the June 22, 2021 Regular
Council Meeting (Item 5.3).pdf
- Attachment 2 - Draft Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment
Bylaw No. 56, 20221, No. 3317 (Housekeeping).pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jul 13, 2021

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 13, 2021 - 8:21 AM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 13, 2021 - 10:01 AM
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June 1, 2021
Date:
Submitted by: Community Development Department – Building, Bylaw, and Licensing Division
Subject:
Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments

Purpose

To present a housekeeping amendment bylaw for Zoning Bylaw No. 2937 for Council
consideration.

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021,
No. 3317 (Housekeeping) be read a first and second time and referred to a Public Hearing
as recommended in the report dated June 1, 2021 from the Community Development
Department – Building, Bylaw, and Licensing Division regarding Zoning Bylaw
Housekeeping Amendments.

Background

The Zoning Bylaw was adopted in June 26, 2018. Annually, staff prepare a housekeeping
amendment Bylaw to address errors or omissions, improve language clarity, and address
changes to procedures or industry practices.

Discussion

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317
(Housekeeping) (Attachment 1) provides for the following housekeeping amendments:


In the definition of Commercial Athletic and Recreation, the word boarding was
capitalized in error as a capitalized word indicates a defined term. The proposed
amendment is to spell boarding with a lower-case b to remove confusion with the
definition of Boarding in the Bylaw.



In section 5.2.12, the word “height” was capitalized in error as a capitalized word
indicates a defined term. This was not the intention of the use of the word height for this
section. The proposed amendment is to spell height with a lower-case h to remove
confusion with the definition of height in the Bylaw.
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The regulations for fence height do not adequately consider properties that abut a major
road or community pathway. Staff have received many inquiries for property owners
who want to replace their existing fence but do not meet the current regulation. The
proposed amendment will allow a maximum height of 3.0m for any side or rear property
line that abuts a major road or a community pathway to allow for noise attenuation and
privacy.



The City has received inquiries and complaints about shipping containers being placed
on residential properties. Shipping containers are not constructed to meet the standards
of the BC Building Code, and, although modifications can be made to make them safe to
occupy, staff do not recommend this use in residential neighbourhoods. The proposed
amendment will not prohibit the use of shipping containers for both short-term storage
use and construction use.



The setback encroachment language is not clear in the Bylaw. The proposed
amendment is to clarify when an encroachment is allowed, establish a consistent
method of measurement, and list all applicable building components.



The Zoning Bylaw includes the area for elevators on all floors in the Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) calculation. To encourage building designs that would allow for aging in place,
the proposed amendment is to exclude the area for elevators in the FAR calculation.



The language for the required setback buffer between a Principal building and a
Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit is not clear in the Bylaw. The proposed amendment
clarifies that a deck from either building may project into the buffer area.



The number of parking spaces required for a Service Station use is unclear. The
proposed amendment clarifies the number of parking spaces for Service Stations with or
without a retail store.



Requirements for the provision of electric vehicle charging spots is unclear. The
proposed amendment clarifies that all residential parking spots including residential
Single Detached and Semi Detached are required to meet the requirements for electric
vehicle charging.



The requirements for the front yard setbacks for an accessory building in the A1 zone
differs from other detached residential zones. The proposed amendment makes the
front yard setback requirement for an accessory building consistent across all detached
residential zones.



Recent small-lot subdivision applications found the calculation of building height using
existing grades challenging. The proposed amendments to the RS1 and RS1-S
regulations will allow grade to be determined from a City-approved lot grading plan
rather than existing property grade and thus measure building height from the approved
grade on the lot grading plan.
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In circumstances where a property is rezoned to small lot zoning and a subdivision is
being requested, it was unclear at what point in the process the higher FAR calculation
applies. The proposed amendment ensures that properties that have been rezoned, but
have not completed the subdivision process, cannot build to the higher FAR until the
subdivision process is completed.



Seasonal pop-up businesses were not contemplated in the C3 zone. The proposed
amendment will allow seasonal pop-up business such as garden centres to operate
outside of a building in the C3 zone.

Other Option(s)

1. That the report dated June 1, 2021 from the Community Development Department –
Building, Bylaw, and Licensing Division regarding Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping
Amendments be received for information.

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications associated with the recommendations in this report.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives

Statutory requirements for advertising and notification will be met if a Public Hearing is
scheduled.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives

This report aligns with Council Strategic Plan Objectives by providing clarity for interpretation of
the Building Bylaw by providing excellent customer service.

Attachment(s)
1. Draft City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56,
2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping).

Report Author

Robyn MacLeod, RBO, CRBO
Manager of Building, Bylaw, and Licensing
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Report Approval Details

Document Title:

Zoning Bylaw Housekeeping Amendments .docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Draft City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018,
No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317
(Housekeeping).pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jun 14, 2021

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Kate Zanon, General Manager of Community Development - Jun 10, 2021 - 10:24 AM
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jun 10, 2021 - 10:26 AM
Natasha Vander Wal for Rosemary Lodge, Manager of Communications and Engagement Jun 10, 2021 - 11:31 AM
Paul Rockwood, General Manager of Finance and Technology - Jun 10, 2021 - 4:07 PM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jun 14, 2021 - 9:06 AM
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Bylaw No. 3317
A Bylaw to amend the Zoning Bylaw.
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1 This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937,
Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)”.

2.

Amendments
2.1 City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 is amended by replacing the
following definition in section 4:
““COMMERCIAL ATHLETIC AND RECREATION” means a use within an
enclosed Building for sports and active recreation where patrons are
predominantly participants and any spectators are incidental and attend
on a non-recurring basis. Use may include athletic, health, and fitness
Clubs; martial arts, dance, yoga, and pilates studios; skate Boarding;
racquet Clubs; and training of instructors in related activities.”
with the following definition:
““COMMERCIAL ATHLETIC AND RECREATION” means a use within an
enclosed Building for sports and active recreation where patrons are
predominantly participants and any spectators are incidental and attend
on a non-recurring basis. Use may include athletic, health, and fitness
Clubs; martial arts, dance, yoga, and pilates studios; skate boarding;
racquet Clubs; and training of instructors in related activities.”.
2.2 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.10(d):
“5.2.10(d) Where an access driveway abuts a landscape screen, the
screen shall be not more than 0.6m in Height for a minimum
distance of 2.0m, except for RS and RT Zones.”
with the following section 5.2.10(d):
“5.2.10(d) Where an access driveway abuts a landscape screen, the
screen shall be not more than 0.6m in height for a minimum
distance of 2.0m, except for RS and RT Zones.”.

EDMS#560565
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2.3 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.12:
“5.2.12 Fences
(a) Fences may be constructed in Single Detached Residential,
Semi-Detached Residential, and Multi-Residential zones
provided that:
(i) a Fence sited in a Front Yard shall be a maximum of 1.2m
in Height; and
(ii) a Fence sited to the rear of the front face of the Building
shall be a maximum of 2.0m in Height.
(b) Fences may be constructed within all Industrial zones
provided that:
(i) in Light Industrial zones, a Fence shall be a maximum of
3.1m in Height; and
(ii) in general Industrial zones, there shall be no limit on the
maximum Height of any Fence.
(c) In a public park located in any zone, there shall be no limit on
the maximum Height of any Fence.
(d) Barbed wire, razor wire, electrified, or similar materials are
prohibited for Fences in all zones.”
with the following section 5.2.12:
“5.2.12 Fences
(a) Fences may be constructed in Single Detached Residential,
Semi-Detached Residential, and Multi-Residential zones
provided that:
(i) a Fence sited in a Front Yard shall be a maximum of 1.2m
in height; and
(ii) a Fence sited to the rear of the front face of the Building
shall be a maximum of 2.0m in height.
(b) Fences may be constructed within all Industrial zones
provided that:
(i) in Light Industrial zones, a Fence shall be a maximum of
3.1m in height; and
(ii) in general Industrial zones, there shall be no limit on the
maximum height of any Fence.
(c) In a public park located in any zone, there shall be no limit on
the maximum height of any Fence.
(d) Barbed wire, razor wire, electrified, or similar materials are
prohibited for Fences in all zones.”.

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
EDMS#560565
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2.4 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following as section 5.2.12(a)(iii):
“5.2.12(a)(iii) a fence built on a side or rear property line adjacent to a
Major Road Network, Arterial road, Collector road and
community pathway shall be a maximum of 3.0 metres in
height.”.
2.5 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.13(b)(i):
“5.2.13(b)(i) provide Screening to a minimum Height of 2.0m in the form
of Buildings, a landscape screen, a solid decorative Fence,
or a combination thereof; and”
with the following section 5.2.13(b)(i):
“5.2.13(b)(i) provide Screening to a minimum height of 2.0m in the form
of Buildings, a landscape screen, a solid decorative Fence,
or a combination thereof; and”.
2.6 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following as section 5.2.17:
“5.2.17 Shipping Containers
Shipping containers are prohibited in all residential zones.”.
2.7 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.3.2(b):
“5.3.2 (b)

The following siting exceptions shall apply in the RS and RT
Zones:
(i)

where exterior cladding, Green Walls, pilasters, or belt
courses project beyond the face of the principal
Building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by 0.165m;

(ii) where eaves, cornices, leaders, gutters, canopies, or
Sunlight Control Projections project beyond the face of
the principal Building, the minimum distance to an
abutting Lot line as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw
may be reduced by:
• 0.8m from an abutting Interior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback;
• 1.5m from an abutting exterior Lot line; and
• 2.1m from an abutting front or Rear Lot Line;
(iii) a Solar Collector may project 1.0m beyond the face of
the principal Building or Accessory Building; and
(iv) where Decks, Porches, and Stairs project beyond the
exterior Building face, the Setback may be reduced up
to 1.8m, except that it may not be reduced by more than
City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
EDMS#560565
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50% to an Interior Side Lot Line or an Exterior Side Lot
Line.”
with the following section 5.3.2 (b):
“5.3.2 (b)

The following siting exceptions shall apply in the RS and RT
Zones:
(i)

where exterior cladding, Green Walls, pilasters, or belt
courses project beyond the face of the principal
Building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by 0.165m;

(ii) where Decks, Porches, eaves, cornices, leaders,
gutters, chimneys, stairs, canopies or Sunlight Control
Projections project beyond the face of the principal
building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot Line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by:
• 0.8 m closer to an abutting Interior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback;
• 1.5m closer to an abutting Exterior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback; and
• 1.8m closer to an abutting Front Lot Line or Rear Lot
Line;
(iii) a Solar Collector may project 1.0m beyond the face of
the principal Building or Accessory Building”.”
2.8 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.3.4(a):
“5.3.4 (a)

For single and Semi-Detached Residential use and
Detached Accessory Dwelling Units, the Floor Area
calculation shall:
(i)

include all floor areas, but is not limited to, full Height
bay windows, cellars, mechanical room, washrooms,
hallways, Habitable Rooms, landings, Mezzanines,
stairways, and storage rooms;

(ii)

include the Floor Area of enclosed Parking Spaces in
excess of 23m2 for each required Parking Space;

(iii)

exclude the Floor Area of a Basement or portion
thereof that is 60% or more below Grade;

(iv)

exclude Crawl Spaces;

(v)

provided that the exterior weather protection wall
system has been approved by a qualified professional,
exclude either:

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
EDMS#560565
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• exterior cladding up to a maximum thickness of
0.165m;
• for exterior solid wall systems, 50% of the thickness of
the exterior solid wall system up to a maximum
exclusion of 0.165m; or
• exterior wall thickness in excess of 0.165m provided
that wall thicknesses are used exclusively for the
provision of insulating materials;
(vi)

exclude open to below areas, except when they are
double Height with a dimension exceeding 4.57m
measured from the floor to the ceiling directly above, at
which point the open to below area will be counted
twice;

(vii) exclude areas providing roof access, up to a maximum
of 3.5m2 for each access;
(viii) exclude any portion of a mechanical room containing a
Green Building System, up to a maximum of 9.29m2
for each Building, provided that the system be located
in an accessible location within the Building, having a
minimum headroom clearance of 2.0m; and
(ix)

for Detached Accessory Dwelling Units only, exclude
Floor Area with no access from the interior of the
Building up to a maximum of 4.6m2 for the purpose of
storing recycling and waste storage containers.”

with the following section 5.3.4(a):
“5.3.4 (a)

For single and Semi-Detached Residential use and
Detached Accessory Dwelling Units, the Floor Area
calculation shall:
(i)

include all floor areas, but is not limited to, full height
bay windows, cellars, mechanical room, washrooms,
hallways, Habitable Rooms, landings, Mezzanines,
stairways, and storage rooms;

(ii)

include the Floor Area of enclosed Parking Spaces in
excess of 23m2 for each required Parking Space;

(iii)

exclude the Floor Area of a Basement or portion
thereof that is 60% or more below Grade;

(iv)

exclude Crawl Spaces;

(v)

provided that the exterior weather protection wall
system has been approved by a qualified professional,
exclude either:

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
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• exterior cladding up to a maximum thickness of
0.165m;
• for exterior solid wall systems, 50% of the thickness of
the exterior solid wall system up to a maximum
exclusion of 0.165m; or
• exterior wall thickness in excess of 0.165m provided
that wall thicknesses are used exclusively for the
provision of insulating materials;
(vi)

exclude open to below areas, except when they are
double height with a dimension exceeding 4.57m
measured from the floor to the ceiling directly above, at
which point the open to below area will be counted for
all floor levels included in the calculation;

(vii) exclude areas for passenger elevator shaft;
(viii) exclude areas providing roof access, up to a maximum
of 3.5m2 for each access;
(ix)

exclude any portion of a mechanical room containing a
Green Building System, up to a maximum of 9.29m2
for each Building, provided that the system be located
in an accessible location within the Building, having a
minimum headroom clearance of 2.0m; and

(x)

for Detached Accessory Dwelling Units only, exclude
Floor Area with no access from the interior of the
Building up to a maximum of 4.6m2 for the purpose of
storing recycling and waste storage containers.”.”

2.9 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.5.5(b)(iii):
“5.5.5(b)(iii) decks and stairs may project up to 1.8m into the required
setback between the Principal Building and the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit; and”
with the following section 5.5.5(b)(iii):
“5.5.5(b)(iii) Decks, Porches, ramps and stairs may project up to 1.8m
into the required setback buffer by either or both the
Principal Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling
Unit; and”.”

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
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2.10 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.5.7:
“5.5.7

A minimum 6.0m setback is required between the Principal
Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit.”

with the following section 5.5.7:
“5.5.7

A minimum 6.0 setback buffer is required between the Principal
Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling unit
foundations.”.”

2.11 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 6.3.1:
“6.3.1

The minimum number of Off-Street Parking Spaces for any use
shall be calculated in accordance with the following table. In the
case of a use not being specifically mentioned, the required
number of Off-Street Parking Spaces shall be the same as for the
most similar listed use.
Type of
Building or
Use
Residential
Apartment

Parking Required

Market Ownership
1 space per studio and 1-bedroom Dwelling
Unit,
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit with 2 or more
bedrooms,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Market Rental
1.1 space per Dwelling Unit,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Below Market Rental
0.9 spaces per Dwelling Unit,

Artist Studio –
Type A
Caretaker Unit
Detached
Accessory
Dwelling Unit
Child Care
(Group)

0.1 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space.
1 space for exclusive use of the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
EDMS#560565
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Community
Care
Home
Occupation –
Type B
Mobile Home
Park
Semi-Detached
Residential
Single
Detached
Residential
Secondary
Suite
Townhouse,
Triplex, or
Quadruplex

1 space per 4 Dwelling Units plus 0.2
visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.
1 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 spaces per principal Dwelling Unit.
1 space for exclusive use of the Secondary
Suite.
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit of 2
bedrooms or less
2 spaces per Dwelling Unit for 3 bedrooms
or more.
For Tandem Parking arrangements, 1
space can be provided on the driveway
apron outside the garage if the apron is at
least 6.1m long, plus 0.2 visitor spaces per
Dwelling Unit. Maximum allocation of
Tandem Parking is 50% of the Residential
Parking Spaces.

Work-Live

Commercial
Artist Studio –
Type B
Bed and
Breakfast
Child Care
(Group)
Commercial
Athletic and
Recreation
Service Station
Hotel
Liquor Primary
Establishment
Marina
Office
Personal
Service
Restaurant

1.0 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per 100m2 of Floor Area minimum.
1 space per sleeping unit for guests.
3 spaces per 93m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 111m2 of Lot Area.
0.8 spaces per sleeping unit.
1 space per 18m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 2 berths, plus 25 spaces per
launching facility or ramp for day use, 50%
of which must be of double length.
1 space per 50m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 18.0m² of Floor Area.

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
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Retail, including
Retail Food
Service
Industrial
Industrial and
Light Industrial

Institutional
Assembly
Civic
Elementary and
Middle School
High School
Hospital
Trade School or
Post-Secondary
School

1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.

1 space per 93m2 of Floor Area, plus 1
space per 50m2 of Floor Area for
commercial or Office use.

1 space per 10m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 37m2 of Floor Area.
1 space for every 10 students of school
capacity.
1 space for every 7 students of school
capacity.
0.3 spaces per patient bed.
1 space per 35m2 of Floor Area.

with the following section 6.3.1:
“6.3.1

The minimum number of Off-Street Parking Spaces for any use
shall be calculated in accordance with the following table. In the
case of a use not being specifically mentioned, the required
number of Off-Street Parking Spaces shall be the same as for the
most similar listed use.
Type of
Building or
Use
Residential
Apartment

Parking Required

Market Ownership
1 space per studio and 1-bedroom Dwelling
Unit,
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit with 2 or more
bedrooms,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Market Rental
1.1 space per Dwelling Unit,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)
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Below Market Rental
0.9 spaces per Dwelling Unit,
Artist Studio –
Type A
Caretaker Unit
Detached
Accessory
Dwelling Unit
Child Care
(Group)
Community
Care
Home
Occupation –
Type B
Mobile Home
Park
Semi-Detached
Residential
Single
Detached
Residential
Secondary
Suite
Townhouse,
Triplex, or
Quadruplex

0.1 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space.
1 space for exclusive use of the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.
1 space per 4 Dwelling Units plus 0.2
visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.
1 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 spaces per principal Dwelling Unit.

1 space for exclusive use of the Secondary
Suite.
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit of 2
bedrooms or less
2 spaces per Dwelling Unit for 3 bedrooms
or more.
For Tandem Parking arrangements, 1
space can be provided on the driveway
apron outside the garage if the apron is at
least 6.1m long, plus 0.2 visitor spaces per
Dwelling Unit. Maximum allocation of
Tandem Parking is 50% of the Residential
Parking Spaces.

Work-Live

Commercial
Artist Studio –
Type B
Bed and
Breakfast
Child Care
(Group)
Commercial
Athletic and
Recreation

1.0 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per 100m2 of Floor Area minimum.
1 space per sleeping unit for guests.
3 spaces per 93m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
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Hotel
Liquor Primary
Establishment
Marina
Office
Personal
Service
Restaurant
Retail, including
Retail Food
Service
Service Station
(with or without
retail)
Industrial
Industrial and
Light Industrial
Institutional
Assembly
Civic
Elementary and
Middle School
High School
Hospital
Trade School or
Post-Secondary
School

0.8 spaces per sleeping unit.
1 space per 18m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 2 berths, plus 25 spaces per
launching facility or ramp for day use, 50%
of which must be of double length.
1 space per 50m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.

1 space per 18.0m² of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 111m2 of Lot Area.

1 space per 93m2 of Floor Area, plus 1
space per 50m2 of Floor Area for
commercial or Office use.

1 space per 10m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 37m2 of Floor Area.
1 space for every 10 students of school
capacity.
1 space for every 7 students of school
capacity.
0.3 spaces per patient bed.
1 space per 35m2 of Floor Area.
”.”

2.12 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following in section 6.3:
“6.8.2

In the Moody Centre and Inlet Centre Transit-Oriented
Development areas as defined in Chapter 15 of the Official
Community Plan, the required Off-Street Parking for Residential
use shall be calculated in accordance with the following table.”

with the following:
“6.3.2

In the Moody Centre and Inlet Centre Transit-Oriented
Development areas as defined in Chapter 15 of the Official
Community Plan, the required Off-Street Parking for Residential
use shall be calculated in accordance with the following table.”.”
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2.13 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following sentence in section
6.11.1:
“All parking spaces required for residential units including Apartments,
Multi-Residential buildings, Townhouses, and Detached Accessory
Dwelling Units shall include an Energized Outlet capable of providing
Level 2 Charging or a higher charging level intended for Electric Vehicle
charging, except:”
with the following sentence:
“All parking spaces required for residential units including Single
Detached Residential, Semi-Detached Residential, Apartments,
Multi-Residential buildings, Townhouses, and Detached Accessory
Dwelling Units shall include an Energized Outlet capable of providing
Level 2 Charging or a higher charging level intended for Electric Vehicle
charging, except:”.”
2.14 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.1.3(d):
“8.1.3(d)
i.

d. Front Lot Line
Setbacks (minimum)

All Buildings and Structures – 7.5m

.”
with the following section 8.1.3(d):
“8.1.3(d)
d. Front Lot Line
Setbacks (minimum)

i.
ii.

All Buildings and Structures – 7.5m
Accessory Building or Structure – rear of
the Principal Building

.”
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2.15 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.4.6(b):
“8.4.6(b) Grade for the Principal use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, where as a result of a covenant under Section
219 of the Land Title Act or a setback pursuant to this bylaw, a
building may not be built, the elevations for the purpose of
establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the covenant or
setback areas.”
with the following section 8.4.6(b):
“8.4.6(b) Grade for the Principal use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, where as a result of a covenant under Section
219 of the Land Title Act or a setback pursuant to this bylaw, a
building may not be built, the elevations for the purpose of
establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the covenant or
setback areas. Where a lot grading plan has been approved by
the City, the elevations at the corners of the property as
indicated on the lot grading plan shall be used to determine
Grade. Where a corner cut has been made to a property, one
elevation shall be used for determining Grade in that location by
averaging the two new corners.”.”
2.16 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.5.3(a):
“8.5.3(a)
a. Density (maximum)

i.

Floor Area Ratio of 0.7

.”
with the following section 8.5.3(a):
“8.5.3(a)
b. Density (maximum)

i.
ii.

for Lots with a Lot Area of equal or greater
than 555m2: Floor Area Ratio of 0.5
for Lots with a Lot Area of smaller than
555m2: Floor Area Ratio of 0.7

.”.”
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2.17 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.5.6(b):
“8.5.6(b) Grade for the Principal Use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, when a property has an area where a Building
may not be constructed as established through a no-build
covenant or development permit covenant, the elevations for the
purpose of establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the
covenant or environmental Setback.”
with the following section 8.5.6(b):
“8.5.6(b) Grade for the Principal Use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, when a property has an area where a Building
may not be constructed as established through a no-build
covenant or development permit covenant, the elevations for the
purpose of establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the
covenant or environmental Setback. Where a lot grading plan
has been approved by the City, the elevations at the corners of
the property as indicated on the lot grading plan shall be used to
determine Grade. Where a corner cut has been made to a
property, one elevation shall be used for determining Grade in
that location by averaging the two new corners.”.”
2.18 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following 10.3.6(b):
“10.3.6(b) Permitted commercial use shall be enclosed within a Building,
except for any outdoor play area for Child Care Use.”
with the following section 10.3.6(b):
“10.3.6(b) Permitted commercial use shall be enclosed within a building,
except for any outdoor area for Child Care Use or pop-up
seasonal business.”.”

3.

Severability
3.1 If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

Read a first time this
Read a second time this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

day of

day of
day of
day of

, 20 .
, 20 .
, 20 .

, 20 .
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R. Vagramov
Mayor

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3317 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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Bylaw No. 3317
A Bylaw to amend the Zoning Bylaw.
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1 This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937,
Amendment Bylaw No. 56, 2021, No. 3317 (Housekeeping)”.

2.

Amendments
2.1 City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 is amended by replacing the
following definition in section 4:
““COMMERCIAL ATHLETIC AND RECREATION” means a use within an
enclosed Building for sports and active recreation where patrons are
predominantly participants and any spectators are incidental and attend
on a non-recurring basis. Use may include athletic, health, and fitness
Clubs; martial arts, dance, yoga, and pilates studios; skate Boarding;
racquet Clubs; and training of instructors in related activities.”
with the following definition:
““COMMERCIAL ATHLETIC AND RECREATION” means a use within an
enclosed Building for sports and active recreation where patrons are
predominantly participants and any spectators are incidental and attend
on a non-recurring basis. Use may include athletic, health, and fitness
Clubs; martial arts, dance, yoga, and pilates studios; skate boarding;
racquet Clubs; and training of instructors in related activities.”.
2.2 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.10(d):
“5.2.10(d) Where an access driveway abuts a landscape screen, the
screen shall be not more than 0.6m in Height for a minimum
distance of 2.0m, except for RS and RT Zones.”
with the following section 5.2.10(d):
“5.2.10(d) Where an access driveway abuts a landscape screen, the
screen shall be not more than 0.6m in height for a minimum
distance of 2.0m, except for RS and RT Zones.”.
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2.3 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.12:
“5.2.12 Fences
(a) Fences may be constructed in Single Detached Residential,
Semi-Detached Residential, and Multi-Residential zones
provided that:
(i) a Fence sited in a Front Yard shall be a maximum of 1.2m
in Height; and
(ii) a Fence sited to the rear of the front face of the Building
shall be a maximum of 2.0m in Height.
(b) Fences may be constructed within all Industrial zones
provided that:
(i) in Light Industrial zones, a Fence shall be a maximum of
3.1m in Height; and
(ii) in general Industrial zones, there shall be no limit on the
maximum Height of any Fence.
(c) In a public park located in any zone, there shall be no limit on
the maximum Height of any Fence.
(d) Barbed wire, razor wire, electrified, or similar materials are
prohibited for Fences in all zones.”
with the following section 5.2.12:
“5.2.12 Fences
(a) Fences may be constructed in Single Detached Residential,
Semi-Detached Residential, and Multi-Residential zones
provided that:
(i) a Fence sited in a Front Yard shall be a maximum of 1.2m
in height; and
(ii) a Fence sited to the rear of the front face of the Building
shall be a maximum of 2.0m in height.
(b) Fences may be constructed within all Industrial zones
provided that:
(i) in Light Industrial zones, a Fence shall be a maximum of
3.1m in height; and
(ii) in general Industrial zones, there shall be no limit on the
maximum height of any Fence.
(c) In a public park located in any zone, there shall be no limit on
the maximum height of any Fence.
(d) Barbed wire, razor wire, electrified, or similar materials are
prohibited for Fences in all zones.”.
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2.4 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following as section 5.2.12(a)(iii):
“5.2.12(a)(iii) a fence built on a side or rear property line adjacent to a
Major Road Network, Arterial road, Collector road and
community pathway shall be a maximum of 3.0 metres in
height.”.
2.5 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.2.13(b)(i):
“5.2.13(b)(i) provide Screening to a minimum Height of 2.0m in the form
of Buildings, a landscape screen, a solid decorative Fence,
or a combination thereof; and”
with the following section 5.2.13(b)(i):
“5.2.13(b)(i) provide Screening to a minimum height of 2.0m in the form
of Buildings, a landscape screen, a solid decorative Fence,
or a combination thereof; and”.
2.6 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following as section 5.2.17:
“5.2.17 Shipping Containers
Shipping containers are prohibited in all residential zones.”.
2.7 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.3.2(b):
“5.3.2 (b)

The following siting exceptions shall apply in the RS and RT
Zones:
(i)

where exterior cladding, Green Walls, pilasters, or belt
courses project beyond the face of the principal
Building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by 0.165m;

(ii) where eaves, cornices, leaders, gutters, canopies, or
Sunlight Control Projections project beyond the face of
the principal Building, the minimum distance to an
abutting Lot line as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw
may be reduced by:
• 0.8m from an abutting Interior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback;
• 1.5m from an abutting exterior Lot line; and
• 2.1m from an abutting front or Rear Lot Line;
(iii) a Solar Collector may project 1.0m beyond the face of
the principal Building or Accessory Building; and
(iv) where Decks, Porches, and Stairs project beyond the
exterior Building face, the Setback may be reduced up
to 1.8m, except that it may not be reduced by more than
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50% to an Interior Side Lot Line or an Exterior Side Lot
Line.”
with the following section 5.3.2 (b):
“5.3.2 (b)

The following siting exceptions shall apply in the RS and RT
Zones:
(i)

where exterior cladding, Green Walls, pilasters, or belt
courses project beyond the face of the principal
Building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by 0.165m;

(ii) where Decks, Porches, eaves, cornices, leaders,
gutters, chimneys, stairs, canopies or Sunlight Control
Projections project beyond the face of the principal
building, the minimum distance to an abutting Lot Line
as permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be reduced
by:
• 0.8 m closer to an abutting Interior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback;
• 1.5m closer to an abutting Exterior Side Lot Line, to a
maximum of 50% of the required Setback; and
• 1.8m closer to an abutting Front Lot Line or Rear Lot
Line;
(iii) a Solar Collector may project 1.0m beyond the face of
the principal Building or Accessory Building”.”
2.8 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.3.4(a):
“5.3.4 (a)

For single and Semi-Detached Residential use and
Detached Accessory Dwelling Units, the Floor Area
calculation shall:
(i)

include all floor areas, but is not limited to, full Height
bay windows, cellars, mechanical room, washrooms,
hallways, Habitable Rooms, landings, Mezzanines,
stairways, and storage rooms;

(ii)

include the Floor Area of enclosed Parking Spaces in
excess of 23m2 for each required Parking Space;

(iii)

exclude the Floor Area of a Basement or portion
thereof that is 60% or more below Grade;

(iv)

exclude Crawl Spaces;

(v)

provided that the exterior weather protection wall
system has been approved by a qualified professional,
exclude either:
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• exterior cladding up to a maximum thickness of
0.165m;
• for exterior solid wall systems, 50% of the thickness of
the exterior solid wall system up to a maximum
exclusion of 0.165m; or
• exterior wall thickness in excess of 0.165m provided
that wall thicknesses are used exclusively for the
provision of insulating materials;
(vi)

exclude open to below areas, except when they are
double Height with a dimension exceeding 4.57m
measured from the floor to the ceiling directly above, at
which point the open to below area will be counted
twice;

(vii) exclude areas providing roof access, up to a maximum
of 3.5m2 for each access;
(viii) exclude any portion of a mechanical room containing a
Green Building System, up to a maximum of 9.29m2
for each Building, provided that the system be located
in an accessible location within the Building, having a
minimum headroom clearance of 2.0m; and
(ix)

for Detached Accessory Dwelling Units only, exclude
Floor Area with no access from the interior of the
Building up to a maximum of 4.6m2 for the purpose of
storing recycling and waste storage containers.”

with the following section 5.3.4(a):
“5.3.4 (a)

For single and Semi-Detached Residential use and
Detached Accessory Dwelling Units, the Floor Area
calculation shall:
(i)

include all floor areas, but is not limited to, full height
bay windows, cellars, mechanical room, washrooms,
hallways, Habitable Rooms, landings, Mezzanines,
stairways, and storage rooms;

(ii)

include the Floor Area of enclosed Parking Spaces in
excess of 23m2 for each required Parking Space;

(iii)

exclude the Floor Area of a Basement or portion
thereof that is 60% or more below Grade;

(iv)

exclude Crawl Spaces;

(v)

provided that the exterior weather protection wall
system has been approved by a qualified professional,
exclude either:
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• exterior cladding up to a maximum thickness of
0.165m;
• for exterior solid wall systems, 50% of the thickness of
the exterior solid wall system up to a maximum
exclusion of 0.165m; or
• exterior wall thickness in excess of 0.165m provided
that wall thicknesses are used exclusively for the
provision of insulating materials;
(vi)

exclude open to below areas, except when they are
double height with a dimension exceeding 4.57m
measured from the floor to the ceiling directly above, at
which point the open to below area will be counted for
all floor levels included in the calculation;

(vii) exclude areas for passenger elevator shaft;
(viii) exclude areas providing roof access, up to a maximum
of 3.5m2 for each access;
(ix)

exclude any portion of a mechanical room containing a
Green Building System, up to a maximum of 9.29m2
for each Building, provided that the system be located
in an accessible location within the Building, having a
minimum headroom clearance of 2.0m; and

(x)

for Detached Accessory Dwelling Units only, exclude
Floor Area with no access from the interior of the
Building up to a maximum of 4.6m2 for the purpose of
storing recycling and waste storage containers.”.”

2.9 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.5.5(b)(iii):
“5.5.5(b)(iii) decks and stairs may project up to 1.8m into the required
setback between the Principal Building and the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit; and”
with the following section 5.5.5(b)(iii):
“5.5.5(b)(iii) Decks, Porches, ramps and stairs may project up to 1.8m
into the required setback buffer by either or both the
Principal Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling
Unit; and”.”
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2.10 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 5.5.7:
“5.5.7

A minimum 6.0m setback is required between the Principal
Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit.”

with the following section 5.5.7:
“5.5.7

A minimum 6.0 setback buffer is required between the Principal
Building and the Detached Accessory Dwelling unit
foundations.”.”

2.11 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 6.3.1:
“6.3.1

The minimum number of Off-Street Parking Spaces for any use
shall be calculated in accordance with the following table. In the
case of a use not being specifically mentioned, the required
number of Off-Street Parking Spaces shall be the same as for the
most similar listed use.
Type of
Building or
Use
Residential
Apartment

Parking Required

Market Ownership
1 space per studio and 1-bedroom Dwelling
Unit,
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit with 2 or more
bedrooms,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Market Rental
1.1 space per Dwelling Unit,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Below Market Rental
0.9 spaces per Dwelling Unit,

Artist Studio –
Type A
Caretaker Unit
Detached
Accessory
Dwelling Unit
Child Care
(Group)

0.1 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space.
1 space for exclusive use of the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.
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Community
Care
Home
Occupation –
Type B
Mobile Home
Park
Semi-Detached
Residential
Single
Detached
Residential
Secondary
Suite
Townhouse,
Triplex, or
Quadruplex

1 space per 4 Dwelling Units plus 0.2
visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.

1 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 spaces per principal Dwelling Unit.

1 space for exclusive use of the Secondary
Suite.
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit of 2
bedrooms or less
2 spaces per Dwelling Unit for 3 bedrooms
or more.
For Tandem Parking arrangements, 1
space can be provided on the driveway
apron outside the garage if the apron is at
least 6.1m long, plus 0.2 visitor spaces per
Dwelling Unit. Maximum allocation of
Tandem Parking is 50% of the Residential
Parking Spaces.

Work-Live
Commercial
Artist Studio –
Type B
Bed and
Breakfast
Child Care
(Group)
Commercial
Athletic and
Recreation
Service Station
Hotel
Liquor Primary
Establishment
Marina

Office
Personal
Service
Restaurant

1.0 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per 100m2 of Floor Area minimum.
1 space per sleeping unit for guests.
3 spaces per 93m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.

1 space per 111m2 of Lot Area.
0.8 spaces per sleeping unit.
1 space per 18m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 2 berths, plus 25 spaces per
launching facility or ramp for day use, 50%
of which must be of double length.
1 space per 50m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 18.0m² of Floor Area.
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Retail, including
Retail Food
Service
Industrial
Industrial and
Light Industrial
Institutional
Assembly
Civic
Elementary and
Middle School
High School
Hospital
Trade School or
Post-Secondary
School

1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.

1 space per 93m2 of Floor Area, plus 1
space per 50m2 of Floor Area for
commercial or Office use.
1 space per 10m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 37m2 of Floor Area.
1 space for every 10 students of school
capacity.
1 space for every 7 students of school
capacity.
0.3 spaces per patient bed.
1 space per 35m2 of Floor Area.

with the following section 6.3.1:
“6.3.1

The minimum number of Off-Street Parking Spaces for any use
shall be calculated in accordance with the following table. In the
case of a use not being specifically mentioned, the required
number of Off-Street Parking Spaces shall be the same as for the
most similar listed use.
Type of
Building or
Use
Residential
Apartment

Parking Required

Market Ownership
1 space per studio and 1-bedroom Dwelling
Unit,
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit with 2 or more
bedrooms,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
Market Rental
1.1 space per Dwelling Unit,
0.2 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit for the
first 100 units and 0.1 visitor spaces for
each additional unit.
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Below Market Rental
0.9 spaces per Dwelling Unit,

Artist Studio –
Type A
Caretaker Unit
Detached
Accessory
Dwelling Unit
Child Care
(Group)
Community
Care
Home
Occupation –
Type B
Mobile Home
Park
Semi-Detached
Residential
Single
Detached
Residential
Secondary
Suite
Townhouse,
Triplex, or
Quadruplex

0.1 visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space.
1 space for exclusive use of the Detached
Accessory Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.
1 space per 4 Dwelling Units plus 0.2
visitor spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per non-resident employee.

1 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 space per Dwelling Unit.
2 spaces per principal Dwelling Unit.

1 space for exclusive use of the Secondary
Suite.
1.5 spaces per Dwelling Unit of 2
bedrooms or less
2 spaces per Dwelling Unit for 3 bedrooms
or more.
For Tandem Parking arrangements, 1
space can be provided on the driveway
apron outside the garage if the apron is at
least 6.1m long, plus 0.2 visitor spaces per
Dwelling Unit. Maximum allocation of
Tandem Parking is 50% of the Residential
Parking Spaces.

Work-Live
Commercial
Artist Studio –
Type B
Bed and
Breakfast
Child Care
(Group)
Commercial
Athletic and
Recreation

1.0 space per Dwelling Unit plus 0.2 visitor
spaces per Dwelling Unit.
1 space per 100m2 of Floor Area minimum.
1 space per sleeping unit for guests.
3 spaces per 93m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
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Hotel
Liquor Primary
Establishment
Marina

Office
Personal
Service
Restaurant
Retail, including
Retail Food
Service
Service Station
(with or without
retail)
Industrial
Industrial and
Light Industrial
Institutional
Assembly
Civic
Elementary and
Middle School
High School
Hospital
Trade School or
Post-Secondary
School

0.8 spaces per sleeping unit.
1 space per 18m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 2 berths, plus 25 spaces per
launching facility or ramp for day use, 50%
of which must be of double length.
1 space per 50m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 18.0m² of Floor Area.
1 space per 40m2 of Floor Area.

1 space per 111m2 of Lot Area.

1 space per 93m2 of Floor Area, plus 1
space per 50m2 of Floor Area for
commercial or Office use.
1 space per 10m2 of Floor Area.
1 space per 37m2 of Floor Area.
1 space for every 10 students of school
capacity.
1 space for every 7 students of school
capacity.
0.3 spaces per patient bed.
1 space per 35m2 of Floor Area.
”.”

2.12 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following in section 6.3:
“6.8.2

In the Moody Centre and Inlet Centre Transit-Oriented
Development areas as defined in Chapter 15 of the Official
Community Plan, the required Off-Street Parking for Residential
use shall be calculated in accordance with the following table.”

with the following:
“6.3.2

In the Moody Centre and Inlet Centre Transit-Oriented
Development areas as defined in Chapter 15 of the Official
Community Plan, the required Off-Street Parking for Residential
use shall be calculated in accordance with the following table.”.”
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2.13 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following sentence in section
6.11.1:
“All parking spaces required for residential units including Apartments,
Multi-Residential buildings, Townhouses, and Detached Accessory
Dwelling Units shall include an Energized Outlet capable of providing
Level 2 Charging or a higher charging level intended for Electric Vehicle
charging, except:”
with the following sentence:
“All parking spaces required for residential units including Single
Detached Residential, Semi-Detached Residential, Apartments,
Multi-Residential buildings, Townhouses, and Detached Accessory
Dwelling Units shall include an Energized Outlet capable of providing
Level 2 Charging or a higher charging level intended for Electric Vehicle
charging, except:”.”
2.14 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.1.3(d):
“8.1.3(d)
d. Front Lot Line
Setbacks (minimum)

i.

All Buildings and Structures – 7.5m

.”
with the following section 8.1.3(d):
“8.1.3(d)
d. Front Lot Line
Setbacks (minimum)

i.
ii.

All Buildings and Structures – 7.5m
Accessory Building or Structure – rear of
the Principal Building

.”
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2.15 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.4.6(b):
“8.4.6(b) Grade for the Principal use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, where as a result of a covenant under Section
219 of the Land Title Act or a setback pursuant to this bylaw, a
building may not be built, the elevations for the purpose of
establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the covenant or
setback areas.”
with the following section 8.4.6(b):
“8.4.6(b) Grade for the Principal use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, where as a result of a covenant under Section
219 of the Land Title Act or a setback pursuant to this bylaw, a
building may not be built, the elevations for the purpose of
establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the covenant or
setback areas. Where a lot grading plan has been approved by
the City, the elevations at the corners of the property as
indicated on the lot grading plan shall be used to determine
Grade. Where a corner cut has been made to a property, one
elevation shall be used for determining Grade in that location by
averaging the two new corners.”.”
2.16 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.5.3(a):
“8.5.3(a)
a. Density (maximum)

i.

Floor Area Ratio of 0.7

.”
with the following section 8.5.3(a):
“8.5.3(a)
b. Density (maximum)

i.
ii.

for Lots with a Lot Area of equal or greater
than 555m2: Floor Area Ratio of 0.5
for Lots with a Lot Area of smaller than
555m2: Floor Area Ratio of 0.7

.”.”
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2.17 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following section 8.5.6(b):
“8.5.6(b) Grade for the Principal Use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, when a property has an area where a Building
may not be constructed as established through a no-build
covenant or development permit covenant, the elevations for the
purpose of establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the
covenant or environmental Setback.”
with the following section 8.5.6(b):
“8.5.6(b) Grade for the Principal Use means the average of the existing
elevations taken at each corner of the Lot as established by
survey prepared and certified by a British Columbia Land
Surveyor, except, when a property has an area where a Building
may not be constructed as established through a no-build
covenant or development permit covenant, the elevations for the
purpose of establishing Grade shall be taken at the edge of the
covenant or environmental Setback. Where a lot grading plan
has been approved by the City, the elevations at the corners of
the property as indicated on the lot grading plan shall be used to
determine Grade. Where a corner cut has been made to a
property, one elevation shall be used for determining Grade in
that location by averaging the two new corners.”.”
2.18 Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by replacing the following 10.3.6(b):
“10.3.6(b) Permitted commercial use shall be enclosed within a Building,
except for any outdoor play area for Child Care Use.”
with the following section 10.3.6(b):
“10.3.6(b) Permitted commercial use shall be enclosed within a building,
except for any outdoor area for Child Care Use or pop-up
seasonal business.”.”

3.

Severability
3.1 If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

Read a first time this 22nd day of June, 2021.
Read a second time this 22nd day of June, 2021.
Public Hearing held this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

day of

day of
day of

, 20 .
, 20 .

, 20 .
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R. Vagramov
Mayor

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3317 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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Date:
July 12, 2021
Submitted by: Legislative Services Division
Subject:
OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive –
Third Reading
At the Regular Council meeting held on June 22, 2021, Council considered a report dated
June 4, 2021 from the Community Development Department – Development Planning Division
regarding OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive (Edgar
Development) – Second Reading (Attachment 1) and passed the following resolution:
RC21/346 (as amended by RC21/348)
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment
Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) and City of Port
Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142
Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be read a second time as amended as
recommended in the report dated June 4, 2021 from the Community Development
Department – Development Planning Division regarding OCP Amendment and Rezoning
– 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive (Edgar Development) – Second Reading;
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment
Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) and City of Port
Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142
Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be referred to a Public Hearing;
AND THAT the Public Hearing notification area be expanded to include the Easthill,
Westhill, Glenayre, Seaview and College Park neighbourhoods.
City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31,
2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive)—a Bylaw to amend City of Port
Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955 to add the Mixed Use – Woodland Park
designation (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive)—(Attachment 2) and City of Port Moody
Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83)—a Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No.
2937 to facilitate the rezoning of the properties at 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive from
Low-Density Townhouse Residential (RM3) to Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83)—
(Attachment 3) are the subject of a Public Hearing to be held on July 20, 2021. If referred from
the Public Hearing, Bylaw No. 3293 and Bylaw No. 3294 would be before Council for
consideration of third reading.
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The recommended resolution is:
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955,
Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive)
and City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52,
2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be read a third
time as recommended in the memo dated July 12, 2021 from the Legislative
Services Division regarding OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive – Third Reading.
Attachments:
1. Report considered at the June 22, 2021 Regular Council meeting (Item 9.2).
2. Draft City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment
Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).
3. Draft City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52,
2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83).
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:

OCP Amendment and Rezoning - 1142 Cecile Drive and 300
Angela Drive - Third Reading.docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Report Considered at the June 22, 2021 Regular
Council Meeting (Item 9.2).pdf
- Attachment 2 - OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305
(1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).pdf
- Attachment 3 - Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306
(1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83).pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jul 13, 2021

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 13, 2021 – 8:53 AM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 13, 2021 - 11:01 AM
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June 4, 2021
Date:
Submitted by: Community Development Department – Development Planning Division
Subject:
OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive
(Edgar Development) – Second Reading

Purpose

To present for Council consideration of second reading Official Community Plan (OCP)
Amendment Bylaw, No. 3305 and Rezoning Bylaw, No. 3306 to facilitate the development of a
mixed-use project on the Woodland Park property at 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive.

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment
Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) and City of
Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306
(1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be read a second time as amended as
recommended in the report dated June 4, 2021 from the Community Development
Department – Development Planning Division regarding OCP Amendment and Rezoning
– 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive (Edgar Development) – Second Reading;
AND THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955,
Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) and
City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021,
No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be referred to a Public Hearing;
AND THAT the Woodland Park Term Sheet be endorsed, including the proposed
Community Amenity Contribution waiver and approach to the application of
Development Cost Charges to inform further discussions between staff and the applicant
in preparation of a Development Agreement.

Executive Summary

An Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment and rezoning application was submitted by the
Pooni Group on behalf of the owner, Edgar Development, for the phased redevelopment of the
Woodland Park property in December 2019. The application was first reviewed by Council at a
Committee of the Whole meeting in April 2020. In response to staff comments and input from
the Community Planning Advisory Committee and Council, an updated proposal was submitted,
which was considered at Council at the March 23, 2021 Regular Council Meeting, at which the
1
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OCP Amendment Bylaw and Rezoning Bylaw were given first reading. The associated Council
Report is included as Attachment 1.
Key elements of the proposal are summarized in the following table:
PLAN ELEMENT
Total Number of Units
# of Strata Units
# of Market Rental Units
# of Below-Market Rental Units
Child Care Floor Area/Spaces
Retail Floor Area
Total Park/Trail/ESA Area

CURRENT SUBMISSION
1,861 up to 2,053 with proposed density transfer (Revised)
1,404 up to 1,596 with proposed density transfer (Revised)
132
325
1,096m2 (11,800ft2)/ 93 spaces
1,765m2 (19,000ft2)
3.27ha (8.1ac) (Updated)

The application was recommended for first reading with a number of items to be further resolved
prior to second reading. Following first reading, these items and the results of follow up review
since March are listed below:














Development of a Term Sheet (Attachment 2) that would set out commitments and
requirements associated with the development. These commitments and requirements
would be formalized through a development agreement that would be registered on title
as a no-build covenant. The development agreement covenant would only be removed
from title once the requirements of the agreement are met as part of the development
permit process for each area/building;
Further exploration of required road improvements, including a new connection via
Highview Place (Attachment 3). To achieve the desired road improvements, the
proponent is proposing to acquire a property on Highview Place on which the road may
be constructed, and is requesting a density transfer of residential floor area from this site
to the Woodland Park site;
As part of acquiring lands for the road connection, it is now proposed that the remainder
of the Highview Place property will be dedicated to the City after road construction. The
land dedicated to the City may provide an opportunity, subject to further investigation
and feasibility studies, to locate a new fire hall to replace Fire Hall #2;
Consideration and review of the applicant’s request to waive Community Amenity
Contributions and apply Development Cost Charge (DCC) offsets based on the provision
of amenities, land, and civil upgrades;
Changes to the OCP amendment bylaw (Attachment 4), including the addition of design
guidelines that will guide the development of Woodland Park;
Changes to the zoning amendment bylaw (Attachment 5), including edits and
clarifications;
Timing and assurances regarding the proposed commercial uses, intended to serve the
daily needs of the project and wider neighbourhood;
Establishing details of the rental housing components; and
Further defining the programming of parks and open space.
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The Woodland Park Location Plan is included as Attachment 6. The development of the
Woodland Park site envisions development on a phased basis within five development parcels
over a period of approximately 16-17 years, with completion anticipated in the mid-2030s. The
proposed Term Sheet, including a Phasing Plan, is illustrated in Attachment 2. The Term
Sheet sets out the high-level expectations and requirements associated with the proposal, and
would form the basis for the development of a more detailed Development Agreement. Should
this application be given second reading, staff and the applicant would continue to work on
aspects to be included in the Development Agreement.

Background

The OCP amendment and rezoning application was submitted in December 2019. The initial
submission was considered by the Community Planning Advisory Committee on March 3, 2020,
and by Council at a Committee of the Whole Meeting on April 21, 2020. An updated proposal
was then considered at Council at the March 23, Regular Council Meeting, with the OCP
Amendment Bylaw and Rezoning Bylaw, resulting in the following resolution:
RC21/145
THAT City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment
Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) and City of
Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306
(1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive) (CD83) be read a first time as recommended
in the report dated February 25, 2021 from Community Development Department –
Development Planning Division regarding Official Community Plan Amendment and
Rezoning Bylaws - Woodland Park (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).
A list of items that have been further reviewed since first reading is listed in the Executive
Summary above.

Discussion

Development Proposal
A development summary of the proposal, prepared by the applicant, is included as
Attachment 7. Briefly, the proposal consists of:









1,861 residential units, up to 2,053 units with proposed density transfer,
consisting of 325 below-market rental units and 132 market-rental units;
1,096m2 (11,800ft2) of childcare space to accommodate approximately 93
spaces;
1,765m2 (19,000ft2) of local commercial floor area;
an overall Floor Area Ratio of approximately 1.80 or 1.96 after density transfer;
two parks (‘Cecile Bend’ and ‘The Hub’), approximately 1.17 hectares (2.9 acres)
in area;
an internal perimeter path following the edge of the ESA;
dedication of the two parks and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (urban forests
and riparian areas) to the City;
building heights ranging from six to a maximum of 17 storeys, or up to 19 storeys
after the density transfer, in a terraced form in order to limit the impacts of the
heights in conjunction with the sloping grades on the east side of the site;
3
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a proposed residential density transfer, associated with a parcel of land on
Highview Place that will accommodate the new Highview Place connector road to
Barnet Highway. This will see the overall FAR of the site increase to 1.96,
representing 14,865m² (160,000ft²) in residential floor area, an increase of
approximately 192 residential strata units, for a total of 2,053 residential units.
These additional residential units are incorporated into the project by increasing
the height of six buildings by approximately two storeys; and
transfer of the remainder of the Highview Place parcel to the City for City use,
with uses possibly including a potential relocated Fire Hall #2.

Road Improvements
At present, there are two principal access routes to and from the neighbourhood via
Clarke Road/Cecile Drive and Glenayre Drive, southbound to Clarke Road. Staff identified the
importance of developing a transportation access strategy for the neighbourhood, and the
applicant’s traffic consultant has suggested two alignment options, which involve routing traffic
northward from Cecile Drive along Highview Place to link to a signalized intersection at
Clarke Street and the Barnet Highway. Two alignments, illustrated on Attachment 3, were
presented as part of the first reading report, however, both alignments required the acquisition
of private parcels that were not part of the application.
Since then, further work has been done on this key element of the project, including:
 Additional design and feasibility work has been undertaken, including environmental and
geotechnical reports and preliminary civil design, and an estimated cost of construction
of approximately $7m has been identified;
 The applicant has an option to purchase the lots at 2002-2060 Highview Place and
1943 St. Johns Street, which would allow for the southern alignment of the road to be
built;
 The applicant has committed to pay for and build the road, based on the southern road
alignment, as part of the project and will absorb any increases in the cost of construction
above the $7.0m on this alignment;
 The land area that would be acquired totals approximately 20,638m² (222,145ft²). The
applicant is proposing to dedicate the remainder of the land area to the City,
approximately 18,580m² (200,000ft²), following the construction of the road. This land
includes a mix of ESA (riparian areas and urban forest) and potentially developable land,
where there may be an opportunity, subject to further, more detailed investigation and
feasibility studies, to locate a new fire hall to replace Fire Hall #2. As part of the
dedication of this land to the City, the applicant is proposing to transfer the buildable
density from this land to the Woodland Park site;
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Further analysis of the southern and northern alignment has been completed. Based on
this analysis, the southern alignment has been determined to be feasible, subject to
senior government approvals. However, from an environmental impact perspective, the
northern alignment would be a preferable option. As the applicant only has control of the
southern alignment, it has been determined that this route may be acceptable provided
that mitigation measures are incorporated into the final design. As the road will only be
built as part of later phases of the development, staff will continue to explore the option
to shift the alignment to the north as part of any future redevelopment of the northern
Highview Place property, with the proponent still prepared to pay for and build the road
up to the value of the cost associated with the southern alignment; and
The new road alignment may also include potential changes to the existing network,
including possible turning movement restrictions at the Cecile Drive and Clarke Road
intersection, as vehicles would have alternative and more desirable access/egress
routes in and out of the neighbourhood.

The details of the high-level arrangements around the construction of the road are set out in the
Term Sheet (Attachment 2). Further work will continue on this element with further details
being established around the delivery of this road in the Development Agreement.
CACs and DCCs
Given the significant costs attached to the amenities (below-market rental units and park
provision and improvements), land dedication, environmental enhancement, road construction,
and servicing upgrades, the applicant has requested the waiving of Community Amenity
Contributions (CACs) and, where applicable, offsets to the Development Cost Charge (DCC).
The applicant is requesting the waiver and offsets in acknowledgement of the amenities being
provided by the applicant.
The City’s CAC Corporate Policy does allow for waivers of CACs where affordable housing or
other amenities (such as civic facilities, plazas, pedestrian and cycling improvements, recreation
facilities, arts and cultural facilities, heritage conservation, land acquisition, environmental
enhancements, and parkland improvements) are provided. Such amenities for this
development would include below-market rental units, land acquisition, environmental
enhancements and pedestrian and cycling improvements. Given that the value of the amenity
elements proposed exceed the CACs that would be due, staff are supportive of the waiving of
CACs for the project.
In relation to DCCs, the city may only apply credits and offsets as permitted under the
Local Government Act. For this project, the following credits are possible:



existing floor area for properties in Woodland Park and the Highview Place property;
and
the 325 below market rental units would qualify for a 50% credit as set out in the City’s
DCC Reduction Bylaw.
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For this project, the following offsets are possible:




provision of amenities (construction of a new Highview Place and land dedication for a
possible new Fire Hall No. 2 site) in lieu of payments for density in excess of six stories;
and
provision of additional parkland and enhanced parkland improvements above the 5%
requirement.

Staff recommend that the DCC credits and offsets outlined above be applied as the City will be
receiving amenities at a value in excess of the value the City would have received in payments.
In addition, the applicant is building all the amenities and taking the risk of both unforeseen
expenses as well as inflation in construction costs.
The anticipated value of the CAC waiver, DCC credits, and DCC offsets are detailed in
Attachment 2. The exact CAC credit is determined prior to adoption of the Zoning Bylaw. The
exact amount of DCC payments, credits, and offsets is determined at the building permit stage.
During the OCP and Zoning phase of development, the categories of credits and offsets are
applicable. If the application moves forward, staff will continue to work with the applicant on the
exact dollar amounts to be paid.
OCP Amendment Bylaw, No. 3305 and Rezoning Bylaw No. 3306
Since first reading, changes have been made to both the draft OCP amendment Bylaw
(Attachment 4) and Rezoning Bylaw (Attachment 5).
OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 3305 has been amended to include detailed design guidelines that
will guide the future development of the Woodland Park site. The guidelines cover such topics
as: Neighbourhoods; Building Form and Character; Open Space; Landscape; Streets and
Sidewalks; and Public Art. These guidelines will govern the development of individual phases
and buildings at the Development Permit stage.
Minor changes have been made to Rezoning Bylaw No. 3306, which proposes the rezoning of
the subject lands to a new Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83). Changes have been
made in order to provide greater clarity on certain key elements, including: clarification of uses;
floor area exemptions for in-suite storage; minimum floor areas for below-market rental and
market rental units; expectations around commercial and childcare space and locations; density
transfer; that density bonus requirements will not apply; building setbacks; and parking
requirements.
Housing: Below-Market Rental Units
As noted above, the first phase of development will involve the construction of the below-market
rental units by BC Housing. Key aspects of this elements will include:



The delivery by BC Housing of 325 units, approximately 26,941m² (290,000ft²) of
below-market affordable housing over two phases of project development;
The housing will be developed on 2.7 hectares (5.09 acres) of land donated by the
applicant to BC Housing;
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BC Housing will finance the construction of the below-market rental buildings in Phase 1
and Phase 2 via approximately $140m in funding;
The below-market rental housing component will represent approximately 14.5% of the
total residential floor area, after the proposed density transfer is included; and
Below-market housing units will ultimately be owned and operated by Provincial Rental
Housing Corporation or a non-profit housing provider depending on the final funding
program.

The intent is that rental rates will be below-market rental rates, with exact rates to be
determined through a future housing agreement, noting the following:





The BC Housing units are based on the Provincial Rental Supply program, the goal of
which is to increase the supply and range of affordable and appropriate rental housing
options for middle income households across British Columbia, with income thresholds
for eligibility as follows:
o Units with fewer than two bedrooms: Middle-income households are those whose
gross household income does not exceed the 75th income percentile for families
without children, as determined by BC Housing (currently $116,330);
o Units with two or more bedrooms: middle-income households are those whose
gross household income does not exceed the 75th income percentile for families
with children, as determined by BC Housing (currently $163,220);
o Rents must be affordable for eligible tenants, as determined by BC Housing, and
remain affordable for a minimum of ten (10) years.
The intent is to provide units at as low a rental rate as possible, but will be set in order
that the buildings run without, or with only minimal subsidy; and
As part of the tenant assistance plan for current Woodland Park residents, rents will be
based on current rent on a square footage basis.

The details and parameters of the below-market rental housing provision, including rental rates
and their term, will be formalized through a housing agreement bylaw, which at this point will
likely be prepared for Council consideration, prior to adoption of the OCP amendment and
zoning amendment bylaws.
Housing: Tenant Relocation Program
In accordance with Council’s Tenant Relocation Assistance Policy and the associated Rental
Protection Policy, the applicant has prepared a tenant assistance plan (Attachment 8), which
has met the intent of these two policies. It is the intent that, in the first phase of the program,
the existing tenants within the site to be redeveloped by BC Housing will be relocated to
available units on the east side of the site to facilitate the redevelopment of the vacated
buildings. In the second phase, the existing tenants will be given first right of refusal to move
into the new non-market housing. Those that choose to leave rather than relocate to the new
housing will be provided with compensation in accordance with Council’s Policy. The strategy
results in greater than a 1:1 replacement of existing units and is intended to minimize tenant
disruption and displacement. The Tenant Relocation Program is illustrated graphically in
Attachment 8. The terms of the program will be established in a covenant to be registered on
title prior to adoption of the required bylaws.
7
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Housing: Market-Rental Units
The program also involves the development of a minimum of 132 market rental units by
Edgar Development in Phase 3, ‘The Hub’ Neighbourhood. These units will be secured via a
separate housing agreement bylaw. In addition to this, a no-rental-restriction housing
agreement will be prepared to ensure that future stratas are unable to prevent owners of the
residential strata units from renting their units.
Parks, Open Space and ESA
Woodland Park will consist of a generous amount of open space, consisting of approximately
1.17 hectares (2.9 acres) of neighbourhood parks and trail network (12%), 2.1 hectares (5.2
acres) of ESA (22% of the site), and 3.36 hectares (8.3 acres) of open green space (35%).
Following first reading, additional work has been completed on the programming and design
requirements for these areas, with the key guiding principles of these elements incorporated in
the OCP design guidelines, which form part of the OCP amendment Bylaw (Attachment 4).
The neighbourhood park components include:






Hub Park in the heart of the development. This park will be located in the Mixed-Use
part of the development where the commercial, daycare, and market-rental residential
are located. The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza, passive open
lawn areas for flexible use, age dedicated play areas (1-5 years and 5-12 years) for the
community at large, as well as a dedicated private play area for children in the local
childcare. The public play area will include elements of water play and water cooling,
including a spray park. Additional open space opportunities within the Hub Park include
a multi-use sports court that will allow for a range of sports and group sizes, and a small
dedicated off-leash dog park. This park will be located over a parkade for the
surrounding development. At this point, whether the parks will be secured via and airspace parcel, or a public access statutory right of way is being considered.
Cecile Bend Park is within in a more naturalized environment towards the south side of
the development, between the Phase 4 and 5 residential portions. A number of
programmed open spaces offer a range of opportunities for the local residents and the
surrounding neighbourhoods. The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza,
a natural amphitheater, passive open lawn areas for flexible use and sports, a play area
for the community at large, a community stage, picnic areas, a small fenced off-leash
dog park, and outlooks into the adjacent ESA areas and mature tree stands.
The Multi-Use Park Trail will be an important component of the open space network.
The whole community of Woodland Park is connected via a two to three metre wide
multi-use trail that runs around the perimeter of the site between the development
parcels and the ESA. The trail connects to a number of nodes, dedicated parks, ESA
areas (riparian areas and urban forests), residential areas, as well as a number of
parklets. These parklets allow for the community to stop along the path to enjoy a range
of programmed spaces, which may include public art, adult fitness areas, play spaces,
public courtyards, gardens, and nature outlooks. The trail will be universally accessible
wherever feasible.
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In addition to the park space, the master plan contributes a generous amount of publicly
accessible open green space for all residents and the wider community, improving the
pedestrian experience and promoting physical wellness. The development of each
neighbourhood results in open green spaces between buildings that will also include pathways,
secured via rights of way within the neighbourhoods, to further the interconnectivity of the
community. Attachment 9 illustrates the proposed Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open
Space Concept Plans.
Parking
All required parking will be provided underground. The applicant has proposed reduced parking
standards specific to this project, which are based on the number of bedrooms and unit areas.
While the proposed ratios are generally acceptable, it will be necessary to implement
transportation demand management (TDM) measures (e.g. car sharing spaces, e-bikes, bike
maintenance facilities, unbundled and district parking, etc.) in conjunction with future
development permit applications to offset the overall reduction. These TDM measures will be
more fully explored and committed to through the development agreement process.
Sustainability Report Card
A Sustainability Report Card (Attachment 10), was received shortly before the report deadline
and is attached for information.
Term Sheet
The project comprises five ‘neighbourhoods’ which will be developed in seven phases with
ultimate build-out expected to occur in about 2036. Given 1) the size and complexity of the
project; 2) that it will be happening in multiple phases; and 3) that there will be numerous
deliverables as part of individual phases, including specific amenities, servicing upgrades,
environmental enhancements, Development Cost Charges, etc.; it is intended that the details
that will govern the development of the neighbourhood would be formalized via a Development
Agreement. The Development Agreement would be registered on title of the property, which will
mean that all the requirements and timelines set out in the agreement would have to be met as
part of the development permit process for each area/building.
The applicant and staff have been working on the high-level details of this agreement as part of
this report. At this stage, in order to provide a summary of high-level expectations to provide
certainty and clarity for both the City and the applicant, a Term Sheet has been developed and
is included as Attachment 2 for consideration by Council for endorsement. It is envisaged that,
should the application be given second reading, the details of this agreement would continue to
be worked on.
Implementation
To implement the project, an OCP amendment Bylaw and a rezoning Bylaw have been
prepared (Attachment 4 and 5). If the project proceeds, and the two bylaws are ultimately
adopted, implementation will also require:


a development agreement bylaw, which will set out the requirements for the
development and will be registered on title as a no-build covenant;
9
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housing agreement bylaws, which will likely be brought forward should the OCP and
rezoning bylaws receive third reading. Three separate housing agreement bylaws will
be required:
o one with BC Housing for the below-market rental units;
o one with Edgar Development for the market rental units; and
o one additional agreement with Edgar Development to ensure that future strata
owners are not prohibited from renting their units.
individual development permits for form and character, ESA and hazardous conditions,
as applicable for each building or phase of development; and
the registration of various covenants, including those that address development
agreements, aspects of development permit, housing agreements to establish the
provision of the tenant relocation package.

City Policy Context: Well Served Development
As noted in the March 23, 2021 Council Report (Attachment 1), the development proposal has
been evaluated in the context of relevant City policies, including the OCP and the Corporate
Policy: Prioritizing Higher Density Development and Climate Action Plan. Council declared a
Climate Emergency in September 2019 and set an ambitious course for Climate Change
adaptation and mitigation. A key goal that was established is accelerating a change in modal
split from car usage to other modes of transportation. Within the City’s Climate Action Plan is
the goal that residents walk, cycle, or take transit for 40% of trips by 2030. Growth
Management will play a key role in achieving this goal by concentrating new development in
areas that have the best access to alternative modes of transportation. The Climate Action Plan
also includes the following polices in relation to land use and growth management:
Encourage density and mixed-use neighborhoods around transportation hubs through
the Official Community Plan and development applications.
Create and implement a policy to encourage development of complete, compact
communities that enable the residents’ easy access to daily needs.
The Community Vision Section of the OCP includes the following policy:
Well-Served Development: To support any significant higher density development only
where it is well served by public transit, by public amenities such as parks, pedestrian
connections, and civic facilities, by public schools, and by commercial and other
services.
The above policies regarding appropriate development have been particularly relevant for the
review of the proposal. Also key to the review is the fact that Woodland Park is currently not
designated for higher-density development. However, staff are also undertaking an OCP review
of neighbourhoods experiencing redevelopment pressure, including the College Park/Seaview
neighbourhood, where the age of housing in combination with general high housing demand
have led to increased redevelopment pressures. This analysis is to consider appropriate
change for the neighbourhood; identify population targets; and determine the form of future
construction.
10
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The key constraint for this location is in relation to access and proximity to public transit. Given
that the location of the site is removed from the City’s two rapid transit stations and the Frequent
Transit Network, and currently has a more limited transit service, achieving changes in the
choice of transportation modes for this site will be challenging. In terms of reducing vehicle
trips, this has been in part addressed with the addition of commercial space intended to
accommodate a grocery store and increased daycare spaces, both of which will also serve the
broader neighbourhood. In addition, upgrades to pedestrian and cycling facilities along with the
implementation of other transportation demand management measures (e.g. car-sharing
spaces, e-bikes, bike maintenance facilities, unbundled and district parking, etc.) will be
included to, as far as possible, encourage mode shifts.
City Policy Context: Amenity Provision
Also particularly relevant for the evaluation of the application is the current site context and
applicable City policy as it relates to affordable housing. The site is currently zoned
Low-Density Townhouse Residential (RM3), which permits townhouse development up to three
storeys in height and up to a Floor Area Ratio of 0.75. The site was developed circa 1964 and
consists of 200, two- and three-bedroom rental townhouse units in 19 buildings within a
low-density form. Given that the rental rates for the current units are reflective of the age of the
units, they represent a significant affordable rental component within the City.
The current estimated floor area ratio is approximately 0.25 for 200 units. If the site were
re-developed under current zoning, via a development permit process. then the FAR limit of
0.75 could result in approximately 600 units on the site, though a restrictive covenant currently
registered on title does require Council approval for any re-development. The relatively low
density of the current development is relevant as, if the site were developed under the current
zoning, via a development permit process, the City would not have the ability to require as many
below-market rental or market rental units on the site. Additionally, CACs would not apply as
there would be no rezoning application and nor would there be the opportunity to require park
dedication or park improvements, and there would only be a limited ability to require servicing
upgrades.
As part of this application, 1,861 residential units are being proposed, up to 2,053 units with the
proposed density transfer. Though this is significantly more units than permitted under the
current zoning, it does mean that the City is able to secure significant amenities through the
rezoning process.
Conclusion
The Woodland Park site does have key constraints in relation to access and proximity to public
transit, which does mean this may not be the best location in the City for significant increases in
density. To help address this, several improvements are being proposed to improve both the
trail and road/cycling network to facilitate access to public transportation and promote more
sustainable modes of transportation. On balance, given that redevelopment of this site for
approximately 600 residential strata units could take place with the provision of no amenities,
staff are supportive of this proposal in that does secure a large number of amenities, including:


a very significant amount of below-market rental housing (325 units) and market rental
housing (132 units), approximately 22% of the overall units count;
11
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the dedication of lands for neighbourhood parks, trails, ESA that includes watercourse
and forest resource preservation, as well as other civic uses;
the construction of a new Highview Place road connection to Barnet Highway that will
serve the wider neighbourhood and related land dedication, which could possibly
accommodate a new Fire Hall; and
Additionally, through the rezoning process, the City is able to negotiate the inclusion of
some neighbourhood serving commercial space (e.g. grocery store) and daycare space.

To conclude, staff believe that the applicant has attempted to address the key issues previously
identified by Council in order to respond to the City’s prevailing growth management policies.
To that end, it is suggested that Council consider giving the proposed OCP amendment and
zoning amendment bylaws second reading and referring them to a Public Hearing. In addition,
it is further recommended that Council consider endorsing the Term Sheet for the project so that
staff and the applicant can continue to work on the details of the Development Agreement and
the Housing Agreement Bylaws, that will also need to be brought forward for Council
consideration in the future.

Other Option(s)

Should Council wish to give more specific direction to the applicant at this time, the following
resolution could be considered:
THAT the applicant for an OCP amendment and rezoning of 1142 Cecile Drive and
300 Angela Drive (Woodland Park) be advised to consider modifications to their application
to address the following matters:


list issues

Alternatively, Council may consider the following resolution:
THAT the applicant address the following issues prior to second reading / referral to Public
Hearing:


list issues

Financial Implications

Community Amenity Contributions
The proposed Term Sheet for the Woodland project outlines a number of proposed
commitments that have financial implications related Community Amenity Contributions.
Instead of cash contributions to the City, the project would accept in-kind contributions
specifically through:



provision of land to BC Housing, earmarked for 325 below-market rental units,
and;
provision of land to the City for a potential new Fire Hall location of Fire Hall #2.

12
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Development Cost Charges
With regards to Development Cost Charges, the following credits would be allowed for based on
the City’s DCC bylaws:



It is anticipated that BC Housing’s units may qualify for a DCC reduction of 50% for
Affordable Housing; and
Per best practices, a credit for existing floor area would be applied to each phase.

It is possible that a future DCC bylaw could require different charges from the development, but
without knowing what other changes may be made to the DCC program, it cannot be
determined what the exact changes (increase or decrease) might be.
Development Cost Charges (DCCs) would be required prior to the issuance of individual
building permits at the prevailing rates per the then current bylaw, which might allow for offsets
for DCC projects completed by the developer, where such projects are identified in the DCC
Bylaw. The project does include the dedication of new park lands, as well as, potentially, land
and funds for the construction of a new road connection. DCC charges, credits, and offsets,
including DCCs for additional density not considered by the DCC Bylaw, will be further reviewed
as part of negotiations for a Development Agreement.
Highview Road Connector
The purchase of land for the road dedication and the cost of construction of the new road
connection to this neighbourhood is paid for by the Woodland Park development. Once
completed, the road is transferred to the City. In the long run, there will be future cost of
maintenance and eventually replacements cost for the City. As is the case for other City
infrastructure, the funding for these future maintenance and replacement costs are typically
covered by property tax revenue, future DCC programs, grants, or contributions from other
development projects in the area.
Dedication of Park Land and Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The project proposes significant land area for two neighbourhood parks, a trail network, and
ESA, the majority of which will be dedicated to the City. This follows best practices where parks
that are supposed to serve the wider neighbourhood are provided to the City to own and
operate. Similarly, environmentally sensitive areas will be added to the City’s inventory of
protected green spaces, as this provides the best protection from future development or
maintenance issues if the lands remained part of strata development. The land area and
estimated value proposed to be dedicated to the City includes the Cecile Bend Park, the
perimeter trail, and ESA. The Hub Park, as it sits over a parkade, may either be dedicated to
the City, or secured via a public access statutory right of way.
Once improved and constructed as planned, these parks and other lands will be transferred to
the City and future operations and maintenance costs will be borne by the City. As is the case
for other City infrastructure, the funding for these future maintenance and replacement costs are
typically covered by property tax revenue, future DCC programs, grants, or contributions from
other development projects in the area.
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Cost-Benefit Balance / Additional Property Tax revenues
As outlined above, the construction of the project would include Community Amenities in the
form of below-market housing and a site for a potential Fire Hall. Moreover, a new road
connection, two neighbourhood parks, and other open space lands will be provided to the City.
These are major benefits that are being provided for and funded through this project.
Once transferred to the City, the new infrastructure and parks and open space will result in
future maintenance and replacement cost for the City. This would be in part or fully offset by
additional property tax revenues for this development.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives

The applicant has had a number of engagement events to ensure that the existing residents in
the development are aware of the application and the opportunities for tenant relocation. The
list of events are as follows:





July 11, 2019 from 5:00-7:00 pm (drop-in event);
December 11, 2019 – residents-only from 5:30-6:30 pm and public from
6:30-8:30 pm (drop-in event);
September 23, 2020 from 12:30-1:30 pm (online via Zoom Webinar); and
September 24, 2020 from 10:00-11:00 am and from 5:30-6:30 pm (online via
Zoom Webinar)

Additionally, the applicant is scheduling another virtual open house for residents in the vicinity of
the development. This is scheduled for July 5, 2021 12:00pm-1:30pm and 6:30pm-8:00pm.
In accordance with section 475 of the Local Government Act, staff referred the project to
Metro Vancouver, First Nations, TransLink, and School District No. 43 for comment. Comments
received to date are included as Attachment 11.
Should the application proceed through the approval process, there will be an additional
opportunity for community input at a Public Hearing. As part of the Public Hearing, notices will
be sent to adjacent properties within a 140m radius of the site, and the Public Hearing will be
advertised in the local newspaper in accordance with the Development Approval Procedures
Bylaw and the Local Government Act.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives

Providing this early opportunity for Council input on this significant development proposal is
consistent with the strategic priority of Community Evolution in the 2019-2022 Council Strategic
Plan as it relates to the objective of ensuring that future community growth is carefully
considered and strategically managed, consistent with the targets approved in the City’s Official
Community Plan.
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Attachments

1. Council Report, March 23, 2021.
2. Woodland Park – Term Sheet.
3. Proposed New Road Alignments.
4. Draft OCP Amendment Bylaw, No. 3305.
5. Draft Rezoning Bylaw, No. 3306.
6. Location Plan – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive.
7. Development Proposal and Plans – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive.
8. Draft Tenant Assistance Plan.
9. Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space Concept Plan.
10. Sustainability Report Card – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive.
11. Section 475 Consultation Responses.

Report Author

Kevin Jones, MCIP, RPP
Senior Planner
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Document Title:

OCP Amendment and Rezoning – 1142 Cecile Drive and 300
Angela Drive (Edgar Development) – Second Reading.docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Council Report, March 23, 2021.pdf
- Attachment 2 - Woodland Park – Term Sheet.pdf
- Attachment 3 - Proposed New Road Alignments.pdf
- Attachment 4 - Draft OCP Amendment Bylaw, No. 3305.pdf
- Attachment 5 - DRAFT Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 3306 (1142
Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).pdf
- Attachment 6 - Location Plan - 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive.pdf
- Attachment 7 - Development Proposal and Plans - 1142 Cecile
Drive and 300 Angela Drive.pdf
- Attachment 8 - Draft Tenant Relocation Plan.pdf
- Attachment 9 - Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space
Concept Plan.pdf
- Attachment 10 - Sustainability Report Card.pdf
- Attachment 11 - Section 475 Consultation Responses.pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jun 16, 2021

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jun 14, 2021 - 11:49 AM
Natasha Vander Wal for Rosemary Lodge, Manager of Communications and Engagement Jun 14, 2021 - 1:50 PM
Paul Rockwood, General Manager of Finance and Technology - Jun 14, 2021 - 4:57 PM
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Term Sheet items for future Development Agreement
Item
Amenities
Housing
Below-Market
Rental Housing

Edgar Development

Value

Port Moody

Land to BC Housing for
Affordable Housing
(221,897sq.ft. land)

Land Value: Approx.
$21,200,000

Housing Agreement.
Potential CAC waiver
based on land value.

Amenity –
Market Rental in
Phase 3

-Establish the
parameters in a Housing
Agreement form for the
provision of 132 market
rental units.
-No rental prohibition
Housing Agreement for
strata units in all
phases.

Rental allowed
in all strata units

Amenities –
Land Dedication
Amenity and
Land Dedication
– Highview
Place parcel land
dedication (after
road dedication)

RPM #560883

-Demolition and
remediation of site to
vacant land;
-Land transfer to the
City at a time to be
determined in the
Development
Agreement;
-Identify conceptual site
plan for a potential Fire
Hall footprint, access in
relation to road design
and site remediation as
part of future detailed
road design;

-Establish the
parameters in a Housing
Agreement form for the
provision of 132 market
rental units.
-No rental prohibition
Housing Agreement for
strata units in all phases.

Land Value: Approx.
$22,700,000

-Feasibility studies for
the use of the land,
including the potential
for a Future Fire Hall
No.2;
-Density transfer based
on gross buildable area,
transferred from these
parcels to main
development site as per
CD zoning bylaw;
-Dedicated land value
contributes to DCC
offset and CAC waive.
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
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Amenity and
Land Dedication
– Cecile Bend
Park

-Development and
Improvements of Park
as part of Phase 5 and
dedication of approx.
55,300 sq.ft. park to the
City

Land and
Improvements
approx. $10,000,000

Amenity – Hub
Park

-Development and
Improvements of Park
as part of Phase 3 and
secured as publicly
accessible park space
32,150 sq.ft., either via
dedication as air space
or statutory right of
way.

Land +
Improvements
approx: $8,000,000.

Amenity and
Land Dedication
– Trail System

-Development and
Improvements of trail
network and dedication
to the City as part of
each phase:
Approx.
Phase 1 (9,525 sq.ft.)
Phase 2 (5,600 sq.ft.)
Phase 3 (5,865 sq.ft.)
Phase 4A (2,090 sq.ft.)
Phase 4B (4,860 sq.ft.)
Phase 5 (10,430 sq.ft.)
-Protect and enhance
per Zoning Bylaw
setback requirements
and Development
Permit review;

Land +
Improvements
Phase 1: $1,200,000
Phase 2: $720,000
Phase 3: $750,000
Phase 4A: $270,000
Phase 4B: $625,000
Phase 5: $1,300,000

Dedication –
RPEA, RTA
(portions of) and
Environmentally
Sensitive Area

RPM #560883

Improvements:
Approx. $2,180,000

-Determine amount and
type of park dedication
in relation to the 5%
park dedication
requirement
-Confirm DCC offset for
parkland in excess of 5%
requirement.
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
-Determine amount and
type of park dedication
in relation to the 5%
park dedication
requirement.
-Confirm DCC offset for
parkland in excess of 5%
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement.
-Determine amount and
type of dedication.
-Confirm CAC waiver
contribution.
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement.

-Establish parameters
for the enhancements,
monitoring,
maintenance and
handover.
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Road Network
upgrades –
Highview Place
Connector from
Cecile Drive,
over Highview
Place, following
a new road
alignment to
Charles, Clarke
St, to Barnet
Hwy.
Road Network
Upgrades –
Alternative
northern
alignment, or
other.

Public Art

RPM #560883

-QEP reports addressing
ESA DP requirements
and dedication
associated with various
phases.
Land Area: 210779 sq.ft.
-Land for the new
southern road
alignments;
-Commitment for road
construction and site
clean up;
-Timing completion
prior to occupancy of
Phase 4;
-Environmental
compensation to no net
loss level.
-Commitment to build
road on alternative
alignment over lands to
be provided by City;

-As per Policy, phase by
phase;

-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement.

-Approx. $7,000,000
at today’s
construction cost
value. (Note: Edgar
to absorb increases
in construction costs
based on an agreed
to design standard)

-Explore other financial
recovery mechanism,
for example Latecomer
Agreements (10 year
time frame following
construction
completion)
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

-$7,000,000 at
today’s construction
cost value. (Note:
Edgar to absorb
increases in
construction costs
based on an agreed
to design standard
for the southern
alignment)

-Arrange for OCP or
other policies for
alternative alignment;
-Incentivize/secure land
for alternative
alignment potentially
through redevelopment, land
exchange, density
transfer, purchase (or
expropriation);
-Explore other financial
recovery mechanism,
for example Latecomer
Agreements
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
Potential CAC waiver
based on value.

Approx: $2,850,000
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-Initiate Public Art
engagement and
selection process at DP
stage;
-Letter of Credit;

-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

-Commitment to ensure
occupancy prior to
phase 4 occupancies;
-Best efforts marketing
and leasing efforts to
secure Convenience
Retail (min floor area
TBD) to be established
in Development
Agreement

-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

Childcare

-Commitment to ensure
occupancy prior to
phase 4 occupancies;
-Best efforts marketing
and leasing efforts to
secure tenant to be
established in
Development
Agreement

-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

Tenant
Assistance Plan

-Follow through on
commitments set out in
the TAP

Site servicing

-Civil drawings/details
to be confirmed in

-Determine monitoring
and contingencies for
scenarios to ensure
effectiveness;
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

Other Key
Project Elements
Daily needs
retail services,
such as grocery
or other daily
needs;

RPM #560883
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Transportation
Demand
Management
(TDM)

Park Space and
Programming

Development
Agreement
-Car share on-site
today;
-Submission of detailed
TDM phasing package
to support proposed
parking reductions.
Vehicle traffic impact
reduction strategies;
-Cycling and pedestrian
improvements.
-Further refinement of
the Parks programming;
-Establish timing of
provision of key
elements along with
maintenance periods.

Step Code and
Green Building
Commitments

-Establish and formalize
green building
commitments.

Geotechnical
Assessments
(portion of Site
is in Hazardous
Conditions DP
area)
CACs
CAC amount
based on City’s
Corporate Policy

-Hazardous Conditions
DP

RPM #560883

Approximate cost of
CAC payment

-Review of TDM
measures to support the
proposed parking
reductions;
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement.

-Further refinement of
the Parks programming.
Establish timing of
provision of key
elements along with
maintenance periods.
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
-Establish and formalize
green building
commitments.
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement
-Details to be confirmed
as part of Development
Agreement

Approximate cost of
$10,300,000
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Request for
waiver based on
amenities
provided by
Edgar

Approximate Value of
key amenities

Key Amenity
Elements:
BC Housing Parcel –
approx. $21,200,000
Trail land &
improvements approx. $4,900,000

Approximate Value of
additional items

CAC Balance
DCCS
DCC amount
based on DCC
Bylaw
DCC Offset

DCC Offset

RPM #560883

-City (Council) support
the waiving of the CAC
based on the value of
amenities provided far
exceeding the
$10,300,000 CAC
requirement

Updated CAC
Balance to be paid
$0
BC Housing
investment of
approximately
$140,000,000
Total CAC Payable
$0

Approximate costs of
DCC payment

Total DCC amount
approx. $19,400,000

Provision of park in
excess of the 5%
requirement

Minus approx.
$2,000,000 for
provisions of
parkland in excess of
5%;
Updated DCC
Balance approx.
$17,400,000
Minus $6,200,000 for
additional density
offset;
Updated DCC
Balance approx.
$11,200,000

-Note: this total includes
a standard credit for
existing residential floor
area
-Based on analysis of
Park provision for land
in excess of 5%
requirement the project
qualifies for an offset of
approx. $2,000,000

-Option to offset DCC
for additional density:
approx. value of offset
$6,200,000.
-Projects provided in
lieu of payment:
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Below Market
Rent DCC
Reduction
Credits

DCC rate reduction for
below market rental
units that meet the
criteria set out in the
DCC Reduction Bylaw
for the BC Housing
components.

DCC Balance

Implementation
Development
Agreement

RPM #560883

Completion of a
Development
Agreement, to govern
the development of
Woodland Park,
including, the items
listed in the Term Sheet
above.
Development
Agreement to be
registered on title as a
no-build covenant, to
ensure that
requirements set out in
the Development

Minus anticipated
credit of approx.
$1,500,000 for below
market rental;
Updated DCC
Balance approx.
$9,700,000
Estimated Total DCC
Payable
$9,700,000

Highview Place Road
construction of approx.
$7,000,000;
-Highview Place parcel
dedication to the City,
land value approx.
$22,700,000 (note: CD
bylaw proposes a
density transfer from
this property to the
Woodland Park site)
Apply DCC credits at the
time of Building Permit,
based on the criteria set
out in the Housing
Agreement Bylaw for
the BC Housing
components.

Completion of a
Development
Agreement, to govern
the development of
Woodland Park,
including, the items
listed in the Term Sheet
above.
Development
Agreement to be
registered on title as a
no-build covenant, to
ensure that
requirements set out in
the Development
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Agreement are adhered
to
Replace with
Development
Agreement

Removal of
existing
No-Build
covenant
Establishing
Include within
parameters and Development
expectations
Agreement
around
securities for the
various
elements of the
proposal and
schedule of
submission,
including
servicing,
landscaping,
environmental
enhancements,
amenity
provision, public
art etc.

Item

Edgar Development

BC Housing Housing Agreement
Item
BC Housing
Up to 325 below-market
Affordable Housing
rental housing units in 2 – 3
phases;
Confirm level of affordability;
($140M) construction value
contribution

RPM #560883

Agreement are adhered
to
Replace with
Development
Agreement
Include within
Development
Agreement

Port Moody

Port Moody
Confirm level of affordability;
Determine other potential
incentive / financial support
options under City policies;
Establish the parameters in a
Housing Agreement form for
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CAC reduction / waiver

Establish the parameters in a
Housing Agreement form for
the provision of belowmarket rental units
n/a

DCC reduction / waiver
affordable housing

Meet DCC Reduction Bylaw
requirements for eligibility
for all units

Tenant Assistance Plan
support

Support re-location options
throughout Edgar phases as
per Plan;

Existing no-build covenant

Replace with Housing
Agreement / Development
Agreement

RPM #560883

the provision of belowmarket rental units

n/a (see Edgar Development
at time of zoning adoption)
Apply current bylaw
provisions for reduction;
Consider future housing
reserve grant in aid for
remainder DCC’s dependent
on relevant criteria (e.g. level
of affordability);
Ensure phasing/provision of
below-market rental allows
for the tenant relocation to
proceed as proposed.
Replace with Housing
Agreement / Development
Agreement
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Bylaw No. 3305
A Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955 to add
the Mixed Use – Woodland Park designation (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)”.

Amendments
2.1

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is amended by adding the following to Chapter 4 as section 4.1.8 and
renumbering subsequent sections accordingly:
“4.1.8 MIXED USE – WOODLAND PARK – The Mixed Use – Woodland
Park designation applies to the redevelopment of the Woodland Park site,
illustrated on Map 1 – Woodland Park, for multi-family residential
purposes with complementary commercial uses and park spaces.
Map 1 – Woodland Park

”

EDMS#549304

1
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2.2

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by replacing the following Policy 1 of Chapter 15,
section 15.1:
“1. The existing land use and character of the Glenayre, College Park, and
Harbour Heights neighbourhoods shall generally be retained.”
with the following Policy 1 of Chapter 15, section 15.1:
“1. The existing land use and character of the Glenayre, College Park,
Harbour Heights, and Seaview neighbourhoods shall generally be
retained with the exception of the redevelopment of the Woodland Park
site.”

2.3

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by adding the following Chapter 15, section 15.1.1:
“15.1.1 WOODLAND PARK
The following policies apply to the redevelopment of the area known as
Woodland Park identified on the accompanying Map 1.
For reference, where maps and illustrations identify building locations and
shapes, they are intended to be representative only. Detailed building designs
will be established through future Development Permit application reviews.
Map1 – Woodland Park

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Woodland Park is envisioned as a complete, sustainable neighbourhood
composed of a mix of housing tenures complemented by small-scale commercial
and childcare uses and neighbourhood park spaces, as illustrated on the
accompanying Master Plan (Map 2). For reference, the buildings identified on
the Master Plan are shown schematically for illustration only. Actual building
siting will be determined in conjunction with the review of individual development
permits.
Aside from the provision of a range of housing tenures, the key cornerstone of
the Master Plan is the protection and enhancement of the existing
Environmentally Sensitive Areas on the site for the long-term benefit of
Woodland Park and the surrounding community.
Map 2 – Woodland Park Master Plan

The vision for Woodland Park is based on the following principles:






the creation of a complete, sustainable neighbourhood;
the provision of range of housing tenures to accommodate the housing
needs for different segments along the housing continuum;
the integration and enhancement of the existing natural elements,
including watercourses and forest resource environmentally sensitive
areas (refer to Map 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open
Space Concept Plan);
the provision of usable park spaces incorporating a variety of
recreational and social uses, complemented by a perimeter pedestrian
trail and green spaces between buildings for passive or active purposes
and green infrastructure;

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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the provision of a range of local retail uses and childcare to serve the
daily needs of the local population;
improvement to neighbourhood access and egress; and
the provision of a strong arts and culture focus through the installation
of a variety of public art elements throughout the site.

To support this vision, it is expected that future buildings will be designed to
create a distinct architectural identity on the site and incorporate a variety of
sustainable building technologies intended to address climate change issues and
ensure a livable environment for occupants.
Map 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space Concept Plan

While the Master Plan and the Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space
Concept Plan are provided as a visual representation of the proposed
development, these plans represent a singular point in time rather than final
decisions. As redevelopment will be phased over a lengthy period of time, it is
recognized that the Master Plan may be adjusted by Council in response to
changing demographic and economic conditions and City requirements.
DEVELOPMENT PHASING

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Redevelopment within Woodland Park will be gradual, spread across five
individual neighbourhood Areas, on a phased basis. Map 4 illustrates the five
Neighbourhood Areas. While this Map illustrates the current phased
development approach, this approach may be altered over time.
Map 4 – Phasing Plan

A key community benefit of the project is the provision of a variety of amenities,
which will be provided commensurate with the approval of individual
development permits for each phase.
WOODLAND PARK POLICIES
1. Within Woodland Park a variety of housing types and tenures will be provided
including, below-market rental units, market rental units and strata units.
Neighbourhood serving uses, including commercial and childcare uses will
also be provided for.

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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2. Opportunities for other flexible housing options to respond to changes in
household needs (e.g. lock-off units) will be considered.
3. Building heights may range from six storeys up to a maximum of 12 storeys,
except where sloping grades result in a greater number of storeys as
illustrated on the following Map 5 – Building Heights.
Map 5 – Building Heights

4. In the case of a transfer of density associated with the provision of land for
improvements to neighbourhood access and egress and associated
community benefits, building heights would be permitted to increase above
12 storeys in selective areas, as illustrated in Map 5b, Building Heights
Including Density Transfer.

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Map 5 – Building Heights Including Density Transfer

5. A public path around the perimeter of the property, as shown on the Master
Plan, is required, which will generally define the extent of the Environmentally
Sensitive Areas to be protected and enhanced.
6. The phased development of Woodland Park shall include the provision of
road improvements to enable a safer and operationally effective means of
access to, and egress from, the neighbourhood.
7. In accordance with the Master Plan, two parks, ‘Cecile Bend’ and ‘The Hub’,
shall be provided with a total minimum area of approximately 0.81ha (2 ac).
These parks shall incorporate a variety of opportunities to promote physical
and social activities to meet the needs of a variety of user groups.
8. Detailed plans for each park shall be provided and, once developed, the two
parks, along with the perimeter path and on-site environmentally sensitive
areas shall either be dedicated to the City, or in the case of ‘The Hub’ park
public access may be otherwise secured
9. In order to support the creation of a sustainable community at
Woodland Park, development shall address the City’s policies related to
climate change adaptation and shall include the incorporation of:

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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a) transportation demand management strategies, including, but not limited
to:
 an improved neighbourhood pedestrian and cycling network
along the site frontages of Angela and Cecile Drives; and
 parking requirements;
b) best management green building and energy efficiency practices; and
c) green infrastructure strategies.
10. A cohesive Public Art Master Plan that identifies opportunities and priorities
for the provision of public art in Woodland Park.
11. Opportunities along the perimeter trail to incorporate interpretative and
educational signage.
12. Development Permit Area 4: Environmentally Sensitive Areas and
Development Permit Area 5: Hazardous Conditions development permit area
guidelines shall apply to the preservation and enhancement of the on-site
watercourses and forest resources and address hazardous conditions as
necessary.”

3.

2.4

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by changing the land use designation for
Woodland Park on Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan from “Multi-Family
Residential” to “Mixed Use – Woodland Park” as indicated on Schedule A –
Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan attached to and forming part of this Bylaw.

2.5

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by adding section 2.7: Woodland Park to
Appendix 2 Development Permit Area Guidelines, as indicated in Schedule B to
this Bylaw.

Attachments and Schedules
3.1

The following schedules are attached to and form part of this Bylaw:


Schedule A – Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan; and



Schedule B – Appendix 2: Development Permit Area Guidelines – Section
2.7: Woodland Park.
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4.

Severability
4.1

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

Read a first time this 23rd day of March, 2021.
Read a second time as amended this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

R. Vagramov
Mayor

day of

day of

day of

, 20 .

, 20 .

, 20 .

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3305 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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2.7

WOODLAND PARK

INTENT OF GUIDELINES
The intent of these site specific guidelines is to guide future
development of the former 1042 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive sites (hereafter referred to as Woodland Park) in general
accordance with the Port Moody Official Community Plan and
the CD83 Zone.
Given the anticipated development timeline, it is recognized
that, over time, design trends may change. However, the intent
of the design guidelines is to develop and maintain a
consistent design theme throughout the development
integrating all architectural and landscape elements. The
design guidelines outline both general and specific
requirements for achieving the desired character and form of
development for Woodland Park and are organized according
to the following general categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Neighbourhoods
Building Form and Character
Open Space
Landscape
Streets, Sidewalks & Public Realm
Public Art

MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW
Woodland Park is a multi-phase master plan (Fig. 1) for the
gradual growth of a complete community. The scale of the 23.4
acre site has been broken down into five distinct
neighbourhoods (Fig. 2): the Creek, the Gardens, the Hub, the
Mews, and the Terraces. Each neighbourhood will have a
distinct identity – defined by unique environmental features –
while maintaining a unified architectural and landscaping
design expression that is common throughout the Woodland
Park master plan.
The Environmentally Sensitive Areas of urban forest and
streams will be protected, remediated and enhanced by
removing existing structures that are inside the riparian
setbacks, removing invasive plants and replanting with native
species. These protected, naturalized environments will
integrate with two new neighbourhood parks and a multi-use
park trail system, as well as connect with numerous multi-age,
active play areas and the expansive publicly accessible open
green space surrounding the buildings.
Woodland Park will provide a range of outdoor amenities.
These amenities are woven together through the design of a
naturalized open space and public parks to create a vibrant
and diverse community.

GENERAL SITE DESCRIPTION
Woodland Park is nestled in the mature College Park
neighbourhood of Port Moody, with forest woodlands and
mountain views, surrounded by single-family detached homes
to the west, townhouse developments (rental and strata) to the
south and east, Seaview Elementary School to the north, and
Suncor Energy (industrial) to the northwest.
The site is 23.4 acres and consists of three areas, divided and
accessed by Angela Drive and Cecile Drive. The grade slopes
down significantly from northwest to southeast, with a cross fall
of approximately 44m (144 feet).
There are two Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) on the
site. The northwest ESA, adjacent to Seaview Elementary
School, consists of urban forest, which is designated ‘low
sensitivity’, and two riparian areas: an unnamed ditch and
wetland complex, and Melrose Creek, which are considered
‘high sensitivity’. The southeast ESA, predominantly located on
the steeply sloped area of the site, consists of mostly urban
forest, which is designated ‘low sensitivity’, and one riparian
area: an unnamed stream complex, which is designated ‘high
sensitivity’. There are several existing buildings that are
located within the ‘high sensitivity’ ESAs. The majority of the
urban forest within the ESAs is mature, with trees ranging in
height from 70-143 feet.

Figure 1: Master Plan

The site has two Statutory Right of Ways (SRWs). The SRW
running east-west through the southern lot, in line with Valour
Drive, is an utility right-of-way. The SRW running southwestnortheast through the southern lot is for the TransLink
Evergreen Line tunnel transit system.

Figure 2: Neighbourhoods
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
2.7.1 NEIGHBOURHOODS
a)

The Creek

The Creek (Fig. 3 & 4) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartment buildings in the range of six storeys, with a mix of
unit types above ground level family-oriented units.
Interfacing with an environmentally sensitive area, the Creek
neighbourhood celebrates its relationship with the adjacent
creek and natural forest surroundings, with paths woven
throughout the development.
Rainwater management features of the site tell the story of the
larger watershed. Rainwater infiltrates through generous
boulevards at the streetscape where large, existing trees are
retained. Residential buildings are oriented to celebrate the
natural topography of the site. The character of the open space
takes cues from the surrounding forest riparian character
through an overall re-wilding approach.

Interfacing with an environmentally-sensitive area, the Gardens
neighbourhood celebrates the ecological relationship with its
surrounding landscape. Here, a gardenesque landscape is
used to create strong seasonal interest for both residents and
wildlife.
This neighbourhood benefits from the nearby energy of the
Hub. Materials and character of the landscape are more formal
but contribute to the overall naturescaping and rainwater
management principles of the site. Small plazas placed at the
street provide gathering spots for community interaction.
A generous streetscape promotes safe connections for
pedestrians and cyclists via a multi-use path within the parcel.
Orientation of the building creates a large, sunny courtyard
with opportunities for all-ages play.

Outdoor community space includes a range of programming
including private and public outdoor amenity space, passive
use, comfortable courtyards, play areas, multi-use paths and a
community plaza.

Figure 5: The Gardens

Figure 3: The Creek

Figure 6: The Gardens

c)

The Hub

The Hub (Fig. 7 & 8) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types, in the range of six stories,
above a ground level neighbourhood retail area and child care
facility.
Figure 4: The Creek

b)

The Gardens

The Gardens (Fig. 5 & 6) neighbourhood will consist of a multiunit U-shaped apartment building in the range of six stories,
with a mix of unit types above ground level family-oriented
units.

The Hub neighbourhood is the heart of Woodland Park. The
outdoor space allows for programming for the community at
large, including areas for active play. The interfaces between
the specific building programming and the outdoor open space
within this area will be designed to complement one another
and maximise livability.
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The space will be designed so that it may accommodate
community events both big and small. The landscape
character is a more formal ‘urban ecosystem’ to facilitate a
range of community activities.

Naturescaping and rainwater management elements are key
components to the open space. Central to the neighbourhood
is the mews, which acts as the central spine of the community,
and provides local access and a safe circulation route through
the site.

Rain-gardens and other rainwater management strategies
become feature elements within the landscape. Raised
crossings, shade and cooling features, and quality materials at
the streetscape promote a safe, pedestrian-friendly zone that
can accommodate block parties or farmers markets.
A rooftop garden will provide residents opportunities for urban
agriculture.

Figure 9: The Mews

Figure 7: The Hub

Figure 10: The Mews

e)
Figure 8: The Hub

d)

The Mews

The Terraces

The Terraces (Fig. 11) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types above ground level familyoriented units.

The Mews (Fig. 9 & 10) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types above ground level familyoriented units, interconnected via a pedestrian orientated
mews street.

The Terraces neighbourhood is nestled within an existing
mature forest stand. The character of the landscape and
natural grade transition create a gateway for the larger
neighbourhood.

The open space associated with the Mews neighbourhood
takes its design inspiration from the existing open space
character found in Woodland Park.

Rainwater management features of the site tell the story of the
larger watershed. Rain-gardens connected with runnels and
weirs and other rainwater management strategies are feature
elements within the landscape. Residential buildings are
oriented to celebrate the natural topography of the site. The
character of the open space takes cues from the surrounding
forest riparian character through an overall naturalized
approach.

This landscape is envisioned as the outdoor living room for the
residents of Woodland Park and the community at large. Its
linear nature creates a series of open spaces that offer a range
of programming opportunities including informal lawn areas,
all-ages play areas, and passive recreation. Visibility is of
importance, with smaller play areas spread throughout the
neighbourhood. Adult health and wellness is emphasized with
many walking routes including a multi-use trail.

Outdoor community space includes a range of programming,
including private and public outdoor amenity space, passive
use, comfortable courtyards, play areas for a range of ages,
connection to the community multi-use path, as well as a
community plaza.
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b)

Siting and Orientation

The siting and orientation of the buildings is primarily driven by
the extent of the enhanced Environmentally Sensitive Areas
and the provision of the parks and generous open green
spaces.
Predominantly, the narrow ends of buildings front Angela Drive
and Cecile Drive to facilitate a gradual transition from the
adjacent single-family neighbourhood and maximize public
views to and through the open green spaces (Fig. 13). The
buildings will be designed to address the streetscape, as well
as the park and open spaces between the buildings.
Elsewhere, the heavily treed boulevards and the enhanced
Environmentally Sensitive Areas will help to soften the visual
impact on the surrounding neighbourhood.

Figure 11: The Terraces

Wherever possible, buildings will be located and configured to
maximize natural light penetration into the dwelling units, to
minimize shadow impacts on common outdoor areas and
adjacent sites, and to maximize and maintain views and
surveillance on public spaces.

2.7.2 BUILDING FORM & CHARACTER
a)

Building Forms

The massing and form (Fig. 12) is primarily six-storey buildings,
stepping down to four and five-storeys across from
neighbouring single-family homes.
Four mid-rise nine to fifteen-storey buildings occupy a single
zone set back the furthest from the street against a backdrop
of mature forest trees ranging in heights from 70 to over 140
feet.
The steepest sloping and lowest area of the site, adjacent to
the new Cecile Bend Park, will accommodate mid-rise nine to
nineteen-storey buildings*, nestled against and surrounded by
ESA forest.
Figure 13: Siting and Orientation

c)

Architectural Character

The architectural form and expression will reinforce the overall
master plan aesthetic and will be contemporary in style,
reflecting a West Coast modernist idiom characterized by
simplicity, minimalism and functionality (Fig. 14 & 15). Each
neighbourhood will have a distinctive character and may be
expressed through subtle changes in material, colour, or
articulation.
The architectural character of the multi-family residential
buildings may be expressed as three horizontal bands: the
ground-orientated townhouse base; the stacked multi-unit
apartment middle, and the articulated penthouse rooftop.

Figure 12: Building Forms
(note: at the mid-rise zones, the number of storeys increases on the
downhill slope where ground-orientated floor levels are each counted
as a separate storey)

The two-storey townhouses anchor the buildings with a strong
base element, providing plenty of open space and street
interaction with extensive patios and decks.
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The stacked multi-unit apartment middle, depending on the
various balcony and fenestration requirements, may be
expressed either horizontality or vertically. Further variety
could be achieved through the application of shading devices
and directed views.
The pitched and flat roof penthouse articulation may include
setbacks for roof terraces and gardens, dormers and skylights.

Where possible, multi-family dwelling units will be provided
with private outdoor space in the form of decks, patios, and/or
balconies. Juliette balconies and operable glazed balcony
enclosures will also be considered in certain instances, in order
to add variety and living adaptability. Wherever possible,
balconies will be a minimum dimension of 1.8m (6 ft.) by 2.4m
(8 ft.). Ground-level private outdoor areas should exceed this
minimum, wherever possible.
Where possible, roof top mechanical equipment, elevator
overuns and venting will be minimized and integrated into the
design of the buildings.
Bird friendly building design measures such as bird friendly
glazing and lighting will be considered and integrated.
e)

Materials

Buildings materials may include masonry, wood, metal and
various composite panelized products, all contemporary in
style and detailing. Products such as non-integral fiber cement
paneling, vinyl siding and stucco will not be used.
f)

Parking and Loading

Figure 14: Architectural Character

Where possible, existing on street parking will be retained and
redefined along Cecile Drive and Angela Drive, calming traffic
and buffering pedestrians from the roadway. The majority of
the residential parking will be located within neighbourhood
underground parking structures, with vehicular ramp access
from either Cecile Drive, Angela Drive, or the internal Mews
street.
Security in the residential parking structures will be designed in
accordance with CPTED standards, where possible. Careful
consideration will be given to the design of exposed faces of
underground parking through landscaping or architectural
treatment.
Loading areas/spaces will be carefully considered, located and
designed in order that they provide the required functionality
(deliveries, garbage and recycling pick-up, and residents
moving in and out), while having a minimal impact on the
public realm.
g)

Figure 15: Architectural Character

d)

Design Considerations

Careful consideration will be given to the design of buildings in
order that they respond to the natural topography of the site
and step with the existing site grades. Where building
foundations and underground parking are exposed, their
impact will be mitigated as much as possible, through
landscaping and/or architectural treatment.

Signage

There will be a range of signage throughout Woodland Park.
Types of signage will include:

Interpretive Signage will provide public education and
information on the Public Art and the enhanced
Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

Neighbourhood Specific Signage will be located
prominently at vehicle and pedestrian entries and will
incorporate design and materials that complement the
architecture of the development.

Retail Signage at the Hub will appeal to pedestrian
and driver and add to the community ambience.
h)

Energy Efficiency

Where possible, buildings will be designed to make use of
passive energy conserving strategies which would include:
maximizing daylighting potential through carefully located
windows; building orientation; natural ventilation; and passive
solar heat gain.
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i)

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

Residential unit living spaces, balconies, terraces, and patios
will provide “eyes” on dedicated parks, open spaces and
streets to enhance safety and security of these areas.
All streets, parks and pathways are to be appropriately lit and
reflect visibility needs of motorized vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists.

2.7.3 OPEN SPACE
Woodland Park will consist of generous open space,
comprised of environmentally sensitive areas, dedicated parks
and open green space (Fig. 16).
The proposed character and experience of Woodland Park is
defined by the open space network. In addition to the
dedicated parks, each of the five neighbourhoods offer
generous open green space areas, significantly contributing to
the overall open space network of Woodland Park. These open
green spaces represent opportunities to incorporate
unprogrammed and programmed outdoor amenities for a
range of age groups, interests, group sizes and seasonal
activities, and the opportunity for residents to move through the
spaces with ease. To facilitate this public access will be
secured for both open space and trail connections. The open
space network will seek to maximize the retention of mature
trees and connection to the ESA areas. The overall canopy
coverage area will range approximately between 30 - 40%,
increasing with the maturity of the proposed trees. The site
design will incorporate bird-friendly design by creating
conditions for native birds to thrive in and around the
development.
In addition to the programming opportunities, these generous
open spaces allow for robust green infrastructure measures,
including a rainwater management strategy, to further connect
the residents to the naturalized features of the lands and the
ecosystem services that they provide. All open space,
including dedicated parkland will be irrigated based on
individual requirements. Areas with native plants and trees will
be self-sufficient part of the local eco-system after irrigation
establishment period.

a)
Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The proposed open space network is positioned to highlight
the existing and enhanced Environmentally Sensitive Areas, as
well as many of the large specimen trees that exist on site
today (Fig. 17 & 18).
At the ‘high sensitivity’ management areas, all the existing
buildings will be removed and the new buildings, including
balcony projections and patios, will be located outside of the
enhanced Riparian Transition Areas. In certain instances, the
minimum distance of a Riparian Transition Area may be
reduced, provided there is no loss in total Riparian Transition
Area.
At the ‘low sensitivity’ management areas, the heavy
vegetation buffer will be protected and extended (Fig. 19).
The development aims to further achieve high environmental
standards by protecting the treed and forested character of the
site. Trees of significance will be identified for retention, with
the overall number of trees to be equal or greater than existing.

Figure 17: Tree Canopy

Figure 16: Open Space

Figure 18: ESA Enhancement
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Figure 19: ESA buffer

b)

Figure 21: Hub Park,
(note: the child care outdoor play area is not part of the Hub Park)

Parks

The park spaces consist of three key open space areas; the
Hub Park, the Cecile Bend Park, and the Multi-Use Park Trail.
Collectively, these open spaces offer a range of outdoor
amenities and programming opportunities for a variety of age
groups, interests, group sizes and seasonal activities.
i) Hub Park
The Hub Park (Fig. 20 & 21) is the heart of the Woodland Park
community. Here, a range of programmed open spaces offer a
number of recreational opportunities for the local residents.
The park connects with the Multi-Use Park Trail.
The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza,
passive open lawn areas for flexible use, age dedicated play
areas (1- 5y and 5 -12y) for the community at large, as well as
a dedicated play area for children in the local child care. The
public play area will utilize elements of water play and water
cooling. Additional open space opportunities within the Hub
Park include a multi-use sports court which will allow for a
range of sports and group sizes and a dedicated off leash dog
park. These open spaces (Fig. 22 & 23) are envisioned to be
used by a range of age groups and group sizes, with
opportunities for programming through all seasons.

Figure 22: Urban Park Setting

Figure 23: Water Play & Dog Park

ii) Cecile Bend Park
Cecile Bend Park (Fig. 24 & 25) is an important open space
shared by the Woodland Park community. Here, a number of
programmed open spaces offer a range of opportunities for the
local residents and the surrounding neighbourhoods.

Figure 20: Hub Park
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The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza, a
natural amphitheater, passive open lawn areas for flexible use
and sports, a play area for the community at large, a
community stage, picnic areas, a fenced off-leash dog park,
and outlooks into the adjacent ESA areas and mature tree
stands. The park connects with the Multi-Use Park Trail. The
park allows for daily use, as well as seasonal community
events such as movie night, farmers markets and cultural
celebrations. These open spaces are envisioned to be used by
a range of age groups and group sizes, and with opportunities
for programming through all seasons

iii) Multi-Use Park Trail
The Multi-Use Park Trail (Fig. 26 & 27) of Woodland Park is an
important aspect of the open space network. The whole
community of Woodland Park is connected via a 2-3m wide
multi-use trail. The trail will be universally accessible wherever
feasible. The trail connects to a number of nodes, dedicated
parks, ESA areas, residential areas, as well as a number of
parklets. These parklets allow for the community to stop along
the path to enjoy a range of programmed spaces, which may
include public art, adult fitness areas, play spaces, public
courtyards, gardens and nature outlooks.
In addition to the Multi-Use Park Trail, each neighbourhood
offers a number of pathways, secured via rights of way in the
neighbourhoods, to further the interconnectivity of the
community.

Figure 24: Cecile Bend Park

Figure 26: Multi-Use Park Trail

Figure 27: Trail Networks

c)
Figure 25: Cecile Bend Park

Open Green Space

The master plan will contribute generous publicly accessible
open green space (Fig. 28) for all residents and the wider
community, improving the pedestrian experience and
promoting physical wellness.
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The development results in open green spaces between
buildings that greatly exceed typical urban developments,
making the form of development more suburban than urban in
its relationship to the adjacent and surrounding single family
neighbourhood.

2.7.4 LANDSCAPE
a)

Landscape Character

The overall landscape character of Woodland Park (Fig. 29) has
been developed to be one of the key defining character
elements within the community. Inspired by the current cultural
landscape of Woodland Park, the coastal rainforest and local
materials, the landscape character is envisioned to be an
important unifying element amongst the five distinct
neighbourhoods. This approach will ensure that the community
as a whole, reads as one unified place.

Figure 28: Open Green Space

Figure 29 : Landscape Character

b)

Planting and Habitat

The planting approach will be a defining element to the
landscape character (Fig. 29 & 30). Inspired by the plant
systems of the Pacific Northwest, a range of plant pallets will
use used with consideration of seasonal interest, maintenance,
adaptability, drought tolerance and re-wilding principles. These
plant pallets will include naturalized habitat plantings, pollinator
plantings, park plantings, and plantings associated with private
open space. Wherever possible, healthy mature existing trees
will be retained. The overall canopy coverage area for the
development will range between 30 – 40%, increasing with the
maturity of the proposed trees. Naturescaping strategies will be
integrated into all aspects of the open space design including
the preservation of mature trees, the preservation of existing
environmentally sensitive areas, the integration of diverse
ecological systems, and rainwater management strategies.
The plant and tree selection will be carefully determined in
order to foster rich bird habitat. Elements for bird nesting and
bird baths will be incorporated in the overall naturalized
character of the bio-habitat.
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Tier 3 : the collection points for larger rainwater detention and
reuse systems proposed for the project.
In all instances rainwater will flow from Tier 1 strategies to Tier
3. In this way rainwater has every feasible chance to be
infiltrated before being finally managed by grey infrastructure.

Figure 30: Site Materials

c)

Site Materials

The materials throughout the community will be a unified
element (Fig. 30). Selected to complement the architecture, the
paving materials will allow for a range of types, based on the
intended use, to contribute to the overall character, and enrich
and unify the public realm. Materials within the open space
network shall also be selected in consideration of their
response to sustainability, with a focus on mitigating climate
change, improving social health and well-being. The
furnishings in the public realm will consider existing wildlife and
will be resistant to negative impact (e.g. wildlife resistant
garbage containers).
d)

Site Programming

Program amenities for the open space network will be part of a
broader community-focused open space strategy that includes
a series of open space types, including the preservation and
enhancement of environmentally sensitive areas, the provision
of an extensive neighbourhood trail network (Fig. 27),
accessible open spaces, neighbourhood scale public parks,
semi-public open space areas and private open space
associated with the ground orientated units. The open space
network will provide a range of programming opportunities to
serve all members of the Woodland Park community including
passive, active and cultural activities. Park amenities should
aspire to foster a sense of community and attract the widest
range of ages, abilities and interests, through all times of the
day and year, and shall allow for health and wellness activities
for all ages and interests.
e)

Figure 31: Rainwater Management

f)

Site Grading

The natural topography at Woodland Park is a defining
characteristic. The open space will be designed to respond to
this natural topography. This will ensure the open space is
connected to the natural landscape and will provide an open
space that is unique to Woodland Park.

2.7.5 STREETS, SIDEWALKS & PUBLIC REALM
The streets and sidewalks (Fig. 32) of Woodland Park serve as
an important aspect of the community, not only for circulation,
but also connectivity and the overall outdoor experience. For
the community, a bi-directional bike lane is proposed along
Cecile Drive and Angela Drive, as well as a robust planted
boulevard and separated sidewalks.

Rainwater Management

To limit the demand for resources, reduce the overall
contribution to climate change and to create a community that
is mindful of natural systems, a robust rainwater management
approach will be applied to the open space network. Through
design, the enhanced rainwater management system will use a
series of measures within the open space network to capture,
convey, infiltrate and reuse the rainwater within the site.
As currently proposed the intention is to manage water
according to three tiers of effectiveness (Fig. 31):
Tier 1 : rainwater is encouraged to flow and infiltrate into the
ground in line with the natural hydrological process.
Tier 2 : soils exist but are limited in depth and does not have
the same connection to the natural hydrological cycle.

Figure 32: Streets and Sidewalks
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a)

Boulevards

A number of trees exist along the sidewalks. Based on the
arborist report, some trees will be determined as high quality
and will be retained, while others, deemed as poor quality will
be replaced with high value boulevard trees. New boulevard
trees should follow minimum spacing and soil volume
requirements as set out in applicable City guidelines.
With the adjacent parks and public open spaces, a series of
parklets will be located along the boulevard (Fig. 33). These
areas will allow for seating nodes as well as a strong
connection to the community of Woodland Park.

c)

Public Realm

Universal Accessibility: Wherever possible, all common areas
of a multi-family development site are to be accessible by
persons with physical disabilities. To this end, all site
furnishings such as lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails and
seating are to be located so as to not impede easy passage for
persons in a wheelchair or persons who are visually impaired.
d)

Lighting

A comprehensive lighting plan will be required that addresses
the integration of lighting for the neighbourhood that provides
sufficient lighting for streets, sidewalks/walkways, public open
spaces. Key considerations include:

Figure 33: Boulevards

b)

Mews Street

The streetscape within the Mews neighbourhood is envisioned
as a shared space between pedestrians and vehicles (Fig. 34).
This street will provide the standard vehicular services required
for the associated community including emergency access,
parkade entry ramps, as well as delivery and drop offs to the
building entries. Parking within this streetscape will be limited
to emergency vehicles and short-term loading areas to limit the
number of vehicles within the open space area. While this
streetscape accommodates these daily uses, the street is
designed with the intention to be a welcoming place for the
local residents to walk and cycle through the heart of the
community.


Lighting on site of walkways, common areas, public
entranceways and buildings should be accomplished by means
of lamp standards or light bollards which contribute to a
consistency in design character throughout the site, and with
the adjacent public street lighting, wherever possible.

Lighting of walkways and common entrances on-site
will be sufficient to provide residents and visitors with a sense
of personal safety and ease.

Site lighting shall be of a design which minimizes light
pollution and prevents “light-spill” onto adjacent properties, into
the bedroom areas of dwelling units on the site and into the
naturalized portions of the site.

All lighting should be compliant with Dark Sky and
energy efficiency standards.
e)

Utilities

All utilities including transformers will be underground wherever
feasible. Where utility elements, including transformers, gas,
venting etc. are at grade, they shall be so located to limit their
visual impacts, e.g. within buildings, appropriately screened
(landscaping, fencing, vinyl wraps etc.) setback from
pedestrian pathways and the public realm.

Figure 34: Mews Street

The use of specialized materials and traffic calming measures
will ensure the vehicular movement and overall character is in
consideration of this shared use approach. This pedestrian
connection will be further informed with a bold crosswalk
connection that extends the Mews north to the adjacent Hub
Park.
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Schedule B – Appendix 2: Development Permit Area Guidelines – Section 2.7: Woodland Park
2.7.6 PUBLIC ART
Supporting the City’s theme of “City of the Arts” and
contributing to the distinctive character of each of Woodland
Park’s neighbourhoods and open space network, public art will
energize the public realm and support the flow and integration
between public spaces (Fig. 35). Envisioned as an active,
pedestrian-oriented feature, a collection of public artworks that
includes sculptures, sculptural series, as well as integrated and
functional artworks, will activate the broader public realm, to
create a distinct sense of place, and promote healthy living,
encouraging people to explore, gather, interact, and engage
with the artwork on display.

Figure 35: Public Art
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Bylaw No. 3306
A Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 to facilitate the rezoning of
the properties at 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive from Low-Density Townhouse
Residential (RM3) to Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83).
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937,
Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive) (CD83)”.

Amendments
2.1

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 is amended by rezoning the
following lands from Low-Density Townhouse Residential (RM3) to
Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83):
LOT A PLAN EPP 93132 DISTRICT LOT 377 NEW WESTMINSTER
DISTRICT, BCAGROUP 1
PID: 030-919-967
LOT B PLAN EPP 93132 DISTRICT LOT 377 NEW WESTMINSTER
DISTRICT BCAGROUP 1
PID: 030-919-975
as shown on the location map in Schedule A attached to and forming part of this
Bylaw.

2.2

Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following section CD83 to
Schedule D:
“CD83
CD83.1

Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83)
Intent
The intent of this zone is to facilitate the phased development of
a mixed-use project with complementary commercial and
residential uses and park spaces in five development Areas.

EDMS#
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CD83.2

CD83.2 Definitions
For the purposes of the CD83 Zone only, the following definitions
will apply:
“AREAS” means those phased development Areas identified by
Numbers 1 to 5 as identified on the following Figure 1 which may
be further subdivided into lots or air space parcels;
Figure 1 – Phased Development Areas

“LOT AREA” means the area of any and all of the individual
Areas 1 to 5, including all Environmentally Sensitive Lands and
lands to be developed for parks and the perimeter pathway;
“IN-SUITE STORAGE SPACE” means floor area within or
accessory to a dwelling unit, used to store personal items such
as recreation equipment, tires, barbecues, suitcases and
miscellaneous household articles, but does not include floor area
for clothes closets, linen closets, or kitchen or bathroom
cupboards;

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive) (CD83)
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“DONATING PARCEL” refers to the following legal lot
descriptions:
STRATA LOT 1-30, PLAN NWS2, DISTRICT LOT 202 &
GROUP 1, NEW WESTMINSTER LAND DISTRICT,
TOGETHER WITH AN INTEREST IN THE COMMON
PROPERTY IN PROPORTION TO THE UNIT
ENTITLEMENT OF THE STRATA LOT AS SHOWN ON
FORM 1 OR V, AS APPROPIATE; and
LOT 18 BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 202 GROUP 1 NEW
WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLA 55.
CD83.3

Permitted Uses
The following uses are permitted within the individual Areas:
Area 1:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential, limited to Below Market Rental housing
Accessory Uses:
1) Building Manager Office
2) Home Occupation – Type A

Area 2:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
2) Off-Street Parking
Area 3:
Principal Use:
1) Residential – Multi-Residential, limited to Market Rental
Housing
2) Commercial – Artist Studio – Type A
3) Commercial – Child Care
4) Commercial – Commercial Athletic and Recreation Use
5) Commercial – Convenience Retail
6) Commercial – Licensee Retail Store
City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive) (CD83)
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7) Commercial – Office
8) Commercial – Personal Service
9) Commercial – Restaurant
10) Commercial – Retail Use
11) Commercial – Retail Food Service
12) Other – Park
Accessory Use:
1) Residential – Building Manager Office
2) Residential – Home Occupation – Type A

For Area 3 ground floor uses will be as set out in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2 – Area 3 Ground Floor Plan

Area 4:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
2) Retail Food Service
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
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Area 5:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
2) Park
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
CD83.4

Coverage
The maximum permitted coverage of all buildings and structures
in the CD83 Zone shall not exceed 60% of the lot area of any
individual phased development Area, excluding all structures less
than 0.6m above grade.

CD83.5

Floor Area Ratio
CD83.5.1 The maximum Floor Area Ratio permitted in the CD83
Zone shall not exceed 1.80.
CD83.5.2 Furthermore, Area 1 shall include a minimum floor
area of 26,595m² Below-Market Rental.
CD83.5.3 Furthermore, Area 3 shall include a minimum floor
area of 9,870m² of Market Rental.
CD83.5.4 The maximum Floor Area Ratio permitted in each
individual Area and, in relation to the total area of land
zoned CD83, is established in Figure 3:
Figure 3 – Maximum Permitted Floor Area Ratios
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CD83.5.5 For the purposes of floor area calculation, In-Suite
Storage Space to a maximum of 2.8 m² space per
dwelling unit may be excluded from the calculation
provided that:
 storage space may be located in a single room,
not exceeding 2.8 m² (if storage spaces exceed
2.8 m², the total area will be included in FAR);
 surface provided the total area, including access,
does not exceed the maximum permitted
exclusion of 2.8 m² per unit;
 must be full floor-to-ceiling height (min 2.1 m) and
have a minimum clear horizontal dimension of 1.2
m in all directions and a maximum horizontal
dimension of 1.8m;
 the storage space cannot be part of or adjunct to
any other closet in the unit and must be accessed
from a common area or hallway within the dwelling
unit;
 the storage space must not contain windows.
CD83.6

Building Height
CD83.6.1

Within the CD83 Zone, buildings shall not exceed
the number of storeys indicated on Figure 4.
Figure 4 – Building Height (Storeys
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CD83.6.2

CD83.7

The maximum height of buildings, as measured from
grade to the highest point of the roof, shall exclude
all roof top mechanical equipment, elevator run-on
shafts and unenclosed roof top amenity structures.

Transfer of Density
Notwithstanding CD83.5.1, CD83.5.2, and CD83.5.3, where
density is transferred from the Donating Parcel:
a) the maximum allowable floor area permitted in the CD83
Zone may be increased by the amount of the density transfer
up to a maximum floor area of 14,865m²;
b) the maximum floor area ratio permitted in each individual
Area is indicated on Figure 5;
c) building height may be increased up to the maximum number
of storeys indicated on Figure 6.
Figure 5 – Maximum Floor Area Ratios Permitted By Density
Transfer
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Figure 6 – Maximum Building Heights Permitted By Density
Transfer

CD83.8

Building Setbacks
CD83.8.1

Buildings in the CD83 Zone shall be setback from
property lines in accordance with the following Figures
7 to 10.
Figure 7 – Building Setbacks

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
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Figure 8 – Building Setback Details – Sections A
and B

Figure 9 – Building Setback Details – Sections C
and D
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Figure 10 – Building Setback Details

CD83.8.2

Streamside Protection setbacks shall be in
accordance with Section 5.4 of the Zoning Bylaw
except where amended by the following regulations:
The Riparian Transition Area setback can be reduced
for the areas shown in Figure 11 and 12, provided that
there is no loss in total RTA area.
Figure 11 – RTA Setback Details: Area 1
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Figure 12 – RTA Setback Details: Area 5

CD83.9

Parking, Loading, and Bicycle Parking
The provision of parking, loading and bicycle parking for buildings
in the CD83 Zone shall comply with the applicable regulations in
section 6 of the Zoning Bylaw except where amended by the
following regulations where in conjunction with transportation
demand management measures.
CD83.9.1

Parking in the CD83 Zone shall be provided in
accordance with the following requirements:

Type of Building or Use
Apartment or Townhouse

Parking Required
Market Ownership
1.0 spaces per studio or 1 bedroom unit
1.17 spaces per two-bedroom unit
1.25 spaces per three-bedroom unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit
Market Rental
1.0 spaces per dwelling unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
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Below Market (including below
market rental, moderate income
housing and low income housing)
1.0 spaces per studio, one-bedroom or
two-bedroom dwelling unit
1.25 spaces per three-bedroom
dwelling unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit
Artist Studio – Type A

Child Care
Commercial Athletic and
Recreation
Home Occupation –
Type A
Office
Personal Service Use
Restaurant
Retail Use, including
Retail Food Service

3.

No additional requirement beyond the
residential requirement
1 space per 50m2 of floor area
1 space per 40m2 of floor area
1 space per 18m2 of floor area
1 space per 33m2 of floor area

CD83.9.2

Notwithstanding section 6.4.3(e) of the Zoning Bylaw,
in the case of two adjacent accessible parking
spaces, the required pedestrian aisle of 1.2m may be
shared between the spaces.

CD83.9.3

A maximum of 30% of the total parking spaces on a
lot may be small car spaces.”

Attachments and Schedules
3.1

The following schedule is attached to and forms part of this Bylaw:


4.

1 space per each 100m 2 of floor area or
part thereof
1.8 spaces per each 93m2 of floor area
1 space per 40m2 of floor area

Schedule A – Location Map.

Severability
4.1

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.
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Read a first time this 23rd day of March, 2021.
Read a second time as amended this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

R. Vagramov
Mayor

day of

day of

day of

, 20 .

, 20 .

, 20 .

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3306 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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Schedule A – Location Map
This is a certified true copy of the map referred to in section 2 of City of Port Moody Zoning
Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and
300 Angela Drive) (CD83).
_______________________
Corporate Officer
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LOCATION PLAN

EDMS#493383
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sketches by Christopher Alexandre

ACTON OSTRY Architects | PWL Partnership

Rezoning Application

1030 Cecile Drive, Port Moody
20 December 2019
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1.1 introduction executive summary
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introduction executive summary 1.1
executive summary

a
c

c

d

d

j
d

d

f
a

f

j

f

g
e
k

j

Woodland Park is a multi-phase plan for gradual growth of
much-needed housing over an estimated sixteen to twenty
years. The first phase of development will provide significant
(18%) affordable rental housing by BC Housing and include
tenant replacement housing. In addition, the project will
provide significant (7%) market rental housing, as well
as market strata housing. Approximately two-thirds of all
housing will be family-oriented, with a 46% increase in
ground-oriented townhouses.

e
b

h

f

f

Woodland Park will be defined by a high degree of
environmental sustainability with more than seventy percent
of the site (16.5 acres) consisting of enhanced, remediated and
protected environmentally sensitive urban forests and streams,
two new active neighbourhood parks, a multi-use park
trail, and extensive open green space. The entire development
will feature significant sustainable design strategies and green
building design.

j
f

Key
a

ESA

b

active park

c

multi-use trail

d

affordable rental housing

e

market rental housing

f

market strata housing

g

rooftop gardens

h

child care facility

j

play area

k

neighbourhood retail

m road realignment

f
j
f

c

f
j
f

f

j

c

b

a

m

c

Active multi-age play areas will be developed within the
neighbourhoods and integrated throughout the open green
space connecting with the multi-use park trail.

a

A public art program will showcase artist work throughout the
site and strengthen Port Moody’s character as “The City of the
Arts”.

f

f

Community amenities include a 93 space child care
facility and rooftop gardens for resident urban agriculture.
Neighbourhood retail - such as a grocery store and cafe - will
serve the community hub at the centre of the development.

The Transportation Study (Appendix 9.6) proposes changes
to the street and intersection network to accommodate future
travel demands of Woodland Park, as well as improvements for
walking, cycling, transit mobility, and parking supply rates.
master plan
revised 30 July 2020
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2.2 staff comments revision summary
Upon review of initial staff
feedback, the design team
proposes the following
changes.

6
6

6

6

6

5

5

6

park
Angela Drive

4

6

Cecile Drive

4

affordable rental (18%)
±325 units (±286,876sf) 0.28 FAR

10

12

6

4

10

12

6

Clarke Street

10

12

Charles Street

12

6

10

market rental (7%)
±132 units (±121,040sf) 0.12 FAR
market strata (75%)
±1404 units (±1,392,201sf) 1.36 FAR

park

12

9

neighbourhood parks & multi-use trail (15%)
±10% park + 5% trail (±3 acres + 12,000sf community gardens)

9
e

public art
public art trail
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ESA + parks & open green space (71%)
5.2 acres (ESA) + 3 acres (parks) + 8 acres (open

26

lac
e

neighbourhood retail
cafe + grocery store + retail (± 19,000sf) 0.02 FAR

9
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child care
±93 space child care (±11,800sf) 0.01 FAR
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staff comments revision summary 2.2
appropriate development
change: 20% reduced residential density, 300% increased amenity space + road improvements
proposed: well-served community within 10-20 minute walking distance of services & amenities, multi-phased
gradual growth of ±125 units / year

height
change: 18-storey to 26-storey high buildings
proposed: reduced to maximum 12-storey high buildings

density
change: 30% reduction of strata units (± 615 units)
proposed: ± 1404 market strata units (79 units/acre)

housing mix
change: added market rental, increased affordable
proposed: 25% rental (affordable + market) family-oriented: ± 73%

traffic access/egress
change: Highview Place road realignment
proposed: exceeds development capacity

amenities
change: grocery store and increased child care
proposed: 19K sf grocery, cafe + 93 child care spaces +12K sf rooftop community gardens

neighbourhood park
change: added neighbourhood park (± 5%)
proposed: 15% parks + trail (± 3.0 acres)
revised 30 July 2020

revised 01 June 2021
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guiding principles planning rationale 4.2
planning rationale

a
c

c

d

d

j
d

d

f
a

f

j

f

Woodland Park is a multi-phase master plan for gradual growth of housing
over an estimated sixteen to twenty years. The scale of the 23.4 acre site has
been broken down into five distinct neighbourhoods that will be realized over
seven phases.

j

g
e

e

b

The Environmentally Sensitive Areas of urban forest and streams will be
protected, remediated and enhanced by removing existing structures that
are inside the riparian setbacks. These protected naturalized environments
will integrate with two new neighbourhood parks and a multi-use park trail
system, as well as connect with numerous multi-age active play areas and the
expansive open green space surrounding buildings.

h

k
f

f
j
f

Key
a

ESA

b

active park

c

multi-use trail

d

affordable rental housing

e

market rental housing

f

market strata housing

g

rooftop gardens

h

child care facility

j

play area

k

neighbourhood retail

The massing and form of development is primarily six-storey buildings
stepping down to four and five-storeys across from neighbouring singlefamily homes with a single zone of four mid-rise ten to twelve-storey terraced
buildings set back the furthest from the street against a backdrop of mature
forest trees ranging in heights from 70 to over 140 feet. The steepest sloping
and lowest area of the site, adjacent to the new Cecile Bend Park, will
accommodate two terraced buildings, nestled against and surrounded by ESA
forest, that gradually step from nine to twelve storeys.

f
j
f

c

f
j
f

f

j

c

b

a

The narrow ends of buildings front Angela Drive and Cecile Drive to facilitate
a gradual transition from the adjacent single-family neighbourhood and
maximize public views to and through the open green spaces.

f

f

c

The community hub is located at the heart of the community, at the
intersection of Angela Drive and Cecile Drive, and includes a neighbourhood
grocery store, cafe, child care facility, rooftop gardens and public park.

a

master plan
revised 30 July 2020
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4.6 guiding principles plan for gradual growth
The redevelopment will be phased over
seven (7) phases, estimated through to 2036.

Woodland Park
market rental housing (200 units)
mature woodlands
generous open green space

existing

the Creek
affordable rental housing (± 325 units)
tenant replacement housing
ESA enhancement + remediation
forest + creek protection
generous open green space
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2024
46
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guiding principles plan for gradual growth 4.6

the Gardens
market housing (± 220 units)
generous open green space
multi-use park trail
mature tree protection
estimated completion 2026
phase 2
the Hub
market rental housing (± 132 units)
grocery store and cafe
child care facility (± 93 spaces)
rooftop gardens

phase 3
revised 30 July 2020

active park
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2028
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4.6 guiding principles plan for gradual growth
the Mews
market housing (± 348 units)
highview place road realignment
mature tree protection
generous open green space
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2030

phase 4

the Mews
market housing (± 386 units)
mature tree protection
generous open green space
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2032
48
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guiding principles plan for gradual growth 4.6
the Terraces
market housing (± 253 units)
ESA enhancement + remediation

phase 6

forest protection
active park
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2034

the Terraces
market housing (± 197 units)

phase 7
revised 30 July 2020

revised 01 June 2021

generous open green space
ESA enhancement + remediation
forest protection
multi-use park trail
estimated completion 2036
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4.7 guiding principles complete community
OCP community vision
Encouraging development that respects
community and are functional, universally
accessible, exhibit good urban design and
are environmentally sound.

staff comments
“there were a number of strengths associated
with the application......taking a masterplanned community approach which allows for
a comprehensive review of the proposed land
uses, building massing, potential impacts and
adjacent uses and development phasing”
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proposal
The master plan envisions a vibrant, sustainable
and walkable community for people of
all ages, with an inclusive range of housing
affordability, universal accessibility, child care,
community gardens, active park and trails,
protection of the urban forest and streams,
neighbourhood retail, and multi-modal
transportation options.
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complete community (refer to key on opposite page)
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guiding principles neighbourhoods 4.8
OCP housing
Complete Neighbourhoods: to encourage
and create pedestrian-oriented
neighbourhoods which provide appropriate
amenities, affordable housing, as well as
social and cultural facilities to foster a sense of
community cohesion and identity.

proposal
The master plan consists of five pedestrianoriented neighbourhoods with direct
connection to community amenities and
services. Each neighbourhood will have a
distinct identity and relationship to the over all
community.

Key
a

ESA

b

active park

c

multi-use trail

d

affordable rental housing

e

market rental housing

f

market strata housing

g

rooftop gardens

h

child care facility

j

play area

k

neighbourhood retail

1
2
3
4
5

neighbourhoods
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4.9 guiding principles significant rental housing
OCP housing
Range of Choices: to promote and maintain a
wide range of housing forms and tenures.

staff comments
“(application) strengths ..... the partnership with
BC Housing to enable the expansion of rental
housing on the site ..... will enable existing
residents to have the option to stay on site”
“ an Interim Affordable Housing Policy .....
encourages the provision of a minimum of 15%
affordable rental”.

proposal
The proposal consists of 25% rental housing.
Through partnership with BC Housing, the
development will provide 18% of affordable
rental housing in the first phase, which will
be available for tenant relocation from the
existing market rental housing.
In addition, the third phase, the Hub, will
provide 7% of market rental housing.
± 18% (± 325 units) affordable rental
± 7% (± 132 units) market rental
rental housing
52
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guiding principles ground-oriented neighbourhood 4.10
OCP housing
Range of Choices: to encourage and create
pedestrian oriented neighbourhoods which
provide appropriate amenities, affordable
housing, as well as social and cultural facilities
to foster a sense of community.

staff comments
“The inclusion of a range of rental and
market housing units responds to applicable
housing policies in the Official Community
Plan and targets various segments along the
housing continuum...”

proposal
The proposed development will be a groundoriented, multi-family residential, medium
density form of development.
The proposal will allow for residents to remain in
the community throughout different life stages.

± 292 ground-oriented townhouses (46% increase)
ground-oriented townhouses
revised 30 July 2020
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4.11 guiding principles protect urban forest
OCP environment
Forested Character: to foster and maintain a
treed and forested character in all parts of the
community, mitigating tree and vegetation loss.

staff comments
“strengths associated with the application....
the identification and protection of the
environmental features on the site with the
commitments to protect and enhance the
forest, riparian and in-stream habitats and
meet or exceed the existing forest canopy
coverage post development”

proposal
The proposal aims to achieve high
environmental standards by protecting the
treed and forested character of the site. Trees
of significance will be identified for retention,
with the overall number of trees to be equal or
greater than existing.

area of tree canopy coverage 35% - 40%
protect urban forest
54
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guiding principles enhanced ESAs 4.12
OCP environment
Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs):
to enhance and protect important environmentally
sensitive areas within the city.

staff comments
“strengths associated with the application....the
identification and protection of the environmental
features on the site with the commitments to
protect and enhance the forest, riparian and
in-stream habitats

proposal
The proposal aims to achieve high environmental
standards by enhancing and protecting ESAs:
• 10% urban forest gain
• 50% functional riparian habitat gain
• all new buildings will be located outside of
the ‘high sensitivity’ management areas
• all existing buildings will be removed from
the ‘high sensitivity’ management areas
± 22% ESA
watercourse
environmentally sensitive areas
revised 30 July 2020
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4.13 guiding principles public park space
OCP parks & open space
Community Facilities: to provide adequate
parks, open space and community facilities to
meet the health, education and recreational
and cultural needs of the community.

staff comments
“There is a need for usable on-site park space
to provide recreation opportunities for
residents of a size approximately equivalent to
5% of the total site area.”

proposal
The proposed development will provide
approximately 15% on-site public park space,
consisting of two new active parks of ± 2.5
acres and a multi-use park trail, ± 1.5 km in
length, which will provide active recreational
use while providing greater connections
through the site and to the surrounding
neighbourhood. Multi-age active play nodes
will be connected all along the park trail.
active play node
10% active park space
5% multi-use park trail
public park space
56
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4.15 guiding principles gradual transition of scale
staff comments
“The design of development should consider
a gradual transition of scale and density
between the site and the adjacent single
family neighbourhood.”

proposal
The proposed development provides a
gradual transition of scale and density
between the site and the adjacent single
family neighbourhood by orientating the
narrows ends of the buildings to the street,
maximizing open green space to the
street.

building street frontage
building street frontage
62
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guiding principles gradual transition of scale 4.15
staff comments
“strengths associated with the application .....
siting taller buildings at the lower point of
the site to minimize view impacts and impacts
on existing lower density development on
surrounding sites”

proposal
The proposed development will provide a
gradual transition of scale and density from
4-5 storeys along Cecile Drive and Angela
Drive, rising up to 6 storeys and 10-12 storeys
adjacent to the mature trees, and from 9
storeys up to 12 storeys with penthouses at the
steepest sloping and lowest area of the site.

low-rise (4 storeys)
low-rise (5 storeys)
low-rise (6 storeys)
mid-rise (9-12 storeys)
building heights
revised 30 July 2020
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4.16 guiding principles child care

3.11

OCP recreation facilities
Community Facilities: to provide adequate
parks, open space and community facilities to
meet the health, education and recreational
and cultural needs of the community.

proposal
For use by all residents and the wider
community, located adjacent to the Hub Park,
the proposal includes a ± 11,800sf, 93-space
child care centre and public washrooms.

± 11,800 sf child care facility
community facilities
64
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guiding principles neighbourhood retail 4.17
OCP economic development
Range of opportunities: to provide a range of
business and commercial opportunities.

staff comments
“To address the Well-Served Development
objective in the OCP, additional commercial
uses will be needed to service residents needs.”

proposal
The proposed development will provide a
19,000 sf retail component to accommodate a
neighbourhood grocery store and cafe.
The proposal will provide job opportunities
through the provision of rental housing which
will require property management services,
a child care facility, and retail or service
opportunities such as a grocery store and café.

± 19,000 sf neighbourhood retail
neighbourhood retail
revised 30 July 2020
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guiding principles sustainability 4.20
community integration
The primary objective is to establish a means
of enhancing established community amenities
while creating a new community space for
new and existing residents. This strategy will
consider both the human and non-human
(i.e. ecological) communities that call the area
home.

2
3

1
6

4

2

1

Enhancing Diversity in Housing Income and Type

2

Protecting Ecologically Sensitive Areas

3

Pedestrian Connectivity
• Educational signage and art installations
• Park space programmed for a variety of age groups
• Walking paths that permeate all phases of the site

4

Light Pollution Management

5

Transportation Demand Management
• Level 2 Electric vehicle charging infrastructure
• Enhanced cycling facilities
• Spaces for car-share programs
• Drop-off areas for carpooling
• Enhancement of the trail system

6

Waste Management
• Construction waste management
• Enhanced waste diversion areas
• A community re-use center for high-quality used items

5

community integration
revised 30 July 2020
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4.20 OCP community goals sustainability
resiliency
To limit the project’s demand for resources and
overall contribution to climate change. The
project is seeking a high level of performance
in the building envelope, mechanical systems,
and rainwater infrastructure and will maintain
safe and comfortable spaces in the face of the
increasing impacts of climate change.

1

1

Energy Performance
• Step 2 or Step 3- BC Energy Step Code
• Evaluation of Low Carbon Energy Systems
• Limit heat loss
• Use heat-recovery ventilation

2

Low-Carbon Energy Systems
• Decentralized system of small but Interconnected plants
• Heat pump technology to use low-carbon electricity for
heating and cooling

3

Future Energy Production

4

Water Management
• Enhanced rainwater management through design
• Rainwater retention and reuse under consideration
• Potable water savings
• 50% reduction in potable water demand for irrigation
• 40% reduction in indoor potable water consumption

5

Food Assets
• Consideration for fruit-bearing trees
• Rooftop agriculture - limits access to local animals

5

2
3

4

resiliency
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OCP community goals sustainability 4.20
rainwater management
As currently proposed the intention is to manage
water according to three tiers of effectiveness.
Tier 1
Areas where rainwater is encouraged to flow and
infiltrate into the ground in line with the natural
hydrological process.
Tier 2
Areas where soils exist but are limited in depth and
does not have the same connection to the natural
hydrological cycle.
Tier 3
These areas represent the collection points for larger
rainwater detention and reuse systems proposed for
the project.
In all instances rainwater will flow from Tier 1
strategies to Tier 3. In this way rainwater have every
feasible chance to be infiltrated before being finally
managed by grey infrastructure.

Stormwater retention on-site to the same
level of annual volume allowable under
pre-development conditions.
Maximum allowable annual run-off volume
is no more than 50% of the total average
annual rainfall depth.

tier 1 - riparian / forest

Remove 80% of total suspended
solids based on the post-development
imperviousness.

tier 2 - on grade

tier 1 - disturbed

tier 3 - collection zones
rainwater transfer zones

integrated rainwater management
revised 30 July 2020
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8.1 master plan site plan
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Key
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ESA
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active park
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multi-use trail
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market rental housing
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market strata housing
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play area
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neighbourhood retail
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master plan aerial view 8.1
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8.1 master plan aerial view

aerial view
94
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8.5 master plan open space
Woodland Park will consist of approximately
71% open green space, comprising of
environmentally sensitive areas, public open
space and generous open green space.
The public open spaces consist of three key
open space areas; the Hub Park, the Cecile Bend
Park, and the Multi-use Park Trail. These open
spaces make up approximately 3.0 acres of the
overall open space network. Collectively, these
open space types offer a range of outdoor
amenities and programming opportunities for a
range of age groups, interests, group sizes and
seasonal activities.

Hub
Park

The Hub Park is centrally located in the
community to allow for easy access for all
community members, and Cecile Bend Park
is located to maximize the relationship to the
existing ESA lands, while the multi-use path
weaves through all phases of development.

Cecile
Bend
Park

environmentally sensitive area (ESA) 5.2 acres
public open space 3 acres
generous open space 8 acres
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master plan hub park 8.5

A

B

dog park - 235 m2
sports court - 680 m2
outdoor daycare area
(not part of open space)

C

play area 5-12 yrs - 400m2
play area 1-5 yrs - 200m2
lawn - 700 m2
plaza - 270 m2
water play - 275 m2

D
programming diagram
page added 30 July 2020
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Cecile Bend Park

Clark Park, Vancouver

master planPlaycecile
bend park 8.5
Area:
cecile drive

390m2

1
Hinge Park, Vancouver

4

A

2
Dog Park:
1100m2

3

B

Stanley Park offleash, Vancouver

WOODLAND PARK

e

| DIAGRAMS IN RESPONSE TO CITY COMMENTS

programming diagram

Edgar Development | Port Moody | April 2021 |
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8.5 master plan woodland trails
The trail network of Woodland Park is an
important aspect of the open space network.
The whole community of Woodland Park is
connected via a 3.0m wide multi-use path.
The pathway connects to a number of nodes,
public parks, ESA area, residential areas as well
as a number of parklets. These parklets allow
for the community to stop along the path to
enjoy a range of programmed spaces which
may include adult fitness areas, play spaces,
public courtyards, gardens and nature outlooks.
In addition to the multi-use path, each
neighbourhood offers a number of pathways to
further the interconnectivity of the community.

pocket park amenity node
multiuse path
internal path network
offsite path network

122
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appendices
9.0 appendices
9.1 site survey
9.2 arborist report
arborist - tree retention and removal plan
9.3 geotechnical report
9.4 phase 1 environmental site assessment
9.5 environmental - overview assessment
environmental - pre-app response
9.6 transportation study
9.7 servicing - stormwater management
servicing - conceptual plans
9.8 sustainability - vision
sustainability - report card
9.9 public art master plan
9.10 demographic report
9.11 Highview Place land gift & density transfer
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9.11 appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer
Highview Place Connector
To address travel demands, the proposed
Highview Place connector will interconnect the
College Park & Seaview neighbourhoods with
Moody Centre.

4

4.19 guiding principles transportati
transportat

The realignment of Highview Place will enable a
transportation solution in accordance with Port
Moody standards.
A series of upgrades to the street and
intersection network will be provided,
improving traffic, bicycle and pedestrian
systems.

4.19 guiding principles transportati

6

6

7
8

7

1

8

2

5

2

6

proposal
proposal

1
3
6
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1

through-traffic signal at Clarke St. & Barnett
Highway junction

2

new traffic signal at Clarke St. & Seaview Drive

3

left-turn closure exiting Cecile Drive

4

interconnecting multi-use trail system

5

2-way bike lane at Cecile Drive & Angela Drive
& Highview Place

6

e-bicycle provision

7

car-share provision

8

2
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appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer 9.11
sketches by Christopher Alexandre

Land Gift
The proposal includes a $25M land gift to
Port Moody for the 5-acres required to realign
Highview Place and realize street upgrades for
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians.

ACTON OSTRY Architects | PWL Partnership

glenayre drive

angela drive

Density Transfer
In return the land gift permitted density under
the existing zoning will be transfered to the
Woodland Park site.

angela drive

dr

chate

o

ed
tux
la
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ive

cecile place

ce
charles street

clarke street

cecile drive

victory drive

st john street

16 17 18

driv

e

NW
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hvie
wp
lac
e

cec

S2

st andrews street

Site area (sq.ft)
Lot Coverage
ESA
Parks
Open Space
Green Space
FAR
Land dedication to
City of Port Moody

Woodland
Highview
Park
Place
±1,019,087
±222,147
30 %
0
21%
79%
16%
21%
33%
0%
70%
100%
1.78
.075
37%
100%
(9 acres)
(5 acres)

Total
±1,241,234
25%
31%
17%
27%
75%
1.61
48%
(14 acres)

8
NWS2

hig

s

Highview Place
• 5-acre land for Highview Place realignment
• $7.05M street upgrades for vehicles, bikes & pedestrians

clark

e ro

ad

• $25M land gift to Port Moody
• potential fire hall location

Woodland Park & Highview Place master plan
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9.11 appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer
Highview Place Lots
5 lots are required to realize the feasible
realignment of Highview Place.
Lots NWS2 and 18 have been secured by
EDGAR while lots 8, 16 and 17 are City owned.
Highview Place Lots

re
ali
g

NWS2 (2002 - 2060 Highview Place)
• ±213,448 sq.ft (1.983 ha)
• RM-3 Zoning (0.75 FAR)
• buildable area: ±160,086 sq.ft

nm

en

t

18 (1943 St John Street)
• ±8,699 sq.ft
• RS1 Zoning (0.5 FAR)
• buildable area: ±4,349 sq.ft
Subtotal
• ±222,147 sq.ft - site area
• ±164,435 sq.ft - buildable area (excludes city land)

City of Port Moody Lots
8 (St. Andrews Street)
• ±8,268 sq.ft
• P1 Zoning (NA FAR)
• buildable area: NA
16 (1923 St John Street)
• ±8,689 sq.ft
• P1 Zoning (NA FAR)
• buildable area: NA
17 (1933 St John Street)
• ±8,712 sq.ft
• P1 Zoning (NA FAR)
• buildable area: NA
Total
• ±247,816 sq.ft - site area

Highview Place land gift
page added 01 June 2021
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appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer 9.11
Highview Place Buildable Area
The density permitted under the existing zoning
for lots NWS2 &18 is feasible under the existing
Official Community Plan.
The calculation of buildable area or FAR for
transfer to the Woodland Park site excludes the
City-owned lots.
NWS2 (2002 - 2060 Highview Place)

• ±213,448 sq.ft (1.983 ha)
• RM-3 Zoning (0.75 FAR)
• permissible building area: ±160,086 sq.ft

Building 1
• number of storeys: 6
• footprint area: ±7,700 sq.ft
• total building area: ±46,200 sq.ft
Building 2
• number of storeys: 6
• footprint area: ±12,700 sq.ft
• total building area: ±76,200 sq.ft
Building 3
• number of storeys: 6
• footprint area: ±6,265 sq.ft
• total building area: ±37,590 sq.ft
Subtotal
• proposed building area: ±160,086 sq.ft

18 (1943 St John Street)

• ±8,699 sq.ft
• RS1 Zoning (0.5 FAR)
• permissible building area: ±4,349 sq.ft

Building 4
• number of storeys: 1
• footprint area: ± 4,349 sq.ft
• total building area: ±4,349 sq.ft
Subtotal
• proposed building area: ±4,349 sq.ft

Highview Place site plan
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9.11 appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer

6
6
6

6

5

5

5

5

AGENDA
1 Transportation Update
2 Underground Parking
3 6-Storey Expression Feedback
4 Tower Expression
5 Public Engagement Update
park

Angela Drive

6

14

4

6

Cecile Drive

4

highview place density transfer
• 164,435 sq.ft located at the Mews & Terraces

15

14

6

4

15

14

6

Clarke Street

15

14

15

Charles Street

Highview Place Density Transfer
The density transferred from Highview Place
would be located on the last 3 phases of
Woodland Park in the Mews (Areas 4A/2,
4B/2) & the Terraces (Area 5) and is intended
to increase the heights of only 6 buildings by 2
storeys each.

park

• the height of 6 buildings will be increased by
approximately 2 storeys each

the mews
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the terraces

woodland park - density transfer
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9.11 appendices Highview Place connector, land gift & density transfer
Highview Place Fire Hall Feasibility
A preliminary study, requested by the City of Port
Moody, shows that the building of a new 3-bay
firehall with training and parking areas appears
to be feasible on the residual Highview Place
lands.
re
a

lig
n

non-buildable area:

±152,870 sq.ft

buildable area:

±46,500 sq.ft

road realignment:

±22,777 sq.ft

Total land gift area:

±222,147 sq.ft

m

en

t

3 bay fire hall proposed: ±11,000 sq.ft

Highview Place site plan
page added 01 June 2021
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TENANT ASSISTANCE PLAN
Woodland Park Townhomes
1030 Cecile Drive, Port Moody
March 23, 2021
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Introduction
EDGAR and BC Housing have established a partnership to deliver purpose-built affordable rental
housing at 1030 Cecile Drive, Port Moody. The site is home to 200 market rental units that will be
replaced through the redevelopment of the property. The proposal is to create a vibrant and
sustainable master planned community with diverse housing options. There will be affordable rental
operated by a non-profit housing operator, market rental, and strata market condominiums.
The Tenant Assistance Plan (TAP) is aligned with BC Housing’s Guiding Principles for Housing
Transitions (https://www.bchousing.org/partner-services/asset-managementredevelopment/redevelopment-process-principles) as well as the City of Port Moody’s Tenant
Relocation Assistance Policy. The goal is to work closely and openly with tenants on this project to
limit disruption and avoid displacement. Tenants residing at 1030 Cecile Drive at time of third
reading of the Official Community Plan amendment and the rezoning will be eligible for the TAP.
Tenants will have an option to stay on-site during construction of the early phases, which is planned
to be the affordable rental housing. Upon completion of these buildings, tenants will have the right
of first option into the affordable rental housing.1 If tenants are not eligible for the affordable rental
housing, they will have the option to either receive the financial compensation package, outlined
below, or move into the market rental, with a 20% discount off starting market rents.
The following relocation plan provides details about communication and commitment to tenant
assistance provided to residents.
Communication with Tenants
EDGAR and BC Housing are committed to early and ongoing communication with tenants, including
the following:
1. Keeping residents informed of the process through:
● Individual notification at key milestones of the process (application, committee
meetings, and council meetings)
● Invitations and notices to resident-only and public information sessions;

1

Based on eligibility
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2. Enlisting a Resident Support Specialist (Zaklina Vracar, Z Agency) to offer continual support
to residents including:
● Introduction meeting with residents to understand their needs; and
● Follow-up meetings as needed to support residents through the process;
3. Ensuring adequate notification as necessary per Residential Tenancy Act.
Tenant Assistance Plan
The goal is to make the transition seamless and easy for residents by phasing the project and
offering continual support through our Resident Support Specialist. Due to the large size of the site,
there are opportunities to work with tenants to limit disruption and have no displacement.
The project will be developed over a number of years and currently contemplates seven (7) phases
with the intent to develop replacement affordable rental housing in the first phase. The phasing plan
allows for tenants to not have to relocate off-site. Those living in the existing buildings where
affordable rental housing is planned will have the option to move to another unit while construction
occurs. Once construction of the affordable rental housing is completed, all residents will be notified
about the opportunity to relocate into the new housing.
In order to facilitate this process, an on-site tenant relocation program for those who wish to remain
on-site has been developed. An off-site tenant relocation program has also been developed for
those who choose to move off-site.
Tenant Assistance Program (see figure 1)
In order to understand housing needs and facilitate the construction of the new affordable rental
housing (i.e., phase 1), residents located in buildings north of Angela Drive (i.e., buildings 310, 330,
250 and 270 - highlighted in blue in Figure 1) will be offered relocation on-site to another unit south
of Angela Drive, as these units become vacant. Vulnerable tenants will be prioritized for early
relocation onsite (i.e. seniors, disability). The length of original tenancy will be protected from the
original lease date.
To facilitate an on-site relocation, residents will be eligible for the following:
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1. Existing rent will be matched – with the exception that an increase or decrease in unit
size is preferred then comparable rent will be provided;
2. $1,000 for moving expenses will be provided;
The significant benefit of a site this large with a number of rental housing units that regularly come
available will help alleviate the need to relocate residents off-site. It is preferred to accommodate all
residents through on-site moves throughout the re-development so as to limit the need to leave the
neighbourhood and associated support networks.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

If a resident is not able to be accommodated or chooses to not be housed in the affordable rental
housing (figure 2), they will be eligible for right of first option into the market rental, with a 20%
discount off starting market rents, or they can receive the financial compensation and the supports
listed in the Off-site support section.
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Eligibility
All existing tenants will be offered first right of option. Eligibility will be more clearly defined when a
non-profit operator has been identified through a request for proposals process led by BC Housing.
The affordable rental housing that will be developed will be focused on low to moderate income
households as defined by BC Housing.
Timing
All residents will be offered the right of first option to relocate into the replacement affordable
rental housing, pending eligibility. If a tenant is not eligible for the affordable rental housing, they
will be offered right of first option for the market rental. A letter will be circulated providing an
update on timing of the construction completion. All tenants will be required to make a decision on
whether they will remain on-site or move off-site once given notice. The tenant will have 90 days
prior to the completion of the BC Housing development or to advise the Resident Support Specialist
if they are relocating on site. If a tenant does not advise the Resident Support Specialist within the
90-day notice period, it will be determined that the tenant is taking the off-site support of the
tenant assistance plan program outlined below.
If a resident chooses not to move into the replacement affordable rental housing (or is not eligible),
and does not wish to move into the market rent at the 20% discount, they will be required to sign a
release stating they have declined the replacement unit, and will receive compensation for length of
tenancy to that period of time (i.e., approximately 2024 is the year occupancy is envisioned).,
Remaining tenants will be offered a new tenant agreement and will be able to remain on site until
given notice as per the Residential Tenancy Act.
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Off-site Support
The following package will be provided for those who are relocating off-site:
1. Financial compensation based on length of tenancy2:
● 2 months’ rent for tenancies up to 4 years.
● 3 months’ rent for tenancies between 5 and 9 years.
● 4 months’ rent for tenancies over 10 years.
● 6 months’ rent for tenancies over 20 years
This can take the form of free rent, a lump sum payment or a combination of both. Financial
compensation will be paid at rezoning bylaw enactment or at offer of first refusal.
2. Moving support:
● The developer will either arrange for an insured moving company or provide a flat rate
payout for moving expenses, determined by housing needs:
● 2 or more bedrooms - $1,000
3. For tenants requesting assistance finding new accommodation:
● Three options will be offered that are comparable in unit type, unless otherwise agreed
to (all options in Port Moody if possible);
● Where possible, options will be tailored to the tenant’s needs (e.g. pet-friendly,
accessible, smoke-free, etc.); and
● Tenant Support Specialist is available to work with tenants to meet their specific needs
and provide additional support on a case-by-case basis.
Tenant options are shown visually in Appendix A.
Notice to End Tenancy
All tenants will be provided four months’ notice, as per the Residential Tenancy Act.
Final Tenant Assistance Report
2

Length of tenancy is calculated from original date of tenancy to date of offer of right of first option.
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As per the city’s Tenant Relocation Assistance Policy, a final Tenant Relocation Report will be
provided, prior to the issuance of the demolition permit which will include:
● Names of the tenants
● Outcome of their search for alternate accommodation; and
● A summary of the monetary value given to each tenant (e.g. moving costs, rent, etc.)
● Identification of a Relocation Coordinator (Resident Support Specialist)
● Communication Strategy
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Appendix A – Tenant Options Graphic
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS AND OPEN
SPACE CONCEPT PLANS

Existing Water Courses/Forest Resource Areas

ESAs and Open Space Concept
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fgh ijklmnopqjkomnorpstupmtvstnmrpstpwxyz{|x}~x~xzzy~{~pfpsrpumrtsomupktpsqphptpovmporpnspktop
istpmpqjkumrpqkromptmopmtmo
~~wxyz{|x}~x~xzzy~{~x¡~x¡z¢£¤~y~|}~x¥~{}z{~¦§z¡~zx~zx¨~©ª«z¬|}}§xz¥x

YZ[\]^_\à`\Zb]c`[dZe\

®WWK@JRFACIGWKRFRA@EFCRFXC̄BPBOBFJBCAECNKRFT°CVOR±@FLT°CRFXC̄BWEOAT
²MWBCEPCI?®³
?AR¼CDEQQBFAT
ppppppppṕvpfp
pppppppppmupf
pppppppppµk¶pf
ppppppppp·pojmsp̧¹mjp´vpºsm
pppppppppqmnsp»msojmp´vpºsm
»msojmr½qmnmrpk¾pºsm¿
ÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÉÎÇÉÏÇÌÅÆÇÐÉÉÑÈËÎÑÇÒËÓÔÇÕÆÖÆÈÉ×ØÆÎÌÇÑÉÆÙÇ×ËÙÙ
ÌÅÓÉÚÛÅÇËÇÜÝØÇÞÌÓÆËØÇßÚÏÏÆÓÇÎÆËÓÇÌÅÆÇÊÉÓÎÆÓÇÉÏÇàÎÛÆÈËÇËÎÑ
áÆÊÍÈÆÇÕÓÍÖÆâÇàÑÑÍÌÍÉÎËÈÇÈÉãÇÖËÈÚÆÇäÞàåÙÇËÓÆÇ×ÓÆÙÆÎÌâ

SBRFTCEPCNOEABJA@EF³
pppppppppkmtsto
pppppppppÀmunsokt
pppppppppktokjt
pppppppppovmj¿
mstrpk¾pÁqjkmmtopk¾pf¿
äæÍÙÌÍÎÛÇçÚÍÈÑÍÎÛÇÉÎÇÙÍÌÆÇÍØ×ÆÑÆÇäÞàåÙâÇÄÅÆÇÌÆËØÇÅËÙÇÓÆÙ×ÉÎÑÆÑ
çèÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÛÇ×ÓÉ×ÉÙÆÑÇçÚÍÈÑÍÎÛÙÇÌÉÇÉÚÌÙÍÑÆÇÌÅÆÇäÞàÇçÉÚÎÑËÓèâ
äàÞÇËÓÆËÙÇÅËÖÆÇçÆÆÎÇÏÚÓÌÅÆÓÇÆæ×ËÎÑÆÑÇÉÎÇÌÅÆÇéÉÓÌÅêÐÆÙÌÆÓÎ
ÊÉÓÎÆÓÇÉÏÇëÉÌÇìÇËÎÑÇÌÅÆÇÞÌÓÆËØÇçÚÏÏÆÓÇçÆÌãÆÆÎÇëÉÌÙÇìÇËÎÑÇíâÇÇÇ
ÄÅÍÙÇÍÙÇçÆÍÎÛÇÑÉÎÆÇÙ×ÆÊÍÏÍÊËÈÈèÇÌÉÇØÍÎÍØÍîÆÇÍØ×ËÊÌÙÇÉÎÇÌÅÆÇäÞàÙ
ËÎÑÇÆÎÅËÎÊÆÇäÞàÇÙ×ËÊÆÇãÅÆÓÆÖÆÓÇ×ÉÙÙÍçÈÆâÇïÚÓÌÅÆÓÇÍÎÏÉÓØËÌÍÉÎ
ËÖËÍÈËçÈÆÇÌÅÓÉÚÛÅÇäÎÖÍÓÉÎØÆÎÌËÈÇðÆ×ÉÓÌâ
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`a¤ ¥oj¦dvmioj§fndeifonk̈ofdhnpind§dpjrdhmimqojlgqipthnevtfhgimqtmioj§fndeiqtfmtmimjihtmf§diedvfdeithnilfpnfhgindefghimqtmi
odnlvdeifonivjppfefjhe©
|ª~«|¬x|{{y|

YZ[\]^_\

WWK@JRFACIGWKRFRA@EFCRFXCBPBOBFJBCAECNKRFTCVOR@FLTCRFXCBWEOAT
femitppidpdrdhmeimqtmiodnlvdimqdifrtvmimqtmilothfstmfjhiqteijhifoneikjoi?AR¡CDEQQBFAT

mqfeioj¦dvm
®¯°±²°³µ́¶±·°¸¹±̧º»¶¼½¾°²µ°³±·¯°±¿À¼Á°º·Â³±¿À¼Ã¹́´·Ä±·¼±²ǺÅ°À°¶·
ÆÇÈ³±̧¶²±½´¾¾±̧¹́±·¼±¾¹́´·±·¯°±́¹¿¸º·³±¼Å±ÉÀÊ¸¶Ë́¸·´¼¶±¼¶±¾¼º¸¾±ÊÀ́²
¿¼¿É¾¸·´¼¶³±·¯À¼Éµ¯±·¯°±Å¼¾¾¼½´¶µÌ
Í®¯°±·°¸¹±½´¾¾±̧¹́±·¼±É³°±̧±Î¸À°́·Ä±¼Å±¶¸·Î́°±¿¾¸¶·´¶µ±³¿°º°́³±Å¼À
·À°°³±̧¶²±³¯ÀÉÊ³
ÍÏ¾¸¶·´¶µ±½¼É¾²±Ê°±̧±³ÉÅǺº°́¶·±²³́·¸¶º°±ÅÀ¼¹±µ¾¸Ë´¶µ
ÍÐ°··°À±Î³́Ế´¾´·Ä±¼Å±µ¾¸Ë´¶µ±½¼É¾²±Ê°±¿À¼Î²́°²±·¯À¼Éµ¯±¼¿¸ÑÉ°
¸Àº¯´·°º·ÉÀ¸¾±Å°¸·ÉÀ°³
ÍÆÃ¿¼³°²±¼À±¼¿°¶±¿´¿°³±½¼É¾²±̄¸Î°±¿À¼¿°À±µÀ¸·´¶µ±¼À±³°¸¾³±·¼
¿À°Î°¶·±ÊÀ́²³±ÅÀ¼¹±°¶·°À´¶µ±̧¶²±Ê°º¼¹´¶µ±·À¸¿¿°²
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`ab cdefghijkijlmnjjoipfgqmfhgirfhfrfsdeimqdiqtorklpidudvmeijkiwxyz{|}~ww{x~ifmqimdvqhjpjgimqtmidhelodeipfgqmfhgife
ihpijhiqdhihddndn
ihpipfgqmeimqditodtimqtmihddneifm
iajiofgqmdoimqthihdvdeeto
ifhfrfsdeipldipfgqmidrfeefjhe
ilppieqfdpndnijfhmfhginjhton
|{{x~w|||~x{x~|~|||xw|xyz{xy

WWK@JRFACIGWKRFRA@EFCRFXCBPBOBFJBCAECNKRFTCVOR@FLTCRFXCBWEOAT
cdevofdimqdipfgqmfhgipthikjoimqdiefmdithnifmeintoieikofdhnpikdtmlode ?AR¡CDEQQBFAT

È¶±°Ãº¾É³Î́°±°Ã·°À´¼À±¾µ́¯·´¶µ±¿¾¸¶±̄¸³±¶¼·±Ä°·±Ê°°¶±²°Î°¾¼¿°²Ò
®¯°±²°³µ́¶±·°¸¹±½´¾¾±́¶Î°³·µ́¸·°±·¯°±°ÅÅ°º·³±¼Å±¾µ́¯·±¿¼¾¾É·´¼¶
¸³³¼º´¸·°²±½´·¯±·¯°±¿À¼Á°º·±̧¶²±¹´·µ́¸·°±·¯°±°ÅÅ°º·³±½¯°À°
Å°¸³Ế¾°Ò±®¯³́±º¼É¾²±Ê°±̧º¯°́Î°²±·¯À¼Éµ¯±ÅÉ¾¾Ä±³¯°́¾²°²±³·À°°·±̧¶²
°Ã·°À´¼À±¾µ́¯·´¶µ±·¼±¾¹́´·±É¿Í¾µ́¯·´¶µ±́¶·¼±·¯°±¶µ́¯·±³»ÄÒ±È³±½°¾¾Ó±·¯°
¾É¹´¶¸¶º°±½´¾¾±Ê°±̧¶¸¾ÄË°²±·¼±¿À¼Î²́°±¼¶¾Ä±½¯¸·±́³±À°ÑÉÀ́°²Ò
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EQQJ@VIMAC~QJIMIA@RMCIMYCBTBFBMVBCARCSJIMPCXFI@MZPCIMYCBQRFAP
oprv||rqvqrvuu|{
?AICRUUBMAP

rr±
rrrrrrrmlqolxrsp{p|oruvlst
rr±
rrrrrrr¡mtolxrsp{p|oruvlst
rr±
rrrrrrrhtzmlsursp{p|or¢vps|sqsow
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rrrrrrrrrsorwvlorvtzrvwwstozruvlst
rr±
rrrrrrrmmurosp|orvtzrvwwstozruvlstrwuvporulmswsmt
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EQQJ@VIMAC~QJIMIA@RMCIMYCBTBFBMVBCARCSJIMPCXFI@MZPCIMYCBQRFAP
BVCIJJCAIACIQQJK
?AICRUUBMAP
rr±
rrrrrrrr
mttopqwrqmroswqstruozowqlsvtp{p|strlmyqowrvtzrulsmlsq{rr
zowqstvqsmtw
rr±
rrrrrrrxulmowr|mpv|ruozowqlsvtrlmyqowr|mpv|rsortoqmlwqlvs|w
rr±
rrrrrrrvorwopylorvppowws|orvtzrwywqvstv|ormmquvqw
rr±
rrrrrrrkozowqlsvtrp|ovlv{rwypsotqrqmrvppmxxmzvqoruozowqlsvtrm
rrrrrrrrrmolozrmyqzmmlrvsqstrvlovwrmolvtwrmlrvtstw
rrrrrrrrrkozowqlsvtrwpv|or|sqst
rr±
rrrrrrrkozowqlsvtsomt|{rmtow
rrrrrrrrrqol
sqorpslpy|vqsmtru|vt
qolru|vtrloolotpowÅ¸¸ºÍ¼³Ë¹»½¼·³·µ½ËºÉ¸Î³Ë¿ºÏ³Ë³Ì¸Î¸Ë·
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defghijg»¼»ge½h¾»f¿eÀg

klÁ nopqrstux««psxtrwuw¦Âsrytuxyzuxssrww¶«ruorsÃs«yuxyzuxo¶xruwtpoxruwvxsruyu¥¦«tÄ³x¥«Ãuxyzusp¥¥rosx«u¶¦«zywuxyzuu
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ÈG^OBACÉ£uÇrtopuÊxysp¦roËwuÌrs{ysx«uÍvrsÎsxtpywu³pouªrsÃs«yuxyzuÏxo¶xruµ¥rytrwuyuÇ¦«tÄ³x¥«ÃuxyzuÆp¥¥rosx«uÐrr«pv¥rytw
ÈG^OBACÑ£uÐrwyuvopzrwuwx³ruxyzu¦yrowx««Ãuxssrww¶«ruxssrwwuyuxuwrs¦orusp¥¥pyuxorx

NNJ@MGHACNJGHGA@`HCGHLCB_B^BHMBCA`C]JGHFCc^G@HOFCGHLCBN`^AF
È`AGJC^BF@LBHA@GJC^BM¢MJ@HOCOG^IGOBCGHLCO^BBHCGFABCFNGMBCN^`N`FBL£?AG´C`aaBHAF

ªrsÃs«y¬uuÔÔÕÖ× u¥Òu
Ïxo¶xr¬uuÔÔÕÖ× u¥Òu
ÏorryuÓxwtr¬uu u¥Òu
È`AGJCM`aaB^M@GJC^BM¢MJ@HOCOG^IGOBCGHLCO^BBHCGFABCFNGMBCN^`N`FBL£
ªrsÃs«y¬uu u¥Òu
Ïxo¶xr¬uu u¥Òu
ÏorryuÓxwtr¬uu u¥Òu
Ðrtx«wuorxozyuzrwyu³pouwx³rtÃuwrs¦otÃuxyzuxssrww¶«tÃ¬
ØÙÚÛÜÝÞÛßÚÛàßáâãäàáßÛãåàæçÚßèààæßéàåàÙÜâàéêßÚÛàßëãáÚàßìÜÜíá
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defghijg

NNJ@MGHACNJGHGA@`HCGHLCB_B^BHMBCA`C]JGHFCc^G@HOFCGHLCBN`^AF
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?AG´C`aaBHAF

uuó
uuuuuuuk¤wtyu¥xt¦orutorrwuvoptrstrzu§¨uuÔôô u©
uuuuuuuuuªrv«xsr¥rytutorruoxtpu§u uu¬u©
uuuuuuuuu®ulxtrutorruwvrsrwuv«xytrzupyuwtru§¨uu u©
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abc defghijklehmhenhmokhpqrpihmokrpstfekifulhpmrjhmkvfekmwjhkhifxfyzkfpkmwjhk{|klfwpjm}~kmwjhkifulhpmrjwfpkurzkhkifpmwshehskwpk
mfuhkirmhmokwpkriifesrpihkwjqkrxxkfjqhekwjzkehy xrjwfpmkrpskmllfejhskzkmjrk{klfwpjm}~k
fulhpmrjwfpkwpkjqhkvfeukfvkrkprpiwrxkifpjew jwfpkjfkjqhkwjzkjfreskrllefnhskl xwikehmjferjwfpokehqrwxwjrjwfpokfekhpqrpihuhpjk
lefghijmkurzkhkifpmwshehsk{klfwpjm}~
¡¢¢£
¤¥¦¦¥¥§

¨NNJ@MGHAC©ªNJGHGA@UHCGHLC«BTBSBHMBCAUCRJGHF¬CXSG@HOF¬CGHLC«BNUSAF
®¯BM°CGJJCA¯GACGNNJ±²
?AG¶C®UVVBHAF

YZ[\]^_\`

kkkkkkkkk³rxnryhkehlxrpjwpyk
kkkkkkkkḱhs ijwfpkjfkhµwmjwpykwulhenwf mkrehrk
kkkkkkkkḱhufnrxkfvk¥¦¦¥
kkkkkkkkkbruhm·

kuk

kkkkkkkkkbrjwnhtp̧rjehmirlhķxrpsmirlwpykk
kkkkkkkkk¹rjheif emhksrzxwyqjwpyk
kk½
kkkkkkḱwlrewrpkrehrkehmjferjwfp
kk½
kkkkkkkkjqhekuhrmehmkjrºhpkjfkhpqrpihkqrwjrjkfekjfkifulhpmrjhkvfek
qrwjrjkxfmm·
¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÁÆÇ¿ÆÈÉÄÊËÆÌÈÃÍÃÆÊÈÂÄÃÊÄÎÆÈÆÎÆÏÌÄÆÈÃÌËÐÌËÌÈÑÌÄÊÈÄÒÓ¾ÔÂÕ
ÓÌÌÄÃÖÌÄÒÈ×ÆËÊÈÎÌÈÃÍÇÄØ×ÌË×ÆÌÙÄ¾ÂÂÌÂÂÎÌÈÃÄÐÊËÄÐÁËÃÖÌËÄ¿ÌÃÍÆÇÂÕ
ÚËÌÛÍËÌÄÍÄÑÊÈÂÃËÁÑÃÆÊÈÄÒÈ×ÆËÊÈÎÌÈÃÍÇÄÜÍÈÍÉÌÎÌÈÃÄÚÇÍÈÄ¿ÌÃÍÆÇÆÈÉ
ÎÆÃÆÉÍÃÆÊÈÄÎÌÍÂÁËÌÂÄÍÈ¿ÄÅÌÂÃÄÎÍÈÍÉÌÎÌÈÃÄÛËÍÑÃÆÑÌÂÄÃÊÄÅÌ
ÌÎÛÇÊÝÌ¿Ä¿ÁËÆÈÉÄÃÖÌÄÑÊÈÂÃËÁÑÃÆÊÈÄÛÖÍÂÌÄÊÐÄ¿Ì×ÌÇÊÛÎÌÈÃÄÃÊ
ÛËÌ×ÌÈÃÄÁÈ¿ÁÌÄÖÍËÎÄÃÊÄÂÆÃÌÞÂÛÌÑÆÐÆÑÄÂÌÈÂÆÃÆ×ÌÄÌÈ×ÆËÊÈÎÌÈÃÍÇ
ÐÌÍÃÁËÌÂßÄÐÇÊËÍßÄÍÈ¿ÄÐÍÁÈÍÕÄ
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abc defghijklefmnohpkqfekpjferstjhekehjhujnfuktuokhmtlfetjnfuvktuokwefxuostjheklefjhijnfuknukjyhkpnjhkpjferstjhekrtutwhrhujklztu{
|tewhjp}
~kjferstjhekehjtnuhokfupnjhkjfkjyhkptrhkzhmhzkfqktuuxtzkmfzxrhktzzfstzhkxuoheklehohmhzflrhujkifuonjnfup{
ktnrxrktzzfstzhktuuxtzkexufkmfzxrhknpkufkrfehkjytukkfqkjyhkjfjtzktmhetwhktuuxtzketnuqtzzkohljy{
khrfmhkkfqkjfjtzkpxplhuohokpfznopktphokfukjyhklfpjohmhzflrhujknrlhemnfxpuhpp{
klfnujpknqktzzkjyehhkjtewhjpktehktiynhmho
¡¢£¤¥ ¡¦§¡¨
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©NNJ@MGHACª«NJGHGA@QHCGHLC¬BVBRBHMBCAQCUJGHFCXRGT@HOFCGHLC¬BNQRAF
?AG®C̄QSSBHAF
|tewhjpkehtiyho}kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk~kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkÄkkkkkkk
WBGHFCQVCGM°@B±@HOC²M°BM³CGJJCA°GACGNNJ́µ¶
kkkÄkkkkkk·pfehujkztuopitlh
kkkÄkkkkkkffqkofsuplfxjkonpifuuhijnfu
kkkkkkkkķu¹zjetjnfukpstzhpktuoºfekjehuiyhp
kkkkkkkkkxpxeqtihkiytrhepºohjhujnfukjtu»p
kkkÄkkkkkktnukwteohupksnjykutjnmhklztujnuwp
kkkÄkkkkkktnustjhekytemhpjnuw
kkkÄkkkkkk|ehhkshzzkpjexijxehp
kkkkkkkkk¼ehhukeffqºstzz
kkkÄkkkkkk½tjhek¾xtznj¿kpjexijxehp
kkkkkkkkkdhemnfxpkltmnuw
kkkkkkkkkÀt¿znwyjhokpjehtrp
kkkkkkkkkÁfupjexijhokshjztuop
kkkkkkkkkÂjyhe}

hqhehuihpkjfklztupktuokofixrhujp}
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

Regional Planning and Housing Services
Tel. 604 451-6635

May 31, 2021
File: CR-07-01-PMG

André Boel, RPP, MCIP, City Planner
City of Port Moody
100 Newport Drive
Port Moody, BC V3H 5C3

Dear Mr. Boel:
1190 Cecile Drive and 330 Angela Drive (Woodland Park) OCP Amendment and Rezoning
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this Official Community Plan amendment and
rezoning application, which is for 1,861 residential units (1,404 market strata, 325 affordable rental and
132 market rental units), 19,000 sq. ft. of retail floor space (including a grocery store), an 11,800 sq. ft.
child care facility with approximately 93 spaces, and two neighbourhood parks to be dedicated to the City.
This letter provides comments from the staff of Metro Vancouver’s Regional Planning and Housing
Services, Air Quality and Climate Change, Water Services, and Indigenous Relations Departments.
Regional Planning and Housing Services
The area subject to the proposed amendments is designated ‘General Urban’ by Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping our Future (Metro 2040), the regional growth strategy, and as such, the application, as proposed,
does not require a Metro 2040 amendment.

The proposed amendments support many Metro 2040 goals and strategies, including the provision of:
• additional housing supply, including market and below-market rental units (25% of the new units),
particularly the distribution of below-market units in diverse forms (apartment and townhouse
units), including larger bedroom sizes and an integrated child care facility, and tenant relocation
provisions to help prevent the displacement of existing residents;
• two new neighbourhood parks, the protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas and retention
of significant tree canopy to protect natural areas, and the provision of recreation opportunities;
• local retail opportunities, including a grocery store, which contribute to a diversity and mix of
uses, and new child care space that provides local amenities and contributes to a complete
community; and
• e-bikes, Level 2 EV charging stations, a new bikeway, and a multi-use trail around the perimeter
of the proposed development, which will support improved alternative and active transportation
opportunities and recreation, depending on detailed design.

45606212

4730 Kingsway, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5H 0C6

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Greater Vancouver Water District

I

604-432-6200

metrovancouver.org

Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District

I

Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation
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1190 Cecile Drive and 330 Angela Drive (Woodland Park) OCP Amendment Application
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It is noted, however, that the site’s location, requirement for a new major toad connection, and distance
from rapid transit, will make it difficult to create a transit-oriented, complete community and promote
transit use, cycling, and walking. While unspecified improvements to transit infrastructure are being
proposed, that detail, as well as evidence of discussions with TransLink on future transit connections to
the area, is missing. As a result, this proposed amendment does not support many of the transportation
and climate-related goals in Metro 2040.
For the purposes of utility planning, the proposed change in growth potential on this site has not been
previously considered and accounted for in the regional population projections for the City. Given the
impending advancement of this and other proposed developments in Port Moody, and Metro Vancouver’s
review of Metro 2040 that is underway, Regional Planning staff would be pleased to discuss Port Moody’s
evolving growth expectations with City staff to ensure that the anticipated long-term population, housing,
and employment growth expectations continue to align with the regional projections for the City. Should
the amendment be approved, we request that the City’s housing and population projections be revised
through an updated Regional Context Statement.
Air Quality and Climate Change

As proposed, the development will not be a transit-oriented community, nor will it support the regional
climate change-related goals. These goals are set out in the Climate 2050 Strategic Framework
(www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-puality/Airpua lityPublications/AQ C2050StrategicFramework.pdf) and will be further detailed in the Climate 2050 Transportation Roadmap and
Clean Air Plan which are currently being prepared. With respect to energy performance, a commitment
to the installation of heat pumps to meet 100% of the annual heating demand would better support the
strategies outlined in Climate 2050 and the Clean Air Plan. Furthermore, increasing Step Code
performance together with the electrification of the heating and hot water systems for the future
buildings, will not only reduce operational costs it will also provide other benefits such as better thermal
comfort and reduce outdoor noise infiltration.
It is noted that if any of the proposed buildings utilize natural gas, the building owners / operators will
likely need to register the respective boilers and meet the requirements of Metro Vancouver’s Boilers and
Process Heaters Emission Regulation.
Water Services

At this time, it is not anticipated that this proposed amendment would impact Metro Vancouver’s Water
Services infrastructure. However, as development plans progress and, when available, please provide
updated information on the estimated population and water demands to Metro Vancouver’s Water
Services staff to assist in determining the impact that the development may have on Greater Vancouver
Water District facilities.
Indigenous Relations
Given the area’s location and scale, it is recommended that any First Nations with interests in the site, be
engaged, particularly with respect to any archaeological studies or other permits as may be required.
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Thank you once again for providing Metro Vancouver the opportunity to comment on this proposed
amendment. We look forward to continuing to work with you and your staff to ensure that the growth
planned through this and other developments continue to align with the regional growth strategy and
Port Moody’s Regional Context Statement, and that Metro Vancouver’s population, employment and
servicing demand and growth projections are up to date.
If you have any questions, please contact me by phone at 604-456-8805 or by email at
Alex.Taylor@metrovancouver.org.
Sincerely,

Alex B. Taylor, MUP, RPP, MCIP
Senior Planner, Regional Planning & Housing Services
SG/JS/at

45606212
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June 1, 2021
Kevin Jones
Senior Development Planner
Planning Division
100 Newport Drive, Second Floor
Port Moody, B.C., V3H 5C3
Dear Mr. Jones
Re: Proposed OCP Amendment and Rezoning for 1190 Cecile Drive and 330 Angela Drive
(Woodland Park Master Plan)
Thank you for your correspondence dated March 30, 2021 and for the opportunity to provide
feedback on the proposed OCP amendment and rezoning for 1190 Cecile Drive and 330 Angela
Drive (Woodland Park Master Plan). TransLink understands the intent of this Master Plan is to
permit redevelopment of the existing affordable housing complex into a mixed-use development
inclusive of affordable housing units and market units, daycare and retail space.
We appreciate the outreach and provide our comments based on:
• Our legislated mandate to review major development proposals for regional
transportation implications, and to support Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy
(RGS);
• Policy direction in the Regional Transportation Strategy (RTS) to work with partner
agencies in advancing shared regional objectives and integrated land use and
transportation planning; and
• The Transit-Oriented Communities Design Guidelines (TOCDGs), a tool to support the
planning and design of communities that integrate land use with sustainable
transportation.
After reviewing the project materials included with your referral, we have the following key
findings:
• We recommend considering the relocation of the proposed affordable housing
buildings closer to existing Frequent Transit Network (FTN) bus stops;
• The proposed roadway changes for Cecile Drive require further discussion with
TransLink and CMBC to address bus operations and safety;
• The developer will be required to enter a TransLink Adjacent and Integrated
Development (AID) Consent Agreement for Phases 4 and 5 of construction;
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•
•
•

Barnet Highway and Clarke Road are part of the Major Road Network (MRN) and
TransLink approval is required for any road alterations that would reduce the capacity
of any part of the MRN to move people;
We recommend considering the relocation of the proposed affordable housing
buildings closer to existing Frequent Transit Network (FTN) bus stops; and,
We strongly encourage the City to look for opportunities to provide designated
pedestrian pathways that shorten the walking distance to existing bus stops and offer
more direct connections between the FTN and the site.

Transportation and Land Use Alignment
TransLink supports the focus of population and employment in designated Urban Centres,
Frequent Transit Development Areas (FTDAs), and along the Frequent Transit Network (FTN),
where transit service runs at least every 15 minutes in both directions throughout the day and
into the evening, every day of the week. The proposed development site is not located within an
Urban Centre, FTDA or within a 5-10 minute walk of the FTN. The Transit-Oriented Communities
Design Guidelines (TOCDGs) assume that on average, people will walk approximately 400-800m
(5-10 minutes) to access frequent transit.
The closest FTN bus stop to the site is located on Barnett Highway and Clarke Drive, served by
route 160 Kootenay Loop/Port Coquitlam Station, and is approximately a 20 minute (1.3
kilometre) walk from the northern portion of the site and a 15 minute (900 metre to 1 kilometre)
walk from the southern portion of the site. Route 180 Lougheed Station/Moody Centre Station
stops at Cecile Drive and Cecile Place, roughly a 1-minute walk (50 metres) from the northern
portion of the site and stops at Cecile Drive and Highview Place, roughly a 1-minute walk (50
metres) from the southern portion of the site. Route 180 is served by Community Shuttle; it is not
part of the FTN but does provide 15 minute or better service in peak hours. Both routes connect
to Moody Centre Station.
TransLink supports the project aim to construct 325 affordable rental units and 132 market rental
units; that said, the proposed location of the affordable rental buildings to the north of site is
beyond the 5-10-minute walkshed (400m-800m) for frequent transit. Metro Vancouver’s TransitOriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) study finds that renter households, especially those with
lower incomes, are more likely to use transit. Given that, we encourage the City to consider
options for relocating the affordable housing buildings on the site to have as minimal a walk as
possible to/from the existing FTN bus stops in the area.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, capacity on route 180 was limited and it is likely that this new
development will increase demand on the capacity of both area bus routes (160 and 180). There
are currently no plans or allocated funding for service expansion or bus vehicle upgrades for this
area.
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Transit Operations
The referral materials provided for this development application include proposals to close the
left turn lane at Cecile Drive and Clarke Road and to realign Cecile Drive with Highview Place.
Regarding Cecile Drive and Clarke Road, TransLink staff as well as the Regional Transportation
Advisory Committee (RTAC) have recently recommended the provision of Bus Speed and
Reliability program cost-share funding toward the City’s proposed safety study for this
intersection. Final funding approval is pending internal review in June. This study is intended to
review intersection improvement recommendations to assist and improve CMBC with the leftturn movement from Cecile Drive onto northbound Clarke Road. Until the study is complete, we
ask that the City continues to work closely with TransLink and CMBC toward improved safety for
bus operations at this intersection, as well as potential routing considerations. We also note that
the realignment of Cecile Drive with Highview Place as proposed in the referral materials is not
optimal for bus routing. Please contact Raymond.Chan@coastmountainbus.ca to coordinate on
these operational safety issues.
Major Road Network (MRN)
Barnet Highway and Clarke Road are part of Major Road Network (MRN) and the proposed
roadway changes as shown in the referral material would require TransLink approval. Per the
South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Act, TransLink approval is required for any
road alterations that would reduce the capacity of any part of the MRN to move people. TransLink
is interested to understand the traffic impacts of the proposed connections associated with this
development and requests a copy of the traffic impact study when available. Additionally, further
discussion will be needed regarding the left turn signal at Cecile Drive and Clarke Road, as
referenced earlier in this letter.
Adjacent and Integrated Development (AID)
TransLink’s Adjacent and Integrated Development (AID) program applies to development
adjacent to and/or integrated with TransLink’s infrastructure, with the purpose being to manage
and protect TransLink’s property rights during development and to preserve the safe, secure and
uninterrupted operation of the transit system during construction. The proposed project has
potential impacts to the underground tunnel infrastructure that runs under the southern portion
of the development site, and more specifically, during proposed Phase 4 and 5 of construction.
Should it be found that the developer is required to enter into a Consent Agreement with
TransLink, we ask that the City require confirmation from TransLink that the Consent Agreement
has been issued in advance of building permit issuance. To note, TransLink’s AID team has been
in touch with the developer. Please feel free to reach out to the AID team at
AIDreview@translink.ca for any questions you may have.
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Cycling and Walking
Given that the development site is located outside the 5-10-minute FTN walkshed, we strongly
encourage the City to look for opportunities to provide designated pedestrian pathways that
shorten the distance and offer more direct connections between the FTN and the site.
We also encourage the addition of protected cycling facilities that are comfortable for all ages and
abilities (AAA) between the proposed development and Moody Centre Station and connecting to
the region’s Major Bike Network (MBN). The provision of adequate cycling infrastructure to access
the nearest FTN (route 160) bus stops at Barnett Highway and Clarke Road is also encouraged. To
that end, any bikeways would need to be designed to minimize conflicts with buses and other
modes of transportation. Please refer to the Transit-Oriented Community Design Guidelines
(TOCDGs) for integrating active transportation with the regional transportation system.
Cycling and pedestrian improvements provided by the developer could potentially be
complemented by other improvements that TransLink might cost share with the City of Port
Moody, in order to provide complete and continuous cycling and walking connections. Please
contact us to learn more about TransLink’s municipal cost-share programs.
Continued Collaboration
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed OCP amendment and
rezoning application for 1190 Cecile Drive and 330 Angela Drive (Woodland Park Master Plan).
We look forward to continued coordination with the City of Port Moody. Please feel free to
contact me at stefanie.ekeli@translink.ca should you have any questions or wish to discuss
further.
Regards,

Stefanie Ekeli
Planner, Partner Planning
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Bylaw No. 3305
A Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955 to add
the Mixed Use – Woodland Park designation (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive).
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)”.

Amendments
2.1

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is amended by adding the following to Chapter 4 as section 4.1.8 and
renumbering subsequent sections accordingly:
“4.1.8 MIXED USE – WOODLAND PARK – The Mixed Use – Woodland
Park designation applies to the redevelopment of the Woodland Park site,
illustrated on Map 1 – Woodland Park, for multi-family residential
purposes with complementary commercial uses and park spaces.
Map 1 – Woodland Park

”

EDMS#549304

1
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2.2

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by replacing the following Policy 1 of Chapter 15,
section 15.1:
“1. The existing land use and character of the Glenayre, College Park, and
Harbour Heights neighbourhoods shall generally be retained.”
with the following Policy 1 of Chapter 15, section 15.1:
“1. The existing land use and character of the Glenayre, College Park,
Harbour Heights, and Seaview neighbourhoods shall generally be
retained with the exception of the redevelopment of the Woodland Park
site.”

2.3

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by adding the following Chapter 15, section 15.1.1:
“15.1.1 WOODLAND PARK
The following policies apply to the redevelopment of the area known as
Woodland Park identified on the accompanying Map 1.
For reference, where maps and illustrations identify building locations and
shapes, they are intended to be representative only. Detailed building designs
will be established through future Development Permit application reviews.
Map1 – Woodland Park

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Woodland Park is envisioned as a complete, sustainable neighbourhood
composed of a mix of housing tenures complemented by small-scale commercial
and childcare uses and neighbourhood park spaces, as illustrated on the
accompanying Master Plan (Map 2). For reference, the buildings identified on
the Master Plan are shown schematically for illustration only. Actual building
siting will be determined in conjunction with the review of individual development
permits.
Aside from the provision of a range of housing tenures, the key cornerstone of
the Master Plan is the protection and enhancement of the existing
Environmentally Sensitive Areas on the site for the long-term benefit of
Woodland Park and the surrounding community.
Map 2 – Woodland Park Master Plan

The vision for Woodland Park is based on the following principles:






the creation of a complete, sustainable neighbourhood;
the provision of range of housing tenures to accommodate the housing
needs for different segments along the housing continuum;
the integration and enhancement of the existing natural elements,
including watercourses and forest resource environmentally sensitive
areas (refer to Map 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open
Space Concept Plan);
the provision of usable park spaces incorporating a variety of
recreational and social uses, complemented by a perimeter pedestrian
trail and green spaces between buildings for passive or active purposes
and green infrastructure;

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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the provision of a range of local retail uses and childcare to serve the
daily needs of the local population;
improvement to neighbourhood access and egress; and
the provision of a strong arts and culture focus through the installation
of a variety of public art elements throughout the site.

To support this vision, it is expected that future buildings will be designed to
create a distinct architectural identity on the site and incorporate a variety of
sustainable building technologies intended to address climate change issues and
ensure a livable environment for occupants.
Map 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space Concept Plan

While the Master Plan and the Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Open Space
Concept Plan are provided as a visual representation of the proposed
development, these plans represent a singular point in time rather than final
decisions. As redevelopment will be phased over a lengthy period of time, it is
recognized that the Master Plan may be adjusted by Council in response to
changing demographic and economic conditions and City requirements.
DEVELOPMENT PHASING

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Redevelopment within Woodland Park will be gradual, spread across five
individual neighbourhood Areas, on a phased basis. Map 4 illustrates the five
Neighbourhood Areas. While this Map illustrates the current phased
development approach, this approach may be altered over time.
Map 4 – Phasing Plan

A key community benefit of the project is the provision of a variety of amenities,
which will be provided commensurate with the approval of individual
development permits for each phase.
WOODLAND PARK POLICIES
1. Within Woodland Park a variety of housing types and tenures will be provided
including, below-market rental units, market rental units and strata units.
Neighbourhood serving uses, including commercial and childcare uses will
also be provided for.

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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2. Opportunities for other flexible housing options to respond to changes in
household needs (e.g. lock-off units) will be considered.
3. Building heights may range from six storeys up to a maximum of 12 storeys,
except where sloping grades result in a greater number of storeys as
illustrated on the following Map 5 – Building Heights.
Map 5 – Building Heights

4. In the case of a transfer of density associated with the provision of land for
improvements to neighbourhood access and egress and associated
community benefits, building heights would be permitted to increase above
12 storeys in selective areas, as illustrated in Map 5b, Building Heights
Including Density Transfer.

City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014, No. 2955, Amendment Bylaw No. 31, 2021, No. 3305 (1142 Cecile Drive
and 300 Angela Drive)
EDMS#549304
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Map 5 – Building Heights Including Density Transfer

5. A public path around the perimeter of the property, as shown on the Master
Plan, is required, which will generally define the extent of the Environmentally
Sensitive Areas to be protected and enhanced.
6. The phased development of Woodland Park shall include the provision of
road improvements to enable a safer and operationally effective means of
access to, and egress from, the neighbourhood.
7. In accordance with the Master Plan, two parks, ‘Cecile Bend’ and ‘The Hub’,
shall be provided with a total minimum area of approximately 0.81ha (2 ac).
These parks shall incorporate a variety of opportunities to promote physical
and social activities to meet the needs of a variety of user groups.
8. Detailed plans for each park shall be provided and, once developed, the two
parks, along with the perimeter path and on-site environmentally sensitive
areas shall either be dedicated to the City, or in the case of ‘The Hub’ park
public access may be otherwise secured
9. In order to support the creation of a sustainable community at
Woodland Park, development shall address the City’s policies related to
climate change adaptation and shall include the incorporation of:
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a) transportation demand management strategies, including, but not limited
to:
 an improved neighbourhood pedestrian and cycling network
along the site frontages of Angela and Cecile Drives; and
 parking requirements;
b) best management green building and energy efficiency practices; and
c) green infrastructure strategies.
10. A cohesive Public Art Master Plan that identifies opportunities and priorities
for the provision of public art in Woodland Park.
11. Opportunities along the perimeter trail to incorporate interpretative and
educational signage.
12. Development Permit Area 4: Environmentally Sensitive Areas and
Development Permit Area 5: Hazardous Conditions development permit area
guidelines shall apply to the preservation and enhancement of the on-site
watercourses and forest resources and address hazardous conditions as
necessary.”

3.

2.4

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by changing the land use designation for
Woodland Park on Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan from “Multi-Family
Residential” to “Mixed Use – Woodland Park” as indicated on Schedule A –
Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan attached to and forming part of this Bylaw.

2.5

Schedule “A” of City of Port Moody Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2014,
No. 2955 is further amended by adding section 2.7: Woodland Park to
Appendix 2 Development Permit Area Guidelines, as indicated in Schedule B to
this Bylaw.

Attachments and Schedules
3.1

The following schedules are attached to and form part of this Bylaw:


Schedule A – Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan; and



Schedule B – Appendix 2: Development Permit Area Guidelines – Section
2.7: Woodland Park.
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4.

Severability
4.1

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

Read a first time this 23rd day of March, 2021.
Read a second time as amended this 22nd day of June, 2021.
Public Hearing held this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

R. Vagramov
Mayor

day of

day of
day of

, 20 .
, 20 .

, 20 .

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3305 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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Schedule A – Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan
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Schedule A – Map 1 – Overall Land Use Plan
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2.7

WOODLAND PARK

INTENT OF GUIDELINES
The intent of these site specific guidelines is to guide future
development of the former 1042 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive sites (hereafter referred to as Woodland Park) in general
accordance with the Port Moody Official Community Plan and
the CD83 Zone.
Given the anticipated development timeline, it is recognized
that, over time, design trends may change. However, the intent
of the design guidelines is to develop and maintain a
consistent design theme throughout the development
integrating all architectural and landscape elements. The
design guidelines outline both general and specific
requirements for achieving the desired character and form of
development for Woodland Park and are organized according
to the following general categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Neighbourhoods
Building Form and Character
Open Space
Landscape
Streets, Sidewalks & Public Realm
Public Art

MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW
Woodland Park is a multi-phase master plan (Fig. 1) for the
gradual growth of a complete community. The scale of the 23.4
acre site has been broken down into five distinct
neighbourhoods (Fig. 2): the Creek, the Gardens, the Hub, the
Mews, and the Terraces. Each neighbourhood will have a
distinct identity – defined by unique environmental features –
while maintaining a unified architectural and landscaping
design expression that is common throughout the Woodland
Park master plan.
The Environmentally Sensitive Areas of urban forest and
streams will be protected, remediated and enhanced by
removing existing structures that are inside the riparian
setbacks, removing invasive plants and replanting with native
species. These protected, naturalized environments will
integrate with two new neighbourhood parks and a multi-use
park trail system, as well as connect with numerous multi-age,
active play areas and the expansive publicly accessible open
green space surrounding the buildings.
Woodland Park will provide a range of outdoor amenities.
These amenities are woven together through the design of a
naturalized open space and public parks to create a vibrant
and diverse community.

GENERAL SITE DESCRIPTION
Woodland Park is nestled in the mature College Park
neighbourhood of Port Moody, with forest woodlands and
mountain views, surrounded by single-family detached homes
to the west, townhouse developments (rental and strata) to the
south and east, Seaview Elementary School to the north, and
Suncor Energy (industrial) to the northwest.
The site is 23.4 acres and consists of three areas, divided and
accessed by Angela Drive and Cecile Drive. The grade slopes
down significantly from northwest to southeast, with a cross fall
of approximately 44m (144 feet).
There are two Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) on the
site. The northwest ESA, adjacent to Seaview Elementary
School, consists of urban forest, which is designated ‘low
sensitivity’, and two riparian areas: an unnamed ditch and
wetland complex, and Melrose Creek, which are considered
‘high sensitivity’. The southeast ESA, predominantly located on
the steeply sloped area of the site, consists of mostly urban
forest, which is designated ‘low sensitivity’, and one riparian
area: an unnamed stream complex, which is designated ‘high
sensitivity’. There are several existing buildings that are
located within the ‘high sensitivity’ ESAs. The majority of the
urban forest within the ESAs is mature, with trees ranging in
height from 70-143 feet.

Figure 1: Master Plan

The site has two Statutory Right of Ways (SRWs). The SRW
running east-west through the southern lot, in line with Valour
Drive, is an utility right-of-way. The SRW running southwestnortheast through the southern lot is for the TransLink
Evergreen Line tunnel transit system.

Figure 2: Neighbourhoods
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
2.7.1 NEIGHBOURHOODS
a)

The Creek

The Creek (Fig. 3 & 4) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartment buildings in the range of six storeys, with a mix of
unit types above ground level family-oriented units.
Interfacing with an environmentally sensitive area, the Creek
neighbourhood celebrates its relationship with the adjacent
creek and natural forest surroundings, with paths woven
throughout the development.
Rainwater management features of the site tell the story of the
larger watershed. Rainwater infiltrates through generous
boulevards at the streetscape where large, existing trees are
retained. Residential buildings are oriented to celebrate the
natural topography of the site. The character of the open space
takes cues from the surrounding forest riparian character
through an overall re-wilding approach.

Interfacing with an environmentally-sensitive area, the Gardens
neighbourhood celebrates the ecological relationship with its
surrounding landscape. Here, a gardenesque landscape is
used to create strong seasonal interest for both residents and
wildlife.
This neighbourhood benefits from the nearby energy of the
Hub. Materials and character of the landscape are more formal
but contribute to the overall naturescaping and rainwater
management principles of the site. Small plazas placed at the
street provide gathering spots for community interaction.
A generous streetscape promotes safe connections for
pedestrians and cyclists via a multi-use path within the parcel.
Orientation of the building creates a large, sunny courtyard
with opportunities for all-ages play.

Outdoor community space includes a range of programming
including private and public outdoor amenity space, passive
use, comfortable courtyards, play areas, multi-use paths and a
community plaza.

Figure 5: The Gardens

Figure 3: The Creek

Figure 6: The Gardens

c)

The Hub

The Hub (Fig. 7 & 8) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types, in the range of six stories,
above a ground level neighbourhood retail area and child care
facility.
Figure 4: The Creek

b)

The Gardens

The Gardens (Fig. 5 & 6) neighbourhood will consist of a multiunit U-shaped apartment building in the range of six stories,
with a mix of unit types above ground level family-oriented
units.

The Hub neighbourhood is the heart of Woodland Park. The
outdoor space allows for programming for the community at
large, including areas for active play. The interfaces between
the specific building programming and the outdoor open space
within this area will be designed to complement one another
and maximise livability.
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The space will be designed so that it may accommodate
community events both big and small. The landscape
character is a more formal ‘urban ecosystem’ to facilitate a
range of community activities.

Naturescaping and rainwater management elements are key
components to the open space. Central to the neighbourhood
is the mews, which acts as the central spine of the community,
and provides local access and a safe circulation route through
the site.

Rain-gardens and other rainwater management strategies
become feature elements within the landscape. Raised
crossings, shade and cooling features, and quality materials at
the streetscape promote a safe, pedestrian-friendly zone that
can accommodate block parties or farmers markets.
A rooftop garden will provide residents opportunities for urban
agriculture.

Figure 9: The Mews

Figure 7: The Hub

Figure 10: The Mews

e)
Figure 8: The Hub

d)

The Mews

The Terraces

The Terraces (Fig. 11) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types above ground level familyoriented units.

The Mews (Fig. 9 & 10) neighbourhood will consist of multi-unit
apartments with a mix of unit types above ground level familyoriented units, interconnected via a pedestrian orientated
mews street.

The Terraces neighbourhood is nestled within an existing
mature forest stand. The character of the landscape and
natural grade transition create a gateway for the larger
neighbourhood.

The open space associated with the Mews neighbourhood
takes its design inspiration from the existing open space
character found in Woodland Park.

Rainwater management features of the site tell the story of the
larger watershed. Rain-gardens connected with runnels and
weirs and other rainwater management strategies are feature
elements within the landscape. Residential buildings are
oriented to celebrate the natural topography of the site. The
character of the open space takes cues from the surrounding
forest riparian character through an overall naturalized
approach.

This landscape is envisioned as the outdoor living room for the
residents of Woodland Park and the community at large. Its
linear nature creates a series of open spaces that offer a range
of programming opportunities including informal lawn areas,
all-ages play areas, and passive recreation. Visibility is of
importance, with smaller play areas spread throughout the
neighbourhood. Adult health and wellness is emphasized with
many walking routes including a multi-use trail.

Outdoor community space includes a range of programming,
including private and public outdoor amenity space, passive
use, comfortable courtyards, play areas for a range of ages,
connection to the community multi-use path, as well as a
community plaza.
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b)

Siting and Orientation

The siting and orientation of the buildings is primarily driven by
the extent of the enhanced Environmentally Sensitive Areas
and the provision of the parks and generous open green
spaces.
Predominantly, the narrow ends of buildings front Angela Drive
and Cecile Drive to facilitate a gradual transition from the
adjacent single-family neighbourhood and maximize public
views to and through the open green spaces (Fig. 13). The
buildings will be designed to address the streetscape, as well
as the park and open spaces between the buildings.
Elsewhere, the heavily treed boulevards and the enhanced
Environmentally Sensitive Areas will help to soften the visual
impact on the surrounding neighbourhood.

Figure 11: The Terraces

Wherever possible, buildings will be located and configured to
maximize natural light penetration into the dwelling units, to
minimize shadow impacts on common outdoor areas and
adjacent sites, and to maximize and maintain views and
surveillance on public spaces.

2.7.2 BUILDING FORM & CHARACTER
a)

Building Forms

The massing and form (Fig. 12) is primarily six-storey buildings,
stepping down to four and five-storeys across from
neighbouring single-family homes.
Four mid-rise nine to fifteen-storey buildings occupy a single
zone set back the furthest from the street against a backdrop
of mature forest trees ranging in heights from 70 to over 140
feet.
The steepest sloping and lowest area of the site, adjacent to
the new Cecile Bend Park, will accommodate mid-rise nine to
nineteen-storey buildings*, nestled against and surrounded by
ESA forest.
Figure 13: Siting and Orientation

c)

Architectural Character

The architectural form and expression will reinforce the overall
master plan aesthetic and will be contemporary in style,
reflecting a West Coast modernist idiom characterized by
simplicity, minimalism and functionality (Fig. 14 & 15). Each
neighbourhood will have a distinctive character and may be
expressed through subtle changes in material, colour, or
articulation.
The architectural character of the multi-family residential
buildings may be expressed as three horizontal bands: the
ground-orientated townhouse base; the stacked multi-unit
apartment middle, and the articulated penthouse rooftop.

Figure 12: Building Forms
(note: at the mid-rise zones, the number of storeys increases on the
downhill slope where ground-orientated floor levels are each counted
as a separate storey)

The two-storey townhouses anchor the buildings with a strong
base element, providing plenty of open space and street
interaction with extensive patios and decks.
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The stacked multi-unit apartment middle, depending on the
various balcony and fenestration requirements, may be
expressed either horizontality or vertically. Further variety
could be achieved through the application of shading devices
and directed views.
The pitched and flat roof penthouse articulation may include
setbacks for roof terraces and gardens, dormers and skylights.

Where possible, multi-family dwelling units will be provided
with private outdoor space in the form of decks, patios, and/or
balconies. Juliette balconies and operable glazed balcony
enclosures will also be considered in certain instances, in order
to add variety and living adaptability. Wherever possible,
balconies will be a minimum dimension of 1.8m (6 ft.) by 2.4m
(8 ft.). Ground-level private outdoor areas should exceed this
minimum, wherever possible.
Where possible, roof top mechanical equipment, elevator
overuns and venting will be minimized and integrated into the
design of the buildings.
Bird friendly building design measures such as bird friendly
glazing and lighting will be considered and integrated.
e)

Materials

Buildings materials may include masonry, wood, metal and
various composite panelized products, all contemporary in
style and detailing. Products such as non-integral fiber cement
paneling, vinyl siding and stucco will not be used.
f)

Parking and Loading

Figure 14: Architectural Character

Where possible, existing on street parking will be retained and
redefined along Cecile Drive and Angela Drive, calming traffic
and buffering pedestrians from the roadway. The majority of
the residential parking will be located within neighbourhood
underground parking structures, with vehicular ramp access
from either Cecile Drive, Angela Drive, or the internal Mews
street.
Security in the residential parking structures will be designed in
accordance with CPTED standards, where possible. Careful
consideration will be given to the design of exposed faces of
underground parking through landscaping or architectural
treatment.
Loading areas/spaces will be carefully considered, located and
designed in order that they provide the required functionality
(deliveries, garbage and recycling pick-up, and residents
moving in and out), while having a minimal impact on the
public realm.
g)

Figure 15: Architectural Character

d)

Design Considerations

Careful consideration will be given to the design of buildings in
order that they respond to the natural topography of the site
and step with the existing site grades. Where building
foundations and underground parking are exposed, their
impact will be mitigated as much as possible, through
landscaping and/or architectural treatment.

Signage

There will be a range of signage throughout Woodland Park.
Types of signage will include:

Interpretive Signage will provide public education and
information on the Public Art and the enhanced
Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

Neighbourhood Specific Signage will be located
prominently at vehicle and pedestrian entries and will
incorporate design and materials that complement the
architecture of the development.

Retail Signage at the Hub will appeal to pedestrian
and driver and add to the community ambience.
h)

Energy Efficiency

Where possible, buildings will be designed to make use of
passive energy conserving strategies which would include:
maximizing daylighting potential through carefully located
windows; building orientation; natural ventilation; and passive
solar heat gain.
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i)

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

Residential unit living spaces, balconies, terraces, and patios
will provide “eyes” on dedicated parks, open spaces and
streets to enhance safety and security of these areas.
All streets, parks and pathways are to be appropriately lit and
reflect visibility needs of motorized vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists.

2.7.3 OPEN SPACE
Woodland Park will consist of generous open space,
comprised of environmentally sensitive areas, dedicated parks
and open green space (Fig. 16).
The proposed character and experience of Woodland Park is
defined by the open space network. In addition to the
dedicated parks, each of the five neighbourhoods offer
generous open green space areas, significantly contributing to
the overall open space network of Woodland Park. These open
green spaces represent opportunities to incorporate
unprogrammed and programmed outdoor amenities for a
range of age groups, interests, group sizes and seasonal
activities, and the opportunity for residents to move through the
spaces with ease. To facilitate this public access will be
secured for both open space and trail connections. The open
space network will seek to maximize the retention of mature
trees and connection to the ESA areas. The overall canopy
coverage area will range approximately between 30 - 40%,
increasing with the maturity of the proposed trees. The site
design will incorporate bird-friendly design by creating
conditions for native birds to thrive in and around the
development.
In addition to the programming opportunities, these generous
open spaces allow for robust green infrastructure measures,
including a rainwater management strategy, to further connect
the residents to the naturalized features of the lands and the
ecosystem services that they provide. All open space,
including dedicated parkland will be irrigated based on
individual requirements. Areas with native plants and trees will
be self-sufficient part of the local eco-system after irrigation
establishment period.

Figure 16: Open Space

a)
Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The proposed open space network is positioned to highlight
the existing and enhanced Environmentally Sensitive Areas, as
well as many of the large specimen trees that exist on site
today (Fig. 17 & 18).
At the ‘high sensitivity’ management areas, all the existing
buildings will be removed and the new buildings, including
balcony projections and patios, will be located outside of the
enhanced Riparian Transition Areas. In certain instances, the
minimum distance of a Riparian Transition Area may be
reduced, provided there is no loss in total Riparian Transition
Area.
At the ‘low sensitivity’ management areas, the heavy
vegetation buffer will be protected and extended (Fig. 19).
The development aims to further achieve high environmental
standards by protecting the treed and forested character of the
site. Trees of significance will be identified for retention, with
the overall number of trees to be equal or greater than existing.

Figure 17: Tree Canopy

Figure 18: ESA Enhancement
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Figure 19: ESA buffer

b)

Figure 21: Hub Park,
(note: the child care outdoor play area is not part of the Hub Park)

Parks

The park spaces consist of three key open space areas; the
Hub Park, the Cecile Bend Park, and the Multi-Use Park Trail.
Collectively, these open spaces offer a range of outdoor
amenities and programming opportunities for a variety of age
groups, interests, group sizes and seasonal activities.
i) Hub Park
The Hub Park (Fig. 20 & 21) is the heart of the Woodland Park
community. Here, a range of programmed open spaces offer a
number of recreational opportunities for the local residents.
The park connects with the Multi-Use Park Trail.
The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza,
passive open lawn areas for flexible use, age dedicated play
areas (1- 5y and 5 -12y) for the community at large, as well as
a dedicated play area for children in the local child care. The
public play area will utilize elements of water play and water
cooling. Additional open space opportunities within the Hub
Park include a multi-use sports court which will allow for a
range of sports and group sizes and a dedicated off leash dog
park. These open spaces (Fig. 22 & 23) are envisioned to be
used by a range of age groups and group sizes, with
opportunities for programming through all seasons.

Figure 22: Urban Park Setting

Figure 23: Water Play & Dog Park

ii) Cecile Bend Park
Cecile Bend Park (Fig. 24 & 25) is an important open space
shared by the Woodland Park community. Here, a number of
programmed open spaces offer a range of opportunities for the
local residents and the surrounding neighbourhoods.

Figure 20: Hub Park
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The various programmed areas include an arrivals plaza, a
natural amphitheater, passive open lawn areas for flexible use
and sports, a play area for the community at large, a
community stage, picnic areas, a fenced off-leash dog park,
and outlooks into the adjacent ESA areas and mature tree
stands. The park connects with the Multi-Use Park Trail. The
park allows for daily use, as well as seasonal community
events such as movie night, farmers markets and cultural
celebrations. These open spaces are envisioned to be used by
a range of age groups and group sizes, and with opportunities
for programming through all seasons

iii) Multi-Use Park Trail
The Multi-Use Park Trail (Fig. 26 & 27) of Woodland Park is an
important aspect of the open space network. The whole
community of Woodland Park is connected via a 2-3m wide
multi-use trail. The trail will be universally accessible wherever
feasible. The trail connects to a number of nodes, dedicated
parks, ESA areas, residential areas, as well as a number of
parklets. These parklets allow for the community to stop along
the path to enjoy a range of programmed spaces, which may
include public art, adult fitness areas, play spaces, public
courtyards, gardens and nature outlooks.
In addition to the Multi-Use Park Trail, each neighbourhood
offers a number of pathways, secured via rights of way in the
neighbourhoods, to further the interconnectivity of the
community.

Figure 24: Cecile Bend Park

Figure 26: Multi-Use Park Trail

Figure 27: Trail Networks

c)

Open Green Space

Figure 25: Cecile Bend Park

The master plan will contribute generous publicly accessible
open green space (Fig. 28) for all residents and the wider
community, improving the pedestrian experience and
promoting physical wellness.
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The development results in open green spaces between
buildings that greatly exceed typical urban developments,
making the form of development more suburban than urban in
its relationship to the adjacent and surrounding single family
neighbourhood.

2.7.4 LANDSCAPE
a)

Landscape Character

The overall landscape character of Woodland Park (Fig. 29) has
been developed to be one of the key defining character
elements within the community. Inspired by the current cultural
landscape of Woodland Park, the coastal rainforest and local
materials, the landscape character is envisioned to be an
important unifying element amongst the five distinct
neighbourhoods. This approach will ensure that the community
as a whole, reads as one unified place.

Figure 28: Open Green Space

Figure 29 : Landscape Character

b)

Planting and Habitat

The planting approach will be a defining element to the
landscape character (Fig. 29 & 30). Inspired by the plant
systems of the Pacific Northwest, a range of plant pallets will
use used with consideration of seasonal interest, maintenance,
adaptability, drought tolerance and re-wilding principles. These
plant pallets will include naturalized habitat plantings, pollinator
plantings, park plantings, and plantings associated with private
open space. Wherever possible, healthy mature existing trees
will be retained. The overall canopy coverage area for the
development will range between 30 – 40%, increasing with the
maturity of the proposed trees. Naturescaping strategies will be
integrated into all aspects of the open space design including
the preservation of mature trees, the preservation of existing
environmentally sensitive areas, the integration of diverse
ecological systems, and rainwater management strategies.
The plant and tree selection will be carefully determined in
order to foster rich bird habitat. Elements for bird nesting and
bird baths will be incorporated in the overall naturalized
character of the bio-habitat.
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Tier 3 : the collection points for larger rainwater detention and
reuse systems proposed for the project.
In all instances rainwater will flow from Tier 1 strategies to Tier
3. In this way rainwater has every feasible chance to be
infiltrated before being finally managed by grey infrastructure.

Figure 30: Site Materials

c)

Site Materials

The materials throughout the community will be a unified
element (Fig. 30). Selected to complement the architecture, the
paving materials will allow for a range of types, based on the
intended use, to contribute to the overall character, and enrich
and unify the public realm. Materials within the open space
network shall also be selected in consideration of their
response to sustainability, with a focus on mitigating climate
change, improving social health and well-being. The
furnishings in the public realm will consider existing wildlife and
will be resistant to negative impact (e.g. wildlife resistant
garbage containers).
d)

Site Programming

Program amenities for the open space network will be part of a
broader community-focused open space strategy that includes
a series of open space types, including the preservation and
enhancement of environmentally sensitive areas, the provision
of an extensive neighbourhood trail network (Fig. 27),
accessible open spaces, neighbourhood scale public parks,
semi-public open space areas and private open space
associated with the ground orientated units. The open space
network will provide a range of programming opportunities to
serve all members of the Woodland Park community including
passive, active and cultural activities. Park amenities should
aspire to foster a sense of community and attract the widest
range of ages, abilities and interests, through all times of the
day and year, and shall allow for health and wellness activities
for all ages and interests.
e)

Figure 31: Rainwater Management

f)

Site Grading

The natural topography at Woodland Park is a defining
characteristic. The open space will be designed to respond to
this natural topography. This will ensure the open space is
connected to the natural landscape and will provide an open
space that is unique to Woodland Park.

2.7.5 STREETS, SIDEWALKS & PUBLIC REALM
The streets and sidewalks (Fig. 32) of Woodland Park serve as
an important aspect of the community, not only for circulation,
but also connectivity and the overall outdoor experience. For
the community, a bi-directional bike lane is proposed along
Cecile Drive and Angela Drive, as well as a robust planted
boulevard and separated sidewalks.

Rainwater Management

To limit the demand for resources, reduce the overall
contribution to climate change and to create a community that
is mindful of natural systems, a robust rainwater management
approach will be applied to the open space network. Through
design, the enhanced rainwater management system will use a
series of measures within the open space network to capture,
convey, infiltrate and reuse the rainwater within the site.
As currently proposed the intention is to manage water
according to three tiers of effectiveness (Fig. 31):
Tier 1 : rainwater is encouraged to flow and infiltrate into the
ground in line with the natural hydrological process.
Tier 2 : soils exist but are limited in depth and does not have
the same connection to the natural hydrological cycle.

Figure 32: Streets and Sidewalks
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a)

Boulevards

A number of trees exist along the sidewalks. Based on the
arborist report, some trees will be determined as high quality
and will be retained, while others, deemed as poor quality will
be replaced with high value boulevard trees. New boulevard
trees should follow minimum spacing and soil volume
requirements as set out in applicable City guidelines.
With the adjacent parks and public open spaces, a series of
parklets will be located along the boulevard (Fig. 33). These
areas will allow for seating nodes as well as a strong
connection to the community of Woodland Park.

c)

Public Realm

Universal Accessibility: Wherever possible, all common areas
of a multi-family development site are to be accessible by
persons with physical disabilities. To this end, all site
furnishings such as lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails and
seating are to be located so as to not impede easy passage for
persons in a wheelchair or persons who are visually impaired.

d)

Lighting

A comprehensive lighting plan will be required that addresses
the integration of lighting for the neighbourhood that provides
sufficient lighting for streets, sidewalks/walkways, public open
spaces. Key considerations include:

Figure 33: Boulevards

b)

Mews Street

The streetscape within the Mews neighbourhood is envisioned
as a shared space between pedestrians and vehicles (Fig. 34).
This street will provide the standard vehicular services required
for the associated community including emergency access,
parkade entry ramps, as well as delivery and drop offs to the
building entries. Parking within this streetscape will be limited
to emergency vehicles and short-term loading areas to limit the
number of vehicles within the open space area. While this
streetscape accommodates these daily uses, the street is
designed with the intention to be a welcoming place for the
local residents to walk and cycle through the heart of the
community.


Lighting on site of walkways, common areas, public
entranceways and buildings should be accomplished by means
of lamp standards or light bollards which contribute to a
consistency in design character throughout the site, and with
the adjacent public street lighting, wherever possible.

Lighting of walkways and common entrances on-site
will be sufficient to provide residents and visitors with a sense
of personal safety and ease.

Site lighting shall be of a design which minimizes light
pollution and prevents “light-spill” onto adjacent properties, into
the bedroom areas of dwelling units on the site and into the
naturalized portions of the site.

All lighting should be compliant with Dark Sky and
energy efficiency standards.
e)

Utilities

All utilities including transformers will be underground wherever
feasible. Where utility elements, including transformers, gas,
venting etc. are at grade, they shall be so located to limit their
visual impacts, e.g. within buildings, appropriately screened
(landscaping, fencing, vinyl wraps etc.) setback from
pedestrian pathways and the public realm.

Figure 34: Mews Street

The use of specialized materials and traffic calming measures
will ensure the vehicular movement and overall character is in
consideration of this shared use approach. This pedestrian
connection will be further informed with a bold crosswalk
connection that extends the Mews north to the adjacent Hub
Park.
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Schedule B – Appendix 2: Development Permit Area Guidelines – Section 2.7: Woodland Park
2.7.6 PUBLIC ART
Supporting the City’s theme of “City of the Arts” and
contributing to the distinctive character of each of Woodland
Park’s neighbourhoods and open space network, public art will
energize the public realm and support the flow and integration
between public spaces (Fig. 35). Envisioned as an active,
pedestrian-oriented feature, a collection of public artworks that
includes sculptures, sculptural series, as well as integrated and
functional artworks, will activate the broader public realm, to
create a distinct sense of place, and promote healthy living,
encouraging people to explore, gather, interact, and engage
with the artwork on display.

Figure 35: Public Art
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Bylaw No. 3306
A Bylaw to amend City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 to facilitate the rezoning of
the properties at 1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela Drive from Low-Density Townhouse
Residential (RM3) to Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83).
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937,
Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and 300 Angela
Drive) (CD83)”.

Amendments
2.1

City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937 is amended by rezoning the
following lands from Low-Density Townhouse Residential (RM3) to
Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83):
LOT A PLAN EPP 93132 DISTRICT LOT 377 NEW WESTMINSTER
DISTRICT, BCAGROUP 1
PID: 030-919-967
LOT B PLAN EPP 93132 DISTRICT LOT 377 NEW WESTMINSTER
DISTRICT BCAGROUP 1
PID: 030-919-975
as shown on the location map in Schedule A attached to and forming part of this
Bylaw.

2.2

Bylaw No. 2937 is further amended by adding the following section CD83 to
Schedule D:
“CD83
CD83.1

Comprehensive Development Zone 83 (CD83)
Intent
The intent of this zone is to facilitate the phased development of
a mixed-use project with complementary commercial and
residential uses and park spaces in five development Areas.

EDMS#
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CD83.2

CD83.2 Definitions
For the purposes of the CD83 Zone only, the following definitions
will apply:
“AREAS” means those phased development Areas identified by
Numbers 1 to 5 as identified on the following Figure 1 which may
be further subdivided into lots or air space parcels;
Figure 1 – Phased Development Areas

“LOT AREA” means the area of any and all of the individual
Areas 1 to 5, including all Environmentally Sensitive Lands and
lands to be developed for parks and the perimeter pathway;
“IN-SUITE STORAGE SPACE” means floor area within or
accessory to a dwelling unit, used to store personal items such
as recreation equipment, tires, barbecues, suitcases and
miscellaneous household articles, but does not include floor area
for clothes closets, linen closets, or kitchen or bathroom
cupboards;
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“DONATING PARCEL” refers to the following legal lot
descriptions:
STRATA LOT 1-30, PLAN NWS2, DISTRICT LOT 202 &
GROUP 1, NEW WESTMINSTER LAND DISTRICT,
TOGETHER WITH AN INTEREST IN THE COMMON
PROPERTY IN PROPORTION TO THE UNIT
ENTITLEMENT OF THE STRATA LOT AS SHOWN ON
FORM 1 OR V, AS APPROPIATE; and
LOT 18 BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 202 GROUP 1 NEW
WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLA 55.
CD83.3

Permitted Uses
The following uses are permitted within the individual Areas:
Area 1:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential, limited to Below Market Rental housing
Accessory Uses:
1) Building Manager Office
2) Home Occupation – Type A

Area 2:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
2) Off-Street Parking
Area 3:
Principal Use:
1) Residential – Multi-Residential, limited to Market Rental
Housing
2) Commercial – Artist Studio – Type A
3) Commercial – Child Care
4) Commercial – Commercial Athletic and Recreation Use
5) Commercial – Convenience Retail
6) Commercial – Licensee Retail Store
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7) Commercial – Office
8) Commercial – Personal Service
9) Commercial – Restaurant
10) Commercial – Retail Use
11) Commercial – Retail Food Service
12) Other – Park
Accessory Use:
1) Residential – Building Manager Office
2) Residential – Home Occupation – Type A

For Area 3 ground floor uses will be as set out in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2 – Area 3 Ground Floor Plan

Area 4:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
2) Retail Food Service
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
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Area 5:
Principal Use:
1) Multi-Residential
2) Park
Accessory Use:
1) Home Occupation – Type A
CD83.4

Coverage
The maximum permitted coverage of all buildings and structures
in the CD83 Zone shall not exceed 60% of the lot area of any
individual phased development Area, excluding all structures less
than 0.6m above grade.

CD83.5

Floor Area Ratio
CD83.5.1 The maximum Floor Area Ratio permitted in the CD83
Zone shall not exceed 1.80.
CD83.5.2 Furthermore, Area 1 shall include a minimum floor
area of 26,595m² Below-Market Rental.
CD83.5.3 Furthermore, Area 3 shall include a minimum floor
area of 9,870m² of Market Rental.
CD83.5.4 The maximum Floor Area Ratio permitted in each
individual Area and, in relation to the total area of land
zoned CD83, is established in Figure 3:
Figure 3 – Maximum Permitted Floor Area Ratios
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CD83.5.5 For the purposes of floor area calculation, In-Suite
Storage Space to a maximum of 2.8 m² space per
dwelling unit may be excluded from the calculation
provided that:
 storage space may be located in a single room,
not exceeding 2.8 m² (if storage spaces exceed
2.8 m², the total area will be included in FAR);
 surface provided the total area, including access,
does not exceed the maximum permitted
exclusion of 2.8 m² per unit;
 must be full floor-to-ceiling height (min 2.1 m) and
have a minimum clear horizontal dimension of 1.2
m in all directions and a maximum horizontal
dimension of 1.8m;
 the storage space cannot be part of or adjunct to
any other closet in the unit and must be accessed
from a common area or hallway within the dwelling
unit;
 the storage space must not contain windows.
CD83.6

Building Height
CD83.6.1

Within the CD83 Zone, buildings shall not exceed
the number of storeys indicated on Figure 4.
Figure 4 – Building Height (Storeys
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CD83.6.2

CD83.7

The maximum height of buildings, as measured from
grade to the highest point of the roof, shall exclude
all roof top mechanical equipment, elevator run-on
shafts and unenclosed roof top amenity structures.

Transfer of Density
Notwithstanding CD83.5.1, CD83.5.2, and CD83.5.3, where
density is transferred from the Donating Parcel:
a) the maximum allowable floor area permitted in the CD83
Zone may be increased by the amount of the density transfer
up to a maximum floor area of 14,865m²;
b) the maximum floor area ratio permitted in each individual
Area is indicated on Figure 5;
c) building height may be increased up to the maximum number
of storeys indicated on Figure 6.
Figure 5 – Maximum Floor Area Ratios Permitted By Density
Transfer
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Figure 6 – Maximum Building Heights Permitted By Density
Transfer

CD83.8

Building Setbacks
CD83.8.1

Buildings in the CD83 Zone shall be setback from
property lines in accordance with the following Figures
7 to 10.
Figure 7 – Building Setbacks
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Figure 8 – Building Setback Details – Sections A
and B

Figure 9 – Building Setback Details – Sections C
and D
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Figure 10 – Building Setback Details

CD83.8.2

Streamside Protection setbacks shall be in
accordance with Section 5.4 of the Zoning Bylaw
except where amended by the following regulations:
The Riparian Transition Area setback can be reduced
for the areas shown in Figure 11 and 12, provided that
there is no loss in total RTA area.
Figure 11 – RTA Setback Details: Area 1
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Figure 12 – RTA Setback Details: Area 5

CD83.9

Parking, Loading, and Bicycle Parking
The provision of parking, loading and bicycle parking for buildings
in the CD83 Zone shall comply with the applicable regulations in
section 6 of the Zoning Bylaw except where amended by the
following regulations where in conjunction with transportation
demand management measures.
CD83.9.1

Parking in the CD83 Zone shall be provided in
accordance with the following requirements:

Type of Building or Use
Apartment or Townhouse

Parking Required
Market Ownership
1.0 spaces per studio or 1 bedroom unit
1.17 spaces per two-bedroom unit
1.25 spaces per three-bedroom unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit
Market Rental
1.0 spaces per dwelling unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit
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Below Market (including below
market rental, moderate income
housing and low income housing)
1.0 spaces per studio, one-bedroom or
two-bedroom dwelling unit
1.25 spaces per three-bedroom
dwelling unit
0.1 designated residential visitor spaces
per dwelling unit
Artist Studio – Type A
Child Care
Commercial Athletic and
Recreation
Home Occupation –
Type A
Office
Personal Service Use
Restaurant
Retail Use, including
Retail Food Service

3.

No additional requirement beyond the
residential requirement
1 space per 50m2 of floor area
1 space per 40m2 of floor area
1 space per 18m2 of floor area
1 space per 33m2 of floor area

CD83.9.2

Notwithstanding section 6.4.3(e) of the Zoning Bylaw,
in the case of two adjacent accessible parking
spaces, the required pedestrian aisle of 1.2m may be
shared between the spaces.

CD83.9.3

A maximum of 30% of the total parking spaces on a
lot may be small car spaces.”

Attachments and Schedules
3.1

The following schedule is attached to and forms part of this Bylaw:


4.

1 space per each 100m2 of floor area or
part thereof
1.8 spaces per each 93m2 of floor area
1 space per 40m2 of floor area

Schedule A – Location Map.

Severability
4.1

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.
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Read a first time this 23rd day of March, 2021.
Read a second time as amended this 22nd day of June, 2021.
Public Hearing held this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

R. Vagramov
Mayor

day of

day of
day of

, 20 .
, 20 .

, 20 .

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3306 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer
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Schedule A – Location Map
This is a certified true copy of the map referred to in section 2 of City of Port Moody Zoning
Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment Bylaw No. 52, 2021, No. 3306 (1142 Cecile Drive and
300 Angela Drive) (CD83).
_______________________
Corporate Officer
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